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This book contains a very limited sampling of transcripts of 
press conferences held during my tenure as Chairman of the 
Atomic Energy Commission (1961-1971). This serves as an 
appendix to the Journal of Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman, U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission, 1961-1971, which has been printed by 
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in 28 volumes, including three 
appendices. Each press conference is described (in a narrative 
fashion) in the entry for the day on which it happened. Copies of 
this daily journal have been deposited at the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, the Bancroft Library of the University of California at 
Berkeley, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the Los 
Alamos National Library, the University of California at Los 
Angeles Main Library, the University of California at Santa 
Barbara, the Hoover Institution at Stanford University, the 
National Archives, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the 
Department of Energy History Division, the Library of Congress, 
and the presidential libraries of Kennedy , Johnson, and Nixon. 
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Glenn T. Seaborg 
June 1992 
Berkeley, CA 



TWX to Washington. 3/28/61. 

From Charter Heslep to Duncan Clark. Copy to Howard Brown 

Here are my notes on Seaborg's news confer~nce at the Sherman Hotel, 

6:30pm, Monday, March 27, 1961, immediately preceding his speech to the 

annual meeting of the National Science Teacher Association. 

Those present included the Chicago Sun Times, AP, Chicago Tribune, Science 

World and a British reporter whose affiliation I did not get. 

Question: What are your views on the resumption of nuclear weapons tests? 

Seaborg: As you know, the negmtiations are in progress at Geneva. I was 

called upon, among others, to give advice. I feel this would be a very 

bad time for me to take a position on this question. 

Q. Are you planning any drastic changes at the AEC? 

S. I was just sworn in on March first--a little over three weeks ago. The 

AEC is a going concern. There are five commisSi~' Three have been ser-
, 

ving for some time. By law, the AEC operates as a commission. The Chair

man has the same weight as the others. He has one vote. At no point is 

there discontinuity. 

I think in the course of time there are certain areas I shall be looking 

at in concert with the other COmmiSSi~. There is need to have a new loot 

at the operation of some of our national laboratories to be sure they have 

a~*adequate mission and a well conceived and well planned program. 

Going into more detail, I thirii there should be a little more emphasis 

on radimisotopes and t~r uses. In nuclear power, we may want to have a 

new look at ways of going forward. All of this is a continuing operation. 

There is no abrupt change. 

Q. Are there some inadequacies in the laboratories-? 

S. After all, they have been operating a number of years and we want to 
::'\ 

be sure they have a mission. (Then Seaborg told of,·'Wim planISto visit 
'-../ \ 

and discuss their problems with the heads of the Livermore, Los Alamos 

Oak Ridge and Argonne national labs. He said he had been in office less 1 



Page Two--Seaborg news conference. 

than a month but was on the job as an observer for a month preceding and 

he thought ilCwas time to try and get around to see how the labs are doing.) 

Q. As to isotopes, are you thinking of more reseqch, more mon@y? 

So I am thinking of a larger relative effort. I have no detailed suggestionf 

Q. Are you thinking of irereased exports of isotopes? 

S. Not particularly. I am thinking of our own program. 

Q. There are reports of expansion of the Argonne National Laboratory. Will 

you comment? 

S. I dont know if it should be spoken of as an expansion. A new particle 

accelerator is being built which will enable the laboratory to expand some 

programs. 

Seaborg then described the ~accelerator, streSSing that it was not as 

powerful as the 30Bev one at BNL or the one at Cern but that its unique 

feature would be the intensity of its beam. 

Q. Have you given much thought to the relations of the AEC and foreign 

governments? 

S. Yes. We are participating in the IAEA at Vienna, sponsored by the Unitec 

Nation. I am car~g on the agreements and exchanges started by Chairman 

McCone and ~rofessor Emelyanov, his opposite in the Soviet Union. You may 
-0" 

recall that the McCone-Emelyanov agreement look foward to the exchange of 
To 

scientists and of reports and ~ the possibility of cooperative scientific 

projects. Only some aspects have gotten under way so far. 

Q. What kind of cooperative projects? 

S. One of the large cooperative projects in prospect is a large accelerator== 

possibl~a joint U.S.- USSR and possibly involving other countries. This 

is an accelerator that would attempt to ammMme=rmmmtb_ammmmm~ make the 

same money work for both countries. 

Q. What would be the U.S.~ontribution in money and personnel? 

2 



Page Three Seabor News Conference 

So The only investigation so far has been on a scientific basis as to what 

kind of accelerator should be built and discussion of if it is feasible. I 

have heard numbers mpm.mmjiimD~as high as 300 bev. 

Q. Would such an accelerator have anything to do with CERN. 

S. No--not related. But not clear yet on form of coooeration. Other 

countries would be invited to use it but as conceived, it would be a 

joint US- USSR prOjec~.:) 

Qo Can't the United States afford to build this new machine? 

S. I am not saying that the McCone Emelyanov agreement II.'-p envisaged 

this particular project. Either country could afford to do it but sammm 
we might find that such a project would contribute to mutual understanding 

and to the lessening of international tension. 

Q. Would we in the United States accept a site in the USSR? 

S. I cannot prejudge where such an accelerator might be but it is more likel~ 

to be built in a neutral country. 

Q. Why not take advantage of the site at Dubna? 

So This new accelerator would not be related to the one at Dubna, or at 

Brookhaven or any other. It would be a self sufficlt.ent project. If eithe I __ J 

country built it alone, ib probably would not be at Dubna or at Brookhaven. 

Q. By neutral country, do you limit this to Europe? 

'~o This is only in the exploratory stages. It has not I!JIDII_m gone ~ be

yond that. So far, the ~ only discussion was by a group of U.S. and 

~.S.S.R. scientists at Brookhaven last fa~~~~tion of a p~ble join-t 

committee. 

Q. Would such a project require approval of Congress and of appropriations. 

S. Of course, but I repeat what has been done so far is only exploratory 

steps· We have not gone beyond that. 

Q. 

- {;, ",- .~ 
~ '~Lt_""_(_~_<' >-\ 

Are you going to give up your work with the Ghemica~~~~l Study 

Group? 

s. No, this is one of the few things that I am going to continue. The~ 

3 



Page Four: 

need for an adequate education system is so important that I intend to 
mm.A,,'I'w·atdllfl 
lend some help m;nrr;,where I can. 

Q. Has the chemistry group benefited from the work of the PSSC? 

S. Oh yes. It has shown the falue of bringing the high school teacher 
r 

into the process of developing new texts, exp~ments, laboratory manuals 

and teachers' guides. 

Qo What levels of the high school population are you trying to reach. 

S. All levels. m.mM.m~m We are aiming at the entire chemistry class. This 

was one of the most important early decisions we had to make. 

Q. Can you give us some guidance on what such an international accelerator 

would do? 

S. Literally, we do notmmm. know. (He cited the Sawrence story of planning 

the Bevatron). We just dol nor-know what we would find. We can expect to 

find some new laws of nature, to gain new insights a~he forces that 

hold the nucleUs together, perhaps to find some more subatomic particles. 

~ End notes. Confer~.nce broke up at ~ 6;55 and WGN-Ty then 

video-taped about Ii minutes· I was out in hall~.,iim empha~g explora

tory nature of the ;mmmmmpmmi~ U.S.-U.S.S.R. talks and that the joint 

meeting last fall was not a government sponsored one but just the scientiste 
- «ci 

themmelves talking things over. Understand WGN ask the "Any radi~al 

Changes" question and a question a bout the role of the laboratories. 

Heslep. 



Press Briefing in Vienna on Friday, Sept 29 at Imperial Hotel. 

Harry Kendall opened the meeting by citing ground rules. 

1. McCabe, UPI - Anything of general nature concerning conference up to now? 

Particularly with regard to DIG? 

GTS: Very interesting and useful so far. The Agency seems to be coming of age. 

Making progress in scientific areas. In answer to your second question on the 

D /G ,~, frankly I dont know. 

2. Nucleonics - Future of the Agency? Soviet remarks? 

GTS: Prof Emelyanov made some constructive suggestions. I was struck 

particularly by his suggestion that the Agency help developing countries by giving 

them radioactive isotopes for hospitals and basic research. I am not sure but 

there are indications that Soviets will support the agency. Eme17Bm07 

repeatealJZsp0kezagatzstzwastezaZsp0saZZ 

Nucleonics again - Emelyanov repeatedly spoke against waste disposal. 

GTS: There must be some misunderstanding. Emelyanov and I have corresponded. 

There is alos underway a study ~ on waste disposal in the sea. I think mainly 

we need here information on what the Soviets are doing. They have Pu producing 

plants. What He need is an exchange of information. 

3. NY POST - What about Emelyanov speech? 

GTS: I have had many talks with him. Have been quite fix friendly. He seems 

particularly happy to talk; as he puts it, with another scientist. 

4.: GERMAN - How about the McCone/Emelyanov agreement. Any recent developments? 

GTS: There have been some results. 4 or 5 days after I took office on March 1 -
xwrote 

On March 5, I believe, I XmiK Emelyanov stating we should implement this 

agreement. Hoped for exchange of scientific information and visits of scientists -

waste disposal - fast reactors. He responded and indicated he was sending along 

hundreds of Soviet reports and we sent a number of our reports. Actually I 

had indicated abstracts might be sufficient but in many cases he sent complete 

reports. Visits are being further discussed. There were immediate exchanges right 

after the agreement was Signed. 
5 
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McCone went to Russian - Soviet scientists came over heres. I think it is 

coming along fairly well. 

GERMAN again: Have you received their reports? 

GTS: We have received hundreds of reports. I cannot recall how many were 

complete. 

5: unknown: Were they new information or something you knew about? 

GTS: We knew about some but many were about new or additional subjects 

or more advanced reports. They were all uncleassified of course. 

6: OSLO - On the NS SAVANNAH. When will SAVANNAH appear in European waters? 

GTS: SAVANNAH is a trail blazer for establishing precedents before nuclear 

ships can sail in international waters and put into ports ~ around the world. 

Many questions of international law need to be answered. Ship must also be 

technically proven. Engines must be brought up slowly and then proven out. 

Probably take at least a year. 

OSLO again: Could it take longer? 

GTS: Very difficult to estimate. In time I feel these ships will be acceptable. 

7: HANDLER NY TIMES: Will you speak again? In this conference in response to 

Emelyanov? 

GTS: I 1m1 am planning not to make a statement. 

8; OSLO - Can you give us some more information on radioactive waste disposal? 

Is it not a political question? 

GTS: I have spoken twice on this, first on waste disposal in the sea - also 

on radioative isotopes to developing countries. Is your question on one of these 

two points? If so I am willing to respond. (no answer). 

9: NUCLEONICS - Does US pay greater share of IAEA funds? 

GTS: I would like to see costs of technical assistance in a more definite 

category. I visited the IAEA lab at Seibersdorf and was impressed by their 

work and by their international team. I would like to see the funding in a 

definite budget - at the beginning of the year. 

6 



NUCLEONICS again: Will you press for a change? 

GTS: In my speech I said I hoped that Member Countries contributions 

could be increased. 

10. (unknown) Prof Emelyanov mentioned waste disposal 

7 
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TRANSC?.IPT OF PR3SS COl-1FE?(.ZIICE 
HElD :'lITH 

IXX:TOR GLz:m T. SEABO?G 
AT THE 

INTE!trLTIC'NAL SL:·}'03IUL ON AZRO
S?ACE :mCLZAR 7D.O?'0l.SIOlJ 

CCT03:!T.. 21f. 1961 

Q. I-tuss HaI-lkcs, .~vi~ tiO:ii.;eek: 

Some of us heard that you Here going to 1117.1-:::e a Y:Uljor ~olicy .::U1nouncement 

here and I have just paged through a copy of your speoch rapidly I can I t 

find it. I Honder if you ]'Jould point it out to ne1 

rio I don't thin!-;: there is c..n,ythirlG in this sneech t11.:it ~IOulcl fa':l in that 

" "". 

catecory unless it is my prediction as to the ty)8 of reactor that He 

nisht go to in the i'uture in o!"cier to Cet tho hi,:;h :)0.101', i. e. nundrcds 

of kilm{atts or Fl8ga"ratt reactor for utilization in s.ateJ.li tes in the 

'~'hat is the lithiu:rl cooled fast neutron reactor that I 

referr'Y-3. to to:lards the end of the 5~eech. 7n2.t is the onl;)' thing that 

I could thi!1}': ()f '.;;.:.;t :·:oulcl oe ir. that c'.ltegory - th~,t is only a prediction. 

rou.:;hl;y. :L t ,.;ill depend, of coul's e, on tho priori tL~s - on the dezree of 

urgency that is 3.tt~,ched to the y'osram .:.s it d.evelops, and if it gives 

indication of developinc succ8Ssf'ulJy .:md the rest of the s;xJ.ce nro:ram 

seer.;s -~o 00 d;:;velopin~; 3uCCGssfulJ.y in requirinz, i t, t~1en the urgency 

could increase and perhaps \·:e coule::. beu.t t~1at ti!"!1e. 

To '-lh;.::. t extent could the Rover 
, 

ano. ?luto progr.:ms be speeded up uith more 

money' 
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A. 'dell, I tr.ink they could be speeded u~ to an appreciable degree i-rith 

more money. 

Q. '.mat does th3t mean - like knock a year off the ti:~e schedule? 

A. It is veI"J difficult to gauge it in terms of the overall sched.ule but 

something like that perhaps to the final oDerable vehicle. 

Q. Are you satisfied \.;i th the fundinz nen·;? 

A. ,,'ell, I thin..1<: that at the present time H'e have just if That 'VIe have asked for. 

and I a .... l: sa.tis:f'ied but in the :f'uture it seems to rne "Chat the :funding can 

IrJa]-:e the differ'3nc() cert.:::inly in the ti:71e scale-somethins in the order of· 

a year. some 

\-1a:7s the deE:ree of urGency, the :,s::lcholor,icll :f'actors ,rill be just <?s 

t.he 10l1i:~ 1"-':"11 what scientists arc on it ;',nd hOH they uOl'k and hot·: they get 

tho materials ~nd so forth, o:.rt. obviousJ,:r ill'e ;'l:J.ve to have 3. cer~in rnini-

mum or fun6ini~ in order to make the tilfle schedules. 

Q. :job :,da;:nson. ::ucloonies: 

. Could you 0i-';G us S02e ide,::u3 . f , .. hat you c::-:p8C'C, in rise.'ll t 63 for t..~ese 

res;r3ctive pl~0i:.caJI~ in tcr;'iJ.S of pel'cent.aee incr03.se - these -Q.iO prOGr3.lns. 

tlle rocket ~md the ramjets. 

J-~. lne rocket ane:. the ramjet? Uell, on the l'ocket C-~ovor) I tr.ink the in-

crease is somethi.:l[; like 5O-;~ that is bei!1[ contC!'lplated. Of course, vIe 

clon't have th~t for t 63 yet c.ne I think a. larger proportion of that 

:bmjct _ ,,;e can't S3;;/ c::t t}:is time - the fut,ure hasn't really been 

deter~nined. You 0.:-;;: LJJdn;::: <lbout t:1e Pluto project? 

Q. Dr. 0.0 you have a sCl1ooule:l date ,·;hen construction is suppose to begin on 

the RIFT reactor? 15 
• 
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A. I don't think so. 

Q. Could ;you tell me ,-1hen the fin:::l develo[l.1'J!ent contract is SUlJposed to be 

let? 

fl.. The IUrT reactor is that the o-::'her term for the n:~qVA? 

,", 

'"". That is the reactor in-fliGht test? 

A. Yes. that is the lJER.VA engine. the l~rrFT reactor. ~_r.'1at is your question? 

..:. I wanted to knot'! a scheduled date on it, when construction will start? 

A. '?.ae present contract t.n. th the Aerojet - General-:-1estinghous combine is for 

six months from t~e date of: the contract • ..rInch \-;as a couple of months ago, 

and th8n if thiI1£:s -GO I-Tell with th,,:.t te:1;11 thon the contract ,-;auld be re-

n€MG"<i contrn~l~pl8.tini3 the construction o:f the ~ine. I don t t knm, that \<1e 

can say there is a sched.ule ckte a t t~lis tL'!e - their assignlllent uould be 

to construct it as soon as possible and the date-uould depend a great deal 

on the result of -::'h8 forthcominG tests - KIWI tests. particular]~{ ti1e test 

that is no~; schedulf'.d for ne::-ct spring usinr; liquid hydrogen. ~l1e tests so 

far as you ?1'o'oably ;·:now have been usinG gaseous l'l.ydrogen. so it would be 

hard to suggest a construction date at trL1.S -::'ime. It -r.-rould be tied very 

l'I'!Uch on t~o 1'esu2. ts of those tests. 

Q. }~arvin i"'; l-:~s, Los Anr;elcs 'fir..c:3: 

I ho~e .!. <'.:.1;1 :lot im,oertinent but ~ should like to lm.o'" if :70U can oiscuss 

01' will .:iiscuss :for us tho roabl of a ~o!3sibili ty of resun:i..nc nuclear 

fl.. -,Jell, I H-ill try to a!1Sl-lcr ar~r q,ues::"ions that a:'e:-;ut to me - I \voulJn' t 

lilY;it the conference to questions on nuclear energy in space. 

!~. Can you z.:iv'; us :.:.n idea of: Hho.t it Houl6. take ~'1c1 Hhat it ,wuld mean and 

heM soon this conceivably could ~)C done? 

A. ;iell. ii' the decision 1..rel'c taken to resume testinc in the atmosphere, it 
16 

could be done ver'J quickly - in a rn.:ltter ai' ,reoi(s <mc I say if the decision 
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were taken. 

Q. 1']6uld this mean testing both here and in the Pacific as vTell? 

A. It is possible totest in both places. Obviously a decision of that sort 

hasn't been IIl2.de yet, so I honestly don't knovT the anst-ler to that question. 

Q.. Tne subsurface tests that are being run out here are thC1J being detonated 

','., . 

in the tunnels that were constructed in the Plol-Tshare program? 

A. .No, I don't think you could say that these tunnels 1-J~.re constructed for 
• 

the Plcr,·;share prol~rarr,. If you recall there "t-las a tunnel system that was 

constructed back in 1958 and a year or so preceding that for the under-

;;round Hear)Ons testing program in 1958 - th3 so co.lled Hardtack series, 

and that tunnel system still r.Lad sites left in it. 'l'hat tunnel system t-ras 

tu.rned over in largo part, at least in theory, t.o tho Vela program during 

t~e years of the moratorium and it '-Tas conte.'nplated that this seismic 

detection prograIll , .. culd use a number of these sites during that period. 

di th the resura:;tion 0::: the underGround nuclear ueapons testing this 

t-unnel syste.ru VIas utilized in the sh::.pe t:1at v.TC .foun~ it at that time, so 

it really ua.sn't a sysse::: that :iOU might say ',las pla~ed .Cor the PlmTshare 

the tunnel G,)'stern wasn't to be devoted to that. 

Q. ~'lould it be true, that what controls l:her. :lOU start makinG :rour first iBsts 

above ground will b~ vlhen you rtl..'1 cut cf' turmels? 

A. Oh no, I think that '·'ould be 2Il oversimplification. He have quite a number 

of tunnels but I don't, !mou how you define a tu..'1nel site for underground 

nuclear CA.-plosions. l-Je are in the process of building others. 

Q. nay Snderle, :/all Street Journal: 

Could you tell me, sir, Vlhethcr t,;1ere is any planned p!""oC;ra."'1. if the 

17 
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decision were taken, on how long our series of test ::ould run, appro..'d.-

mate1y? Are any number of tests atmospheric? 

A. ;)0 there isn't at this time. 

Q. Could ;you tell me then how far a..'1e2d do you thih1~ the rtussians have moved 

on us vIi th their tests. 

A. It is ve,r.J dif.ficult to spe~ in terms of hm; far ahead one nation is as 

compared to the other. I don't thi!11: they are <lheQ.d insofar as this term 

has :my meaning at all. I have :i.m!-)lieJ. I ion't think it has too much. 

Q. Victor ~3iasi, S~ce Aeronat:.tics: 

A. 

r: lot. 

Proposals ~o.ve ~een made to propel space vehicles tr..rou:,h a series of con-

trolled nuclear 8):plosions. 

Yes • 

Do the nature of such cXDlosions Jiffer very much fromtr-Lose for 1rlCanOn 

explosions? 

A. ::0. this is the so called Orion e:;:'peri.'1icnt. 

Q. Yes t so in the event tve aeree to discontimF nuc1ear testing -

A. No. it de:)ends on Hhat you nron of the nuture of it - they do 1rlO!'k in terms 

of try-'.J..nG to direct the explosion !!!ore, but ~asic;;;lJy the nature OI the ex-

~)losion is the Sar.le. 

Q. ~'Jell ;:mt it another way - iI He agree to discontinue testing in the atrr.osphere. 

:'lOuld this mean we i.fou1cl ab;:;.ndon the Orion concept 7 

A. Yes, if "Ie had si:;ned ~ agreefficnt that vIC j,'reren' t going to test in the 

at!llOSphere. Let 14e put it this ,lay - if He't-reren·t going to test above 

grounci you ,,:ould ali'nost have to abandon the Orion concept. You might raise 

the techniC<ll question of whether testing beyond the atmosphere. ,,,hich is 

one of the chief places \.o1here you 1rlOuld '.-rant to In.ake the test for Orion so 

that oneoould,contemplate the situation 1rrhereby "Ie continued not to test 

18 
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in the atmosphere, b-ut tested above the and proceeded with 

Orion experiment. 

c.;;. Do you feel that there is any roason for testip.,::: gimlt thermo-nuclear 

wea~or.s such as l\ussia is doins. I have been told thnt ::.rou can r;et the 

same results from a much lesser yield and not have to build the bi~ one -

in other ,-lords you can bre sure it l.rould nork. 

A. I can anSi·rd' th.::.t cateeoric·.l.lly. I think that" there is no reason for 

testinc a ,,:eapon like the one tmt the ;(ussians either have tested or are 

contemplatinG testing in the region of these ve!7 ~~Gh energies like 50 

megatons. The test that JOU ne·.:;d to 111:11w and. 1;lc.ich .lould be entirely 

adequate can be carried on in a range of :>-ield ';lhere the RussLms have 

already tested. 

Q. Do you thin1-:. sir, it l-10uld be ~r.ost:q for propaganda that they HOulc1 be 

detonating such high explosives? 

;~. \/ell cel't:.;.in},y i t ~lould 1--..ave to be for reasons other then t;K, technical 

need for the ~:pe!'irncnt. 

''''''0 In ~lOU1' oanc;uettalk ~/ou 8e,3(:; to be sc;:,~ii1~;, :~;.:yb c: you al'e s~nz I don't 

1mow - that the COl1l"'ussion is alre::H:cr on its !)oliC"J or re::uirG.":ents. IJASA 

or the Pentacon Hould have to come to the Cmmdssion and say lltlTe ;1eOO such 

and such a reactor for s;::)ace such as JOO kilmr.s.tts. ;1..1'0 ::OU s~>-ins that 

you arc no longer waitin~ :Cor those requirements tha -::. you '-:o'..lL: GO ahead 

to meot forsee:.:.ble space ;~ot-Ie::'1 needs? 

A. I am tZ:.-inc: to inj-::-ct a little urgency into the need for over~ll planning, 

and it could. eve, require more funds earlier than l1e had 2nticipated. I 

have bOL").."l to ill:ve the ,concern - and I have no reason to believe thc'.t the: 

.final outcome Hould be unsatisfactory in t.hat 1i10 t-JQ;l't de it the 1iray I 

sUZGest - I' !~l quite sure tve ,-rill - but I h3.ve be3'-1-'1 to h3..ve some concern 

that everyone involved should \.lnderstand the need for hav~-,-Ylg all of the 19 
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thinGs here come out even - the capacity to be roaqy at the same time. 

The capacity to launch the large vchicle. the complicated' electronic gear 

that must be present in the vehicle, and the large power sources that .. ,ill 

be needed to operate 10r e..-v..areple, i:1 the case 01 the advanced COY;ilJ:UIli-

cations satellites and so forth. I just vrant to be sure that these all 

corne cut .even at the same time and it seemed like this ,·;as a good point 

to rr.ake in tr..is talk. I don't anticipate arr;,r difficulties in this. 

Q. In the funding area you. are missinG j.'-our ':;iggest ~)oint. 

A. This \lill require nore fundinG then some people perhaps are ~ about 

it at tpis time. I probably Houldn't have been s~~nr; it other than it 

was a speech in Hhich I felt I was compelled to r~lZlke a fa-l interesting 

points, and that was one of them. 

Q. Hov! much more money do you want, than you are getting no.·: on the SNAP 

progr~il1 

A. Y.-us has :--0 do ui tll the budgets for the future that haven't bccm determined. 

I.ve don't have any requirements, any real requirements beyond the :::~u.T}ding 

that has aeon made up to the present time, in other words the '62 budget 

is ade:uate. I a'1l just talking about '63. '61.: .• t 65 ,~nd '66. It may be 

th..1.t the Sru.2 end or this .;ill have to have more suppor-t, let me say than 

some people perhaps thought. 'de !laven't reacnoo the point yet uhere any

body ;1as disagreed Hi th this. 

Q. I i·laS wondering: hm! much is being spent on the S::UU> prOGram rieht now? 

A. Somebody said I should 1;i ve a "snap" jucl[:ement on that? In Fiscal '62 

do you knml :-hat figure? (Dr. Fri teh). ..11at is the ::;I'}A? buJ.ge in T:'iscal 

'621 (.Dr. Fritch - in Fiscal '62 about 40 IT'.illion.) 

2() 
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Q.. Dr. ,up until this summer the only restriction on p~ess acceSs to the 

proving ground out there was on a Oasis of security 'There arose - ,ole nOt-l 

have a band on entI""lJ there that is obviously based on policy rather than 

on security. kre you in favor of this and hm; long is it going to go on? 

A. Hell, I think its based on security as ;·;ell - I'm in favor of it. The 

reasons for it .:-.re rath".:lr Simple and straiGht for-.:ard. For one thine it 

rnalws it possi::,le to carry on the '.!ark in a more straight forward manner. 

T'iw tests are underground where the things to be seen a:-e minimal. 

Q. That si.Ill9lifies the s eo uri ty end of' it? 

A. 'That si~Jli.fies thesecuri ty angle. As long as the tests "Tere above ground 

there 1 .. as a great need, an obvious need, in fact, a res::,onsibility to inform 

rather eenera~, certain~v the peo~le in the neiGhborhood, for that ma,tter 

all or the people in the countI"1J. ThisvTaS necessary as long as there was 

testine in trw atmosphere because this effected so many :)(~ople and this, 

of COU1'se, ~Tould be necessary again if He rCSUlYie testinc in the at:nosphere. 

How vTi th testi..'1g underground lJ'G i'eel tk1t tLis is onl,yone part of the 

llhole nuclear ltleapOnS development program. There has l1ever been ar:or 

question before about the need lor secrocy in the l-lhole .. roapons develop.. 

ment program UIJ to the testin/?: point. Pro'xl.bly the ;.:hole ,,.eapons program 

wouJ_d h~,-ve "been carried on under secrecy through the testin; phase if "tve 

had started testing und~gr0111'1d, i. e., there hadn't been o. need for public 

disclosure , .. hieD \-Tas introduced by atmospheric testing. So:::: think it is 

in the best interest of insurin':'; :-:1ax:iJnuIIlp-ogress, a.... .. ld Most compatible with 

our natio:1al security to carry it on th.:.s way. 

Q. Do JOU think the public riGht to information which is tl:.e principle of 

this nation isa function of 3.1titudc. ':Jhether you are settint; something 

. .•... 
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out a :fet'l :feet under SO!llE: dirt or a ie,; feet over sO:I~e dirt? Isn't the 

~)ublics' ri:ht to inform::tion arl invariable ~l'inciT)le? 

vias the point that ... uas tI"'.>r1.n;; to l:Jake. 

conception in the minds of the scien·:'ists t;1rou.:;h i·Ih:::.t you ;;;ight c:111 b~nch-

worh: and design in the lab ora tory UD to the tes t ;>oint has nev8r 'o:-:·en an 

issue of the need to disclose this to the ,(melle ::me:' I tJ-,ink n'..'e..~-one u..>'}der_ 

stands th::: t. ':ie couldn't possibly operate uncleI' those con('~ tions. All I 

and it probably t·;ould never n.:::-·,tc ;:'(;13)1 ':li.~closed h.,~d :vC started testinG 

underGround. It is because of 
, , 
'L.Ge necd::'hat lIas in·::'reduced. hTIY:l1 ue i.Jere 

In the 

\-Thole area of 'Jeapon~ cevelo'!E')nt. inclu'.i.n:: non-!luclcar H'e:.mons develop-

!'l'.::nt. tnere is no pelicy of '~'ublic disclosure OJ-:' the clevelo~mont as it 

I don't think there is an;:,- such issuo hE,rc at all. 

undergrou."lG tes ts. i.·:;. to the IbrJt;,~c;( tosts '( 

A. No I ... i.on't think tha!- \ .. a5 a mist.:llie, I ~.:.;.d.r'.k that ~JhGn you Hont direct~ 

fro:" a situation 'Ihere you He::.'e havin~ <.:.blosphcric tC5tinz to unc.ersround 

or to ;1 cO:!lbin:;.tion oi' t;'!e tuo :.:.ncl ;lo.d a '):J.ttern sot up th2t it 'las a ver-;j 

n<ltu.ral tr:i!1; t:) do to continue that· patter:.!., ::mt it certainly VIas also 

n,ltural to re-evaluate that throe years later ~-!;1en :,:e VIere :faced Hi til a 

nel-l situation. 

,~. Getting o:lcl-:: to our L1_ight p1'0£:ri.?:';, ull3.t ,,~ould. ,you sc.y is the ne::-::t ste~ 

b0Y0!1d :{oV'er, Pluto ~nd Herva? ';11e n'..~:t stem in m::pcrime:nt, design ond 

fliGht t~st? 
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A. '~iell I ~-1Ou1d sa,:;' that after .. re :13.Ve an ezpcri1:.cJnt~l enGine developed 

rn:i.ght COllie in '66. 167 ani then I suppose a rosc07;in' on th~ basis of 

~.;mt \013 learn fro::11 that, then t!lO bo;;i!1..11:1ng of tho :nan1.l.f:lcturing of the 

devices. 

Q. 'dell vlocldn't 1.-1e have to stop wor1: on adva...l1C·:xl designs riGht non to 

:follo;'1 - on beycnd? 

... ~. :lell insoi'ar as ,-Ie can on the baSi3 oi"';rrat we Imo:: • I cOi".sider the ICL:r 

tests nsxt 3::->nn:. ',,;i "t:, ~"uclear re:lctor :L."").d t~le liq,.-d.d lwclro:::en 3.3 a sort 

of crucictl ... ,o:"r..t that '-Till Give us the sort of infoI"::l2..tion that ,-;e need 

before VIC can begin to cO::~lit o'-1.rselvcs tc; haruHare. 

f'ul to ccr:r::!:i t ,Yourself to e:~")ensi ve hc:..r·:.:~..ra.:·e bef'ore ::" on 1':;10'" :;h;:;:t ;;rou are 

builJin ri~;ht 

,v-are sta:;e 2nd not ~ .... ai tinL: So lon:. un·.)C,3Ss3.riJ..;:,r Ion;;. so J':'~1< JOU ucla . .;)' the 

proJ3ct ilnd don't Get there at tho earliest ~;cssiolc time. 

Q. :)1'.. c::;.n JOU s"end <.:. i'cr..; ilunut9s just discussing t:l0 t~ch:"..-lc·~l ::;;coblc,.-:lS 

tr-..at li(~uici ~;;:ldl'ozc:n ,-Till introduce? 

A.. :ell the pro;:,l:::~: 0::" the :1ozz1e is on8 01: the :wst difli::::ult ")rob:~c:::s -

whether the nozzle Hill hoL; up in this co;:ibil1.Lltion:·)rocoss of introducing 

the llC'~uid hydro~cm around it \·;hic>.:::asifies Oi.:1d cools it on tho outside 

a::1d -to hD.ve coldeJ' g.:-lSOOUS bydrogcl1 :':-;0 thro'-.lgh the rroctor. '~'hen the 

23 
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I Hould say 

The ~uol elG!'"~ont.5. -'~he noltzles and 

I 1vould S3.y t~10S0 .:l.no the con-

..... 

... -~ . I t·ock you to 

so for·th. 

Q. 

• '.1. 

., 
_'. c; . 

s~ 'lSI"; ,.' 0.: 10: :iet:..cs 

.~_. cae -::.~::. loe 2.. t ael ()!.1 S ; + €.), - ~ ....... 

'71181""0:':- 0.:""2. t:l'':: nuclea::; 

,~:...s 

.~. 
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A. i10 I Houl:!.!1' t tr..in:: so _ I clon' t like to !"!l.Ll.kc sn.:lp juc.cer:;ents but I thil'1Jc 

that tl1ese :10ulo cltb.:.:;r site o{' .. r~ sl:OI'e. or on shore 

alo:1t:; th3 oce::m or perhaps 3V::;n fro:,,: an island uc(: out in the K1.8c:lC of 

sur'c tr:<lt thc IG.unch:i.n~~s :.1ill be fror;: 5i tes tho.t l~eet those 

crit8ria first. 

, In conn',:ction \-["2- ·Ct-.:. tlle resuJ'l1:jtioll of at2'::oS :;h:.:ric • -I- if tllat decision .... "LCS "S • 

is nlac.ie, 1';~1.:::' t ~ .. ; -':J...!.-(t r':, :-; t~:8 facts J..!1 deterr.IS_n:l.ng unet:1el' the tests ure 

here or possibl{;r in the r':lci:'ic? 

";". ~·:el~.. if _ could r-educG it to its basic cle::~Ql1ts .;.. thi:ll-:: it "VI0:li,j "be ~·;hcre 

... '-i.. 

(' ..:. 

C'. 

'-t.. 

i1.. 

~.",-:-.. ... " 
";":.J --;t· •• 

inu .. ;!i"in:i tc;J~/ in tl:e 0. t:::osphere ~:"nci He tested 

"our 

t!J.':"S !T.S,::lll 't.hat :;0 ::ou.1d c::,n'ter:.ilatc no suc;: '::13.ss::'vc c':;:"'.105ions7 :3 oconc.J.y • 

bilit,:,! of.' acilievinc': a t'33 c. treaty? 

tryini: to res':ond to t.he 13.st question first - I,m.: r.IUch room 

the~'G is for opthusn:. 25 
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I t:unl·= -'- Hould 

llou your :ri:!.~s"t. question.. .1. am not 

sure tl1<l t I tm:':'ers"t.:l:1Cl it. 

..... In viel·J Ol the i'act that you saic. you aGreed there is no n·:;ed in clev'31oping 

.1lssL ... ns J.1'lVC aL~ead;,/ t :si:;<:::(.; I ~cla0i.l1C; this last test tin; docs e,lus indicate 

c:-cplosion .:lI1(' tho a.nm-Ter \JQulCl i)e no I ~:le do not contc:~:?la te 

tCH1"]Dte 

." . I: 

"OV8 t~no.t 

-'I. • : 1.~l03 L :c:-~thcr 

easily' • US~:, 
,-...-- ... ,., 
~"") .:_,-,,11 '_". 

t11os(:~ tc:sts 

r.t th:ct 

26 
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°dould t~lat :101d true in our case; 'j'11crc :1ave been J announced U.S. 

undergrounc.: tests. ,:ole!. :,,'ou tt~re !"!!ore un3.n;10ul1ced then 

;.m.'1ounced ? 

A. :{o I a:11 sorry I couLlnlt o.nS'i-1er that. 

-.:. J:'here nrc beGinninG to 80 some ~i..ndiC;ltion3 ';:'h:.'.t "-)055i'...']':; your havinc to 

70 to Livermore lOr' ramjet ~)Gople ~mQ Los .:8..~,::-,os :I.'or l'od:et people could 

·'z.::lcre h'-lS 

'i'l;.e1'8 :,av.:: oc:cn trinsfers of 

",Do cL.y. Jo o..l'C cort:.:J..nlJ." 

to increase our rate of ?ror:r':!Ss in t::c; nuclear '.j(;i::!·'ons tcstin: area. 

':"ut it is dcfir~ t~l~/ n .. '., .... _v--:.. not to shirt 

• 
27 
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WGM PUBLIC AFFAIRS IN COOPERATION WITH NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 

PRESENTS - 'tyOU~ RIGHT TO SAY IT" - INow in its fifth year on TV) 

Tonight "A LOOK AT THE WORLD OF NUCLEAR COMPETITION" 

On November 1, 1952, the United States made the first successful 
h 
hydrogen bomb on Eniwetok aHBx atoll in the Pacific. ,The blast 

shvvn here is equal to eight megatons of TNT. Russia began its 

H-bomb testing in August of the following year. Since that time 

over 240 such bombs have~ been exploded by the Nations of the 

world,culminating in 31 recently announced Soviet tests. The 

mos spectacular of these was the October 30th blast estimated at 

a paver of over 50 megatons. The resulting nuclear fall-out has 
resolution in the United Nations 

created worldwide fear and fostered a/ °BRXXR 
nuclear t 

XHaxAssembly asking an end to all/testing. 

Now here is moderator James H. McBernie (sp?), Dean of the 

School of Speech at Northwestern University, 

McB: Good evening. Tonight we discuss the problems and the 

responsibility imposed upon us by Russia's recent nuclear 

tests. There is probably no man in America better equipped and 

better placed to answer our questions than our guest here tonight. 

We are honored to present - Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, a distingu:tshed 

che~ist, a Nobel prize winner, a key figure in the development 

of the atom bomb, and now Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission. 

To question Dr. 3eaborg we present -

(more) 

f~ .. 
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Robert E. Kennedy. Chief Editorial Writer for the 
CHICAGO SUN-TI~ 

,," 
John H. Thompson. ~ulitary Editor of the CHICAGO TRIBUNE 

and news commentator for WGN television. 

He will begin the discussion in.. just a moment. 

(commercial) 

Mr. Kennedy has the first question for our guest. 

Mr. Kennedy: Dr. Seaborg. a recent edition of TIME Magazine -

the one with your picture on the cover - said that one of 

your big jobs now is - and I quote - "to prepare the ill 

United States for renewed testing." Now, since the president 

has said - has given the impression - that we have ntt definitelj 

made up our minds to renew testing. Is this a fair statement 

or just what does that mean? 

Dr. 3eaborg: Well. President Kennedy has announced now on several 

occasions that he wants the United States to make the necessary 

preparations for atmospheric testing so that we will be ready 

in case the decision is made to test in the atmosphere. This 

takes some ti.me. It has a certain lead time associated with it. 

And it is in connection with making those preparations that 
presumably is 

that statement in TIME/wax made. 

Mr. Kennedy: You have to find locations and have to get material 

and ~~~~~~x personnel together. 

Dr. Seaborg: Exactly. 

(more) 
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Mr. Kennedy: That doesn't mean, for example, as some might think, 

that it is to prepare the United States citizens psychologically 

for resumption of atomospheric tests? 

Dr. Seaborg: Well, no; that is not implied in this case. 

Mr. Kennedy: No. Well, you say, when we make our decision to 

Dr. 

- whether we will resume testing, that will depend on what we 
the 

find - what scientists, such as yourself, find from ax analysis 

of the Russian fall-out? Is that the basis on ~ we will 

figure it ---

seaborg: Yes. President Kennedy has indicated that he will be 

guided, really entirely, on the basis of the necessity, the 

need,in teres of our Hation's securitYr to resume testing 

and, in order to make that' evaluation. he will be guided, 

in large part, by the progress the Russians have made in 

their testing. 

Mr. Kennedy: Now, don't we have a number of devices that we would 

like to test, that we have had in the blue print stage, in the 

laboratory stage that we could test anyway, regardless of 

~ what the analysis of the Russian fallout shows? 

Dr. Seaborg: Yes, sir. But the President takes this step 

of going into the atmosphere so seriously that Wxx he wants 

to aXgkx weight all of the factors. I said this is one 

of the factors by which he would be guided. 

(more) 
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Mr. Kennedy: Assuming, Dr. seaborg, that we will resume testing 

in the atmosphere, which is, of course, a Presidential decision, 
is 

but assuming we do , when could we begin -~ six months, 

mid-summer"----

Dr. Seaborg: I don't feel that I can give you an estimate on that. 

Mr. Kennedy: Not possible. In going back into the atmosphere, 

to test - what l~ill we be testing at that time? What wi 11 1m 

we be testing at that time - new weapons, or perhaps an 

anti-missile, missile? 

Dr. Seaborg: Well, there are cretain things you can't do underground, 

that must be done in the atmosphere. One of these is obviously 

the effec~ of weapons on weapons in the atmosphere; you can1t 

do that underground. You also can1t proof test large weapons 

that are in the stockpile but have never been tested that 

have been developed and built during the moratorium on testing. 

You also can't test complete systems of weapons, i.e., the 

combination of the missile and the warhead~ to find whether 

it is operational. Obviously, you lcan't do that BHiKEkx 

underground. And then, also, the progress for all kinds of 

testing is slower underground than in the atmosphere. 

Mr. Kennedy: Would we be able to test a neutron bomb - supposing 

that the scientists ever achieved~ that. 

(more) 
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Dr. Seaborg: I might amplify my previous ia answer a little bit. 

However, there are some tests that can be made better 

underground than in the atmosphere. It isn't all ~ 

one way. 

Mr. Kennedy: A neutron bomb would not be one of those, if 

we ever reached that point, I presume. 

Dr. Seaborg: That needs to be tested----

Mr • Kennedy: 

Dr. Seaborg: 

Underground---
~\ 

UndergrOun~:t~ or ----

Mr • Kennedy: It would have to be tetted in the atmosphere, I presume. 

Dr. Seaborg: Well, my only response to that would be to say that 

we are making all of the improvments in our weapons that seem 

possible. 

Mr. Kennedy: Along that same line, there has been so much 

talk ~out this neutron bomb. If that is ever developed, 

is that an ultimate weapon? IDr is that another merely for 

use in battle? 

Dr. Seaborg: I don't feel that I am in a position to comment on 

the details of a particular kind of weapon. 

Br. Kennedy: Dr. Seaborg, in this connection I read somewhere that 

one of the things that the scientists are analyzing - and I 
only throwing 

have no idea what this means - I am ltRXalCXXxg it to you 

and have you explain it to us in our terms. Is their analyzing 

trying to find out the level of neutron flux, would that have 

something to do with the possibility that the Russians have developed 

a neutron bomb? (more) 
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Dr. Seaborg: The l! vel of neutron flux! 

Mr . KennedI: The level of neutron flux. 

Dr. Seabcr g: The :e vel of neutron flux. I don't know exactly 

what is meant by that XIXKIOC term. The nuclear weapons 

emit neutrons when they explode and they emit neutrons 

in about exact proportionality to the zize size of the 

explosion. So I suppose this is one way of ~king 

an assessment as to what kind of weapon you have. I have 

never heard the term used exactly that way for this purpose. 

Mr. KennedI: Doctor, do you think the Russians have made any 

significant advances by their recent atmospheric tests, 

or would you know? 

Dr. Seaborg: He 11, we have not finished analyzing the Russian 

tests yet so I wouldn't really know~ at this time. 

Mr. Kennedy: In other words, they weren't conducting these tests 

for----to instill fear for propaganda purposes? These ,,,.ere real 
fabric---

Dr. Seaborg: TRsxex~ I think they had a number of motives. 0 e 

of them, I believe, was obviously the political or the 

Psychological motive. But I think also that they had techni~ 

reasons to make a number of these tests--proof tests of weapons. 

I believe test some weapons systems of the type I mentioned. 

*iKaxpxwRa~x Also probably to reduce the weight of some of 

their intercontinental ballistic missiles. And also EX 

to improve their tactical weapons and probably to study the 

effects of weapons on weapons. All of these things; these are 

(more) 
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These are more or less obvious. I don't have any 

information - inside information; I don't arrive at 

these conclusions as a result of the analysis of the 

Russian tests. These are just obvious objectives. 

Mr. Kennedy: tole 11, do you btia think the Russians have been 

working on these tests pxepaxaxaX7 preparing for them 
three-year 

all thru this/moratorium? 

Dr. Seabarg: I don't know that they have been working all 

through the three years of the moratorium bu~it is 

clear that for a substantial part of the time while 

they had representatives at Geneva negotiating with us 

in what we thought was good faith, they were actually 

preparing for these tests. It is difficult to estimate 

how long they have been preparing because this depends 

on how much information they are getting out of the tests, 

how much diagnostic information. It is possible to explode 

a number of bombs in quick succession just for the "bangs" 

and get a minimum o~iagnostic information. At the other 

extreme it is -- one might have as an aim, and this tends 

to be the policy of the United States, to get ever single bit 

of diagnostic information out of every test that is possible. 

I don't believe Russia had been at that extreme, of getting -
They're 

of milking all of the information p~ sible out of it. ~~ 

is somewhere in between and their position in that spectrum would 

determine how long they hav~ been preparing. 
(more) 
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Mr. Kennedy: In your evaluation of the Russian tests so far, 

XBxKBRXE have you been able to determine just how dirty was 
plus bomb, 

their SO/megatonl with people talking these days of dil1¥ bombs 

and cles.n bombs. 

Dr. Seaborg: We don't have that information yet. 

Mr. I~ennedy: That has not arrived--

Mr. Thompson: Speaking of dirty bombs, there seems to be a change 

of opinion, at least I think the public is given that impression 

by the scientists, that fall-out isn't so bad as we thought it 

was although Khruschev recently said that he admitted that 

there was some danger about it, he said he needed to do it 

any way. Are we coming to that JlXliIsi*xaHi position ourselves 

with statements being made by our scientists, including 

yourself, that fall-out isn't so bad o 

Dr. Seaborg: No, it's very difficult to put this into perspective. 

On the one hand, the danger of fall-out has been exaggerated 
v.n11 ..... tA-;:. 

when people, for example, are afraid to go out of doors ~-Lo 

e¥eQ pu~oat on or ia a hat on because they just fear there 

is going to be this dangerous material fall allover them 

of they boil their water, etc. That is obviously an exaggeration. 

On the other hand, I wouldn't say that it is harmless. It is 

obvious that the radiations that impinge on the human body 

from fall-out are not goodJ/ for the body so that the truth 

is somewhere in between. It is complicated further by whether 

(more' 
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you are talking about the genetic effect, the effect 

on future generations, or the sematic effect --the 
which 

current damage on presently living people/will show 
diseases 

up in ~~ later on, lukemia, etc. Here you 

get into a statistical problem that is difficult to 

understand. For example, one type of genetic effect 

that can lead to malformations in birth can occur once in 

a million births. Well, now if you measure that over a 

number of generations where there may be 50 or 100 billion 

births involved, even one in a million is 50 or 100 thousand. 

So it depends on how you look at it. I think one such 

event is to be deplored and avoided if it can be. 
Kennedy: But you're 

Mr.~ Ibcqtml KXIl going to have malformation anyway, 

aren't we? 

Dr. Seaborg: We have them for a number of other reasons. 

Mr. 

This isn't an argument to add to it. It just meaas we 

have to keep the whole thinb in perspective and understand 

these statistical numbers and ~gkXx weigh them 
our 

against the needs that are determined by/national security. 
Kennedy: 
~ In other words, if we had to measure them against 

the possibility of a future war against the possibility of a 

future mutations •. 

Dr. Seaborg: That is something that has to be weighed. 

And this is just the fallout from the testing when I talk about 

(more) . 
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numbers like this. The fall-out from a war brings these 

numbers up to orders of magnitude. 
Mr. Kennedy: 
~~X~5!p!!K! Is this the number that you mentioned - one in a 

mi llion •••••• 

Dr. Seaborg: Well, I KaKXkEkKk used that as an example; I don't 

even know whether that is a sound number but for XBmKJXX some 

c;enetic effect, some number of that type would apply Hi and 

here again, and I welcome the opportunity to comment further 

on this, there is a wide difference of opinion among scientists 

as to what that statistical number is. Some would say that 

for this particular genetic effect it is one in EKi ten 

million; others might say it was one in a kKjxK hundred 
births. 

thousand.l The scientific data are lacking. It is also 

true for the current sRMgexx damage 0 The proportion 

of cases of lukemia will be developed later in life, 

shortening life by some number of days. Scientists are not 

agreed as to what these statistics are. 

Moderator: Excuse me,Mr. Kennedy,~ may I interrupt just a 

minute. We will be back to the discussion in just a moment. 
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Mr. Kennedy: I was thinking of following that line of fall-out 

to speculate on the Russian pollution of the atmosphere. 

Are they in a position now, say after stopping their 

3l-bomb test series, to say that the atmosphere has enough 

radioactivity now and there should be no more testing. 

Can we go on testing without damaging or endangering the 

atmosphere? 

Dr. Seabors: Well, they could use that Argument, yes. 

Mr. Kennedy: Successfully? 

Dro Seaborg: I don't know whether it would be successful 

with some people and not with others. It is a matter 

again of weighi~ this ri&xXx relative danger between 

the fallout and the needs of our national security. 

I can say this: The United States should it decide 

to resume atmospheric testing, andI want to emphasize 
decision hasn't 

this aKgxsRHxHaxxR»t been made; this is being very carefully 

weighed. But should it decide, I am~ will limit the 

bombs tested. They would -- the United States would never 

XEmHKxiexx consider the ---exploding these bombs one after 

the other almost every day or every other day at these high 

megaton levels. ~KiKx There would be a very carefully 

considered sincere attempt to limit the total and also to do 

it under such conditions where the £aX actual world-wide 

fall-out would be at a minimum. 

(more) 
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Mr. Kennedy: To limit the fall-out as well ? 

Dr. seab<r g: Yes. 

Mr. Thompson: Dr. Seaborg, that brings up a question: 

Most of the fall-out, the bad fall-out, comes from 

the big bombs, the multi-megaton bombs. How about 

the little bombs we use for tactical purposes? 

The kiloton bombs -- do they have any dangerous fall-out, 

radioactivity? 

ir. Seaborg: Well, ~that's just about in proportion to 

the size of the explosion: if it is 50 kilotons, it is 
t-

one-thousanth as much as the 50 megaton. But now we get 

into the matter of whether it is local fall-out or world-

wide. The big ores are apt to be up in the atmosphere, 
~lt..ctif 

high and worldwide; the s~ ones, particularly in actual 

use would be nearer the ground. Tben that would be a matter 

of local fall-out. 

Mr. Thompson: C;,'n they be tested outside of the atmosphere? 

Dr. Seaborg: Yes, they can. 

Mr. Thompson: Wouldn't that he a safer place to test some of 

theee big ones? 

Dr.Seaborg: That is a possibility; it is more difficult, more 

expensive. You have to have all of the lifting capability to 

bring them up fully outside of the atmosphere. A great distance, 

if you are going to be truly outside the atmosphere. You would 

(more) 
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have to explode them at a height, oh, roughly speaking, 

several times the diameter of the earth; in other words 

50 thousand miles, or something of that sort. 

Mr. Thompson: When you get that far up, does a regular hydrogen 

bpmbl then become a neutron bomb, just emitting neutrons 

without any explosion? 

Dr. Seabarg: No,it is no different. 

Mr. Thompson: It's no different; you still have fall-out 

but would stay up in the atmosphere? 

Dr. Seabarg;;: If it gets up, if you explode it high enough, 

then the 
~RXEkK influence of the earth on the debris is no longer 

there and it remains in space. It has no more reason to 

come back to earth than it does to another planet. 

Mr. Thompson: Is there any reason to believe----

Dr. Seabag: Or just remain inspace is more likely. 

Mr. ~ennedy: Dr. seaborg, is there any reason to believe 

that Russia is ahead of us in nuclear technology as a 

result of these recent tests? 

Dr. Seabarg: No, I don'~ think there is. However, I think 

this is a vague term and I don't like to comment in terms 

as to who is ahead and who is behind because it depends 

on so many things. It is not the type of term that I 

like to use but if I am going to need to make a vague 

(more) 
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statement of that sort, and with the understanding 

that people will know it is lvague, then I would say 

that I an confident that we have the advantage. This 

is in terms of over-all numbers of weapons and kinds 

of weapons and sophistication of weapons. 
in 

~~. Kennedy: Dr. Seaborg,/sophisticaion of weapons, 

do we actually have now a trigger for the ne~ron bomb, 

aside from the non-uranium bomb trigger? 

Dr. Seaborg: Well, I am persisting in not commenting directly 

on any particular type of weapon like the so-called 

neutron bomb. 

Mr. Kennedy: That would be classified? 

Dr. Seaborg: Yes, the development of 

particular types of weapons is classified information. 

I might say that it is a vague term; all bombs give off 

neutrons. I presume you mean by neutron bomb, a bomb 

that emphasizes or depends chiefly on the fusion reaction 

without the fission trigger. 

~ Yes. 

MH~!: Doctor, you will have to excuse us for using vague 

terms • That's an easy question (laughter). (garbled) 

Dr. Seaborg: Yes, in that case, it's a term that is used all the 

time. 

, 
Moderator: We just know what we read in the papers. 

(more) 
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Dr. Seaborg: Yes, and that does bring me to one of no/ pet topics, 

and that is I believe the l~rican people in general, and 

kxamK~ broadly, need to increase their scientific literacy 

and maybe programs like this will help, because I firmly 

believe that they need to understand kkKxi these arguments 

about fall-out - what they mean; otherwise, they are sort 

of at the mercy of these extreme points of vie~.r and 

they are not able to form a real judgment. 

Mr • Thompson: Does it mean that you have to pick your scientist? 

Dr. Seaborg: Well, EluDar.K there is 
so much 

Mr • Thompson: Because there is/disagreement among the scientists? 

Dr. Seaborg: I don't think I want to go on record as agreeing 

with that statement. (laughter) 

Mr. Thompson: Scientists don't agree among themselves; they're human. 

Dr. Seabarg: They are human and in many cases the data are lacking 

on wtdch to perform a precise judgment. 

~~. Thompson: In trying to understand the danger of fall-out, 

the worldwide danger or the danger from fall-out which would 

come down later in the year - that sort of thing - and the 

effect it would have today and the effect it would have 

on future generations, as you say, there seems to be a BE 

wide dif fere.nce of opinion. 

Dr. Seaborg: My point there is that I believe the arguments 

are sufficently simple, the broad arguments so that broadly 

the public could understand them, if they took the trouble 

to try to do so, and this is what I mean by basic scientific 

literacy. (more) 
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Hr. Thompson: Are you----

Dr. Seaborg: The future of our country almost depends on 

there being more of that kind of knowledge widely spread 

thoughout our population. This ability to reason and 

think on the basis of --well, really basic scientific 

principles. Not a.dvanced principles. just simple basic principles. 

about the uses 
Mr. Kennedy: Dr. 3eaborg, we have been talking/of testing 

for military purposes. What about 1rRRtiJQ.PCf Operation. 

PLOWSHARE. All this - We sort of lost sight of the 

fact that underground testing and that there was a great 

idea for using atomic power for mining ore and for oil 

and for harbors. What about that? 

Dr. Seaborg: Excavations, scientific experi~nts--c---

Mr. Kennedy: Are we going to do that? 

Dr. Seaborg: Yes, ,,,,e are going ahead with the PLOt-lSHARE 
the so-called GNOME 

Program and there is an explosion,/KQ~KK*iRBxSxBme 

explosion scheduled for the New Hexico in the Carlsbad 

area «or December. 

Mr. Kennedy: Well, that will be underground. ~BmKXBXxkkaXx 

Dr. Seaborg: That will be underground. 

(more) 
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Mr. Kennedy: Some of that Operation PLOWSHARE Projects will 

have to be above-ground, won't they - eventually? 

Dr. Seaborg: Well, not----no, oh, I wouldn't say there aren't some 

that might but those that I can think of, even the excavation 

projects, BEkKBKX are essentially underground. They are 

sometimes, I suppose, near the surface. However, this 

particular experiment has a number of purposes. One is to 
heat 

see whether we can recover the ~ developed in the 

explosion, turn that into electricity, not as a result of 

this one explosion but I mean to study the principle and 

the others are to study some neutron physics, make radio-

active isotopes, study the excavation capability, etc. , etc. 

Moderator: l':e have about a minute left, Dr. Seaborg. iUit 

What do you think has been the world reaction to these 

Russian tests? 

Dr. Seaborg: Well, it's been ---

Moderator: Changed any of the uncommitted nations? 

Dr. Seaborg: I think that it has been one of pretty general 

revulsion but there again with a difference, depending on 

what nation you are thinking about and it is not always 

easy to tell because I believe some of these smaller nations 

are afraid to express their real opinion, which, of course, 

is not the case when it comes to the United States. There they 

feel quite free to criticize. 

(more) 
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Mr. Thmyson: 
MJmltftt~t: And we won't get as much criticism if we 

resume because we won't be letting off a big bomb, 

as big a bomb. 

Dr. Seaborg: That's right, but we may get a good deal of 

criticism just for the reason that people aredt afraid 

to criticize. 

Moderator: I am sorry, gentlemen, our time is up. Our 

thanks to our ~BEiiaxgKKKX special guest, Glenn T. 

Seaborg, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, 

and to the newsmen here tonight, Robert E. Kennedy, Chief 

Editorial writer for Sun-Times, and John H. Thompson, 

Military Editor of the Chicago Tribune. 

We will give you a preview of next week's program in 

just a moment. 

(conunercia 1) 
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ANNOUNCER: ftXational Education Television presents College 
News conterence. where the leaders of tomorrow m~et the leaders 
of todaye Now. here Is the creator and moderator of College Ne~ 
conterence. Ruth HagYoft 

BAGY: "Welcome to another uncensored edition of college 
News CODterenceo Dr. Seaborg it Is a great honor tor us to 
have you here in KQED .studIos and an even greater pleasure tor 
us to be Yislting ,on here in san Francisco just across the 
bay from Berkeley where 10u spent so much of your time in re
search a.s the protessor and tinally as chancellor ot the Uni
versity of Cal1to~l.oft 

SEABORG: AWell Miss Hagy itPs a pleasure tor me to be 
here, back among my many triends at sta~lon KQED. and also to 
be back near the unIversity where I live spent so many years and 
wIth three ot ~ tormer studeats at the University ot calitornla 
at Berkeley 0 ft 

RAGY: -Well. 1 9d lIke you to meet them more tormelly at 
this time and they are ... ."" three are trom the University ot 
Calitornal v FIrst I would like you to meet Robert (sic) Gran~ 
ville, an honor student in physics and recently named a dist1n= 
gulshed mllitar7 student in Air Porce ROTC e He Is looking torward 
to a career he hopes in aerodybamlc s, and then SUSaD Shaw. Senier 
representatIve on the executIve committee ot AssocIated Stud~ts 
at Calitomla. a major in cOJl11llUDlcations and public policyo And 
then William Wong. managing editor and editor=elect ot the Daily 
Calitornian, student newspaper at the University ot Calitornia. 
and tinally. trom Stanford University Law School, Pam Rymer a 
frequent visitor to this program when she was at Vassar and chair"" 
man ot the Internation~l Relations Club ot that school o

ft 

SEABORG: "It I could break in I didnUt want to slight the 
representative trom Stantord University (MANY VOICFS AT ONCE) 
our friendly rival across the baYoft 

HAGY: ~eso Students. I donQt think you need to be told 
,ery much more about Drc> Seaborg, his work is so vell known .. 
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I think it was !Dteresting that it was at the age ot 28 he made 
the discovery of plutonium and later OD discovered nine more 
elementa in coordination with other ot his colleagues, work 
which tInally brought him the Nobel Peace Prize in 1951 he served 
as the chancellor ot the oniversit,. until he was called to Wash..,. 
ingtOD to head the'Atomic Energy Commission and he is the man who 
1s in charge ot atoms tor war and tor peace and hereos the first 
question tor himo suzy." 

SHAW: "Dr. Seaborg, there is an area that has been quite 
interesting and provocative among college campuses I know our 
own and this is in light of the tact that a scientist is natur
all~ involved in matters ot natioDal and local concern and the 
discussion that we have had and continue to have On the man7 
public roles and responsibilities ot the scientist in interpret
ing his work to both the publio at large and in interpreting his 
work to goverDmental agencies and bodies which -'1 have use ot 
this knowledge and in appreoiation ot the technical implioations 
thereot 0 

"Dr. Wlllark Libb'1. who is tormer Am chairman reoentl,. 
said that scientistaahould not apeak outside ot their own area 
ot competence on matters ot public concern. However there are 
other scientists such as Dr. Hans Bethe who tee1 that science -
scientists -- must take a much more active role in national 
artairs and not be contined merely to their own areas ot concern. 

"From an article in the Herald Tribune which appeared re
cently, Dr. -- Protessor Arnorld Tioel1s (?) who is head and a 
colleague ot yours ot the Swedish Nobel Institute was addresaing 
the Nobel prize winners recently where he said that science may 
lose control over its own development and he called for an inter
national code ot morality to govern ecientitic research if we 
are to continue to survive. 

"So I have two questions that I would like to ask you on this 
subject. One is whether or Dot you share the apprehension ot Dr. 
Ticerius in this uncontrolled development of science, and then 
secondly it you would "comment on and discuss briefly the roles 
and respoDsibilities of a professional scientist to take an 
active part in world artairs and national problems." 

SEABORG: "Well Sue you've (SEVERAL VOICES AT ONCE) yes ••• " 

HAGY: "But they9ve important ones ••• " 

SEABORG: "IUd like to begin then with a response to the 
dilemma posed by me good triend Arnur Terceilus. He dId make 
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those remarks; I saw them in the newspaper when he addressed the 
Nobel prize winners in Stockholm, the Nobel prize winners tor 
1961. 

"I share his concern that there must not -- that this 1s a 
difficult question, this -- how did he put it? Uncontrolled ••• " 

HAGY AND SHAW SPEAK IN UN 1SCti 

SEABORG: " ••• scientists would lose control. I donUt 
think however that itUs a problem tor the scientist alone. I 
think this is a problem that we all must share, non-scientists 
as well as sCientists, and this brings me to one ot my tavor1t.e 
topics, subjects, and tbat is my feeling that there Mast, there 
simply must be a greater degree of scientific literacy among 
the general"public. These problems that are posed by science 
certainly do enter the political tramework -- well they enter 
into the whole society in many many ways. Our economic future 
has become geared to science and I just teel that the entire 
population in a democracy, it a democracy is going to survive, 
has to learn more about science even I would go so tar as say 
some ot the tundamental principles ot science. 

"I think I have in a way answered your second question 
Sue. I believe that scientists should participate in government, 
that they should do more than just speak when theyOre spoken to. 
In short I believe I agree in that respect more with my good 
triend Bans Bethe than I do with My good triend Willard Libby, 
both or whom live know tor -- tor many years." 

HAGY: "You know CoP. Snow, another great scientist and 
scientific writer at least, has posed the problem in another 
way. He is concerned about the gap between the sc1entist 
and the decislon-mak~. Do you feel that as another phase 
ot the question that Sue brought up so the decis10n-makers 
understand the consequences ot the highly technical, of com
plex ... 0" 

SEABORG: "I would say mo~e'and more but not to a suff!
cient degree. Co Po Snow wants more scientists in ••• " 

WOMAN: "Policy making .... " 

SEABORG: "Policy-making position or in places where they 
can eftect policy making and I believe that in general I agree 
with him." 

BAGY: "Go ahead." 
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STUDENT: "Dr. Seaborg, you said that ••• " 

HAGY: "Bill." 

WONG: " ••• the _0 one ot your tavorite subjects is greater 
scientific literacy. How would this greater scientific literacy 
be best disseminated it -- it the _e it the scientist is to get 
closer let~s say to the -~ to the ••• " 

SEABORG: ttwell how -- you mean really how would it be 
acquired ••• n 

WONG: "How it would ••• " 

SEABORG: "I am not too concerned about it being acquired b.1 
the coming generation. I have six children ot my own and I no
tice the -- the amountat science, the learning even now in grammar 
school beginning first and second grade all the way up through 
high school I do teel that as a result of all of the curriculum 
improvement studies that are going on in high school chemistry, 
physicis, biology, mathematics you know supported by the national 
science toundation that the coming generation is going to have 
this scientific literacy elementary scbool science is being im
proved, but even for tbe the coming generation 11m concerned at 
my own level of responsibility. I donUt believe the colleges 
and the universities are doing tbeir job to a sufticient degree. 
I think they Should carryon what is happening in the elementary 
schools and the high school to teach science across the board, 
to the non-science majors. 

"So it that could be added to what is happening tor the 
coming generation I believe we have it solved. Therefore itOs 
the present generation, the older people and there I think they 
have to do it by working, by reading, scientists have to coope
rate to try to help, to impart this knowledge, educational teve c 

vision, perhaps this is an example, is a means ot imparting this 
information to those who U ve finished school, and newspapers and 
magazines and so torth. The problem however there is more diffi
cult as it depends more on the people themselves taking the 
trouble and the time to learn about it." 

HAGY: "Pam." 

RYMER: "We 8 ve got a bare thread ot continuity here. lid 
like to ask you in general in terms of our preparation tor nu
clear wartare, it might be said that the state Department and 
policy consideration could be a headache to you on the scientifk 
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end after the Russian tests I now recently you observed that the 
President would base a decision entirely on the technical need 
for information." 

SEABORG: "Yes." 

RYMER: "And I wonder on the basis or the Russian tests if 
you teel s·uch s. technical nessisity now exis ts .... " 

RYMER: "For continuing testing." 

SEABORG: ~ou§re ~alklng about the decision tor atmospheric 
testing ••• " 

RYMER: "Yes." 

SEABORG: " ... owhether atmospheric testing should be resumed. 
No I wouldn't reel that I could answer your _0 your -- your que~ 
tion 'directly and straight out.. The Russian tests, the results ot 
the Russian tests, are beging analyzed and preliminary reports 
have bee issued •• o" 

HAGY: "Uh-hID. n 

SEABORG: "As you know •• o" 
HAGY: "Yes. n 

SEABORG: " ••• as to their results and this intormation will 
be taken into account together with other conSiderations, obvious 
ones concerning our national security, and uerta1nly taking into 
account the -- the -- the whole question ot the international 1~ 
plications and so forth betore the President makes the decision. 
He has not made the decision yet." 

RYMER: (1) "Well -- the president -- recently -- said -
and IUd like to quote him _e that should tests be deemed neces
sary to maintain our responsibilities tor tree-world security 
they will be undertaken only to the degrees that effective pro
gress is not possible without such tests ••• " 

SEABORG: "That is right Pam .. " 

RYMER: "Now ther -- thereOve been many observations in Time 
and in Newsweek and so torth that we are going to resume testir.go 
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It seems we are -- are the pro ~- the procesees 1s prepared o 

Would you say that this would suggest if we do resume testing 
this spring that we need to catch up with r= with the results 
ot the Russian tests?" 

SEABORG: "Well, itOs a hypothetical questioDo You ore 
basing it on the premise that the President might decide to 
resume atmospheric testingo" 

RYMER : "Ub -hm 0 " 

HAGY: "Only on the basis of technical need G " 

RYMER: "On the basis of technical n~ed.ft 

SFABORG: "And on the basis of technical needa~ 

RYMER: ~es siron 

SEABORGt "Ahu .., 0 n 

RAGY: "He certainly would do so reluctantly wouldnDt you 
agree?" 

SEABORG: "Oh I think so yes he would come to this conclu
sion along the lines that he felt it was absolutely necesaaryo 
It wouldnOt -= it wouldnOt be only a matter ot catching up, if 
we are indeed behind in any aspect and that =- that would be 
debatable 0 

"ItOs a matter of rate ot progress, because 1 -= in my 
mind the years ahead are probably more important than our 
relative position today~ So itOs a matter ot rate ot pro~ 
grese too and I want to emphasize tbaton 

HAGY: "Go right ahead, Bebo n 

GRANVILLF: "Dr 0 Seaborg, the preliminary reports of the 
recent Soviet tests have seemed to imply that they made three 
significant advances with these teets, one being smaller bombs 
with higher yield, the second cleaner bombe and the thir~ 
possible anti-missile weaponryo And this laet adv4nce implies 00 
me a possible defense for the so-called ultimate weapon do you 
feel that the Soviet tests imply that they have perfected an 
anti-missile weapon?" 

SEABORG: "We havennt yet finished ~ur analysis on that 
and released an official evaluatlona We have on the first two. 
It does appear that they have made important advances 1n reducing 
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the amount of the tis8ion required to explode the larger thermo
nuclear weapons in the megaton range." 

HAGY: ttGo ahead." 

GRANDVILLE: "Are we actually behind in the field of anti
missile weaponry by these preliminary reports?" 

SEABORG: "Well I don't think we are but I always hesitate 
to use the term ahead or behind because there are so many aepec~ 
to the problem. ThereDs the matter ot the sophistication of our 
own warheads, how vulnerable they are, or invulnerable. There 9 s 
the question of our smaller weapons, tactical weapons, question 
of how many weapoDs we have, the question ot the capability of 
delivery of ~eae weapons and the question of the anti-weapons. 

"So when you get into that large complex to talk about be
ing behind or ahead is very misleading." 

GRANDVILLE: "Well, are there any manifestations that would 
be shown to the American public that we have made relative ad
V&Dces in this tield," 

SEABORG: "In?" 

GRANDVILLE: "Anti-missile weapons." 

SEABORG: "Well I donO t know just what you would mean by 
manifestations ••• " 

GRANDVILLE: nwell specific ••• " 

SEAB"ORG: . " •• oitls" just this over-all evaluation that weore 
-- that in this complicated array ot factors that must be cODsi
dered we do Dot feel that. we are behind." 

HAGY: "Well may I ask you this question. Do you think it 
is possible at the moman t we have a Hike ~~;eus, which is an an ti
missile.oo" 

SEABORG: "Um-hm. " 

HAGY: "Is it possible tor us to make further advances and 
get a more sOihisticated system of prot.ection in tbe anti-mis
sile field ••• 

SEABORG: "Yes ••• " 

HAGY: " ••• the protective field ••• •1 
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SEABORG: ~esooo" 

HAGY: " ••• without atomspheric testing? Or do the underground 
testing or do ~~ need new tests?" 

SEABORG: ftWell, whep it comes to the area of the eftects of 
weapons on weapons in the atmosphere -= thatUs really what youore 
asking 0= then you have to do atmospheric testingo Yes." 

BAGY: ~e8. It would be -= it would be necessary. Go 
ahead susie." 

SHAW: "Why not such intormation be gained to a large ex-
tent ot :1 technical nature trom imdergrotmd testingY" 

SEABORG: "Oh a great deal can be gained." 

SHAW: "Such as this Pro jec t Gnome." 

SEABORG: "Yes." 

SHAW: "That.s been BO recently ••• " 

SEABORG: "Yes. Well in the case ot Project Gnome ot course 
this is directed completely to the peacetul uses ot nuclear ex
plosives. Tbat1s not directed at all towards the development ot 
weapons." 

SHAW: ~ell but cannot some intormation be culled from 
these peacetul experiments to be applied to our military need, 
I mean ••• n 

SEABORG: "Wfll there are -= there wouldn't be any real 
purpose in that, Sue, because we are conducting a series of tests 
underground directed towaru tbe improvement ot weapons, you see, 
so there tor it wouldnUt be desireable or necessary to complica~ 
the peacetul tests with tbe military aspect, and it in tact is 
not done. In other words an explosion like the Grnome explosion 
was directed exclusively to the study ot many peacetul uses ot 
nuclear explosions and I could enumerate those tor you it you 
wished." 

BAGY: "Could you tell us a little bit about the signiti
cance ot the Gnome test. I know a few things wen~ wrong -
there was some samll atomic radiated bomb ~- cloud that came 
out ot it •• o ft 

SEABORG: "Yes." 
.. 
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HAGY: "Some steam was ••• •t 

SEABORG: "Yes." 

" ' .. d HAGY: .~ •• genera~e. 
bit about ••• " 

What -"" cou Id you tell us a 11tt 1e 

SEABORG: "Well ••• " 

HAGY: "ThatOs part of Plowshare, is it not?" 

SEABORG: "Yes, that's part ot Plowshare." 

VOICE OFF MIKE: "Supposed to be part ot Plowshare." 

SEABORG: "Well actually. )'Ou know 1 0m going to surprise 
you and say almost yes o This little escape ot steam that oc
curred has attracted much to much attention. In the first place 
the amount ot radioactivity that escaped was negilbible. 

"There are these many vents, these pipes that are connected 
with the experiment in order to extract samples and get access 
to the experimental equipment and so forth. The tact that a 
11ttle bit ot radioactivity came out through one ot those actu
ally meant that some radioactive samples could be collected very 
early and some intormation obtained that wouldn 8 t have been ob~ 
tained otherwise. As a matter ot tact I believe I would have 
listed that as one of the purposes ot the experiment, just a small 
amount, because actually they wanted quick samples to come out, 
and let me emphasize that the amount ot radioactivity that es
caped was just entirely neglibible. 

"But the purposes that were listed were to trap the energy 
of the 5000 tons, the tive killtons of nuclear explosion in the 
medium, so that later on it could generate steam that might be 
brought to the surface to generate electricity, to make isotopes 
and to stUdy certain tundamental neutron properties and to get 
some information about earth MOving -~ digging; this is one ot 
the applications possible for nuclear explosion s IUld tor -- to 
study the etfects 1n salt media because the other explosions 
have usually been down underground in other medium. 

"As a matter of -- so tar as the futureGs concerned, I'm 
parti~ularly interested in the aspect ot, w~k1ng isotopes because 
it may be possible to make and discover new transuranium iso
topes ot the type you mentioned earlier, Miss Hagy. 'As a mat
ter ot tact, two of the transuraium elements, those with the 
atomic numbers 99 and lO~, named einsteinium and termium, were 
discovered first in a nuclear explosion. They were discovered 
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in the debtis that was collected after the first thermonuclear 
test explosion, the Mike explosion, held in the Pacific on Novo 
ember first 19$2. 

"So IUm particularly interested in -- this 1s just a per
sonalmatter -- all of the other things are important too in 
making these transuranlum elements o " 

BAGY: "I think besid~s having six children youeve also 
been the tather of nlne elements (LAUGHTER). Mr. Grandl1illeo" 

GRANDVILLE: "Dr. Seaborg, in general since weare on the 
subject of underground testing, what is the advantage or ad
vantages of underground testing as t;;'pposed to atmospheric 
testing?" 

SEABORG: ttwell there are ,':;ertain experiments in which you 
can control it better, your instrumentation, your geometrical 
arrangements and so forth, tor low-yield tests. You ore inde
pendent ot the weather. You·~l·e -- the winds and so forth outside 
are ot no particular concern or certainly ot secondary concern, 
so that you can keep your schedule better and so torth. 

"ot course the size ot the test is limited, and the diag
nostics is svmewhat more limited in certain cases. In other 
cases itis better. I mean you learn more about It." 

RYMER: "I'd just like to go back to the Plowshare.e." 

SEABORG: "Um-hm. n 

RYMER: "In a diZferent connection. I know wellre all very 
concerned about radioactive tallont.eo" 

SEABORG: "Yes." 

R"!MERg "And about the ~ampaign tor a clean bomb,," 

SEABORG: "Ye 8 0 " 

RYMER: "And I wonder first of all it Operation Plowshare 
can be said to have any connection with attempts to develop a 
clean bomb and it it it it it it does and then your comments 
on the danger ot radioactive." 

SEABORG: "Yes o Well"o." 
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RYMER: "Fallout from.oo" 

SEABORG: ~es Pam, it does have a connection in the aspect 
ot the earth-moving for many ot the applications, digging canals 
and so forth 0.0 II 

HAGY: "You would need to have clean.oo A 

SEABORG: "You would need a clean w~apon that had the mini
mum of fission products or as we refer to it, tallouto" 

SHAW: ~ell one ot the questions that always arises when 
we talk about radiation and Its effects Is this kind of emotional 
scare about genetic effects, and this goes back to a great extent 
to the way in which scientists and people who are in positions 
of knowledge can express this and can interpret it to the public 
at large. 

"Now we have varyiog opinions on all sides, and Ie t me quo te 
trom Professor cyril Comar (1) WhODS head of the physicial bio
logy and radiation field lab at Cornell, and he was speaking of 
the genetic effects of test fallout and he quotes -~ he says, 
and I quote, 3As I see it the absolute effect in terms of the 
numbers involved in human suftering will be very small. It will 
be of no significance. 0 Now we h.:'ar something like this and we 
feel kind of comfortable about it and yet we hear men on the 
other -= on the other extremeo 

"In terms of what weove just been discussing, of the peace
ful uses and the atmospheric testing, and realizi~g that there 
1s a d1.f'terence ot the radiation fallout h~re, what -<» to what 
extent can we determine now -- or Is there a possibility of' gene
tic harmful etf'ects of radiation?" 

SEABORG: "ItOs interesting to say that in a sense both 
people -~ those !~ho are worried and t.hose who are not worried -~ 
are right, and this is a parado~~lcal statement and let 9 s see 
whether I can explain it turthero 

"And here is one of the biggest arguments for the need for 
sclentl.f'lc lIteracy that I could propound. You get into the 
area of statistics o LetOs say that thereDs a certain genetic 
effect and I wonDt try to identity it further, that as a result 
of the radiation given off by fallout wIll comeln one In one 
million birthsft Now thatOs a small number and many people will 
say thatDs negligible, one in a million; it certainly doesnDt 
concern you or me, or our ch1ldren. 
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"Another people will point out however that if you take 
the next .rive or i;en generations and ther·.,rore speak in terms 
of what shall I say -= one hundred billion people, and you 
divide one hundrep billion by one million, which is fairly easy 
to do and you come out with 100,0000 So this person says 100, 
000 people will be aftected adversely in a genetic way, and 
this is bad. 

"So you see in a sense theyllre both right. You canOt say 
that thereOs absolutely no effecto" . 

HAGY: hDr. Seaborg, SueGs raised a point that I8!~ like 
to see -0 hear you express and opinion on, one step farther. 
Can the~e be aDY real development f2.·t atomic energy tor peaceful 
purposes? You know we had such sreat hopes that atomic energy 
was going to lighten manos burdens, was going to revolution the 
world and give us cheap power a6d really make great, you know 
-- can we ever lock forward to this time until you 9 ve licked 
the problem ot radiation for example even reactors so that 
theyOd give up radiation and. oo " -

SEABORG: nOh yes. I donOt t.hink thatas going to be a cru· 
cial factor in the developl=hint of reactors because their radia
tion is under control except tor a m~e accident." 

BAGY: "But- supposing -~ I mean could you cope with an 
accident that happened near a large population center, suppos
ing something happened to near Chicago or New yorko" 

SEABORG: hIt is possible to make the probability for that 
so low that It Ds essentIally negligible -= lower than the pro
bability for the other types ot industrial accidents •• o " 

HAGY: hIs that so. Um-hmo" 

SEABORG: ".oothat in the aggreagate are present. And this 
is because it 11 S being handled from the poin t of view or recogniz
ing the potential danger there you see, so these reactors are 
built under the conditions of max~~um satteyo TbeyVre built 
in a way where theyOre contained with a population exclusion area 
around them and so forth, all directed towards what they call 
the possibility of the maximum creditable accident -= very far 
fetChed, very small probabilityo 

"And so I wouldn 9 t think that this is going to be a matter 
thatus going to be of concern in the development of the indus
trial, commercial nuclear power. The economic ••• " 
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HAGY: "Well why has it been so slow?" 

SEABORG: "The economic factor." 

HAGY OFF MIKE 

SEABORG: "It 1s _0 the other ~ources, the commercial, the 
chemical sources of fuel, chemical fuels tor the development of 
the heat thatOs turned into electricity are cheaper. However 
as the nuclear power source is further developed, it seems 
like it will catch up economically at least in those areas where 
tne chemical source is expensive, and that turns out to be by 
the way here in San PrancistJo and in New England, the pacific 
coast and New England the nuclear source should catch up in cost 
in about seven more years, 1968 or so." 

HAGY: "1 0m sorry we can't take you any further into the 
futi~e because weave just run out of time. You must come back 

" ••• 
SFABORG: "In the presl~nt for another visit with us so that 

we can discuss more possibilities of atomic power. Thank you 
tor joining us, Dr. Seaborg." 

SEABORG: ~ell I enjoyed it very much.n 

HAGY: "And thank you students and we w.,nt to invite all 
you at home to join us again next week for another uncensored 
edition of College News Conference aDd until then good bye and 
a good week. Ruth Hagy and the college correspondents of 
College News Conference." 

ANNOUNCER: "College News Conference is produced by Ruth 
Hagy tor the National Education Television and Radio Center. 
Executive producer, Donald S .. Hillman. This is NET -- National 
Educational Television." 
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- STATEMENT 

CHAIRWlAJ.1 SEABORG 

J I '., .• 

Gentlemen - Our purpose is to 6~;;~:~e- the relative achievements of 

the U/S. and the U. S. S. R. on the nuclear testing recently conducted by 

both 90lli~triesj the speakers who "follow me will concentrate on the status of 
i I 

our 1,m (U.S.) development program. 

You were given a fairly comprehensive briefing on the scope of the 

recently completed test series of the Soviets but I thought it might help 

yo~ understanding of the comparison between the two testing programs, theirs 
: 

1 
and ours, if I briefly summarized the numbers of tests conducted on each side. 

i 

As you know, since the moratorium, the Soviets have conducted two test series. 

In the first series, during the Fall of 1961, we detected about 45 tests. 

In the second Soviet series from July to the end of December. 1962, we de-

tected about 66 Soviet tests. These two series appear to involve devices 

ranging in yield from a fraction of one kiloton to approximately 60 megaton, 

with total yields of about 100 megatons in 1961 and 180 me6atons in 1962. 

In addition to the many atmospheric tests, the Soviets included a few under-

groUnd tests and six high altitude detonations. During the same period, the 

U.S. began testing ~ith a few underground tests in the Fall of 1961. In 

1962, the rate of undergro~~d testing increased for a total of 69 tests 

for both years. From April through NOVember 1962, we had a total of 39 

atmospheric tests) with" a total yield of 38 megatons, the largest detonation 

being 10 megatons. Five of these events 't1ere effects tests at high atitudesj 

one was under waterj and three were complete weapons systems tests. 
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Tne assessment of most probable interest to you is to the effect that 
\ 

\..... where we have concentrated effort, we appear to be ahead and where the Soviets 

have concentrated effort, they appear to be ahead.I have selected ~Q~~ 

~~tr-"Q.:f""""t~~mg-.. ~, a comparison of yield to weight ratios which 

illustrates the kind of data available to furnish a basis for {tbe~~~) 

this conclusion. -- CHART 1. -- , " 

The vertical sca~e of this chart is a linear representation of kilotons 

per pound while the horizontal scale is logarithmic representing the warhead 

weight in pounds. In using the parameter yield-to-weight; however; I would 

like to caution that the ratio, although useful for comparison purposes, is 

only valid when one applies it to a general weight class without making 

cross-comparisons with other weight classes. Consequently, one should not 

use the yield-to-weigbt ratio in comparing low-weight with high-weight weapons 

since a high ratio is more readily attainable in the larger, heavier systems. 

In addition, the weights of many of these warheads do not include ancillary 

components which are necessary for adapting devices to delivery systems. Also; 

the accuracy of the data I will present with respect to the Soviet tests is 

~fuile the data do~represent our best guess, there may be 
-ii, 

. -!/t~AJ 

error in~~ - either on the high Side, or the low side. The 

questionable. 

considerable 

test devices and yleapOns represented on the chart are only a selected few 

that have been chosen to depict the weight end yields available across the 

entire weapon spectrum. 

'. ')... 
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The US tests are depicted with large blue circles for devices (such as 

Cello, Ripple, Zippo) and blue triangles for weapons - the latter are shown 

by Mark numbers. 

Tne Soviet experiments are depicted by the red circular areas and Joe 

numbers with no differentiation as to device or weapon since such differen-

tiation is highly uncertain. 

You will note that the US accomplishments appear to be superior in the 

weight class belm-l 1,000 Ibs, especially in the 600 Ib area. where direct 

compa.rison can be made ,\-lith the Joe 56 event. Low weight classes down to 

the one and few hundred pound areas are ShOVTn for the US, but we know nothing 
I 

about USSR devices in this area. The NK-54, (Davy Crockett) and MK-48, 

(155 mm atomic artillery projectile) are shmYU on the chart to indicate 
/"+-.Il-Q'a( 
,.;m:i-que- lovl-yield, lovT-weight capability of US '-leapons in the tactical 

application area. These low-weight items also indicate the very low yield-

to-vleight ratio (0.0003 for l-1K-54; 0.0007 for t-1K-48) possessed by items 

for special applications. 

The Soviet experiments bet'leen 1,000 and 10,000 Ibs appear to be generally 

equivalent to US efforts. 

At 10,000 Ibs and higher; the Soviets have a clear-cut advantage in 

yield-weight ratios with the MK-41 as the only US candidate in the y/w area 

about 2.0. The use of the Ripple approach promises an increase in y/w 

" .;.,. 
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ra~io from aJout 2 to approximately 5, but at the expense of further testing. 

I Ii SUIll.'U.a.ry, the US and USSR test series conducted in 1961 and 62 shOrT 

th;t Ihe US appears to have a superiority in designs in the lOl<er weight 

classes, i.e., ~~der 1,000 lbs but a decided disadvantage in the·higher 

! 
clfsses, i.e., over 10.000 lbs. 

! 
i 
I 
I 

I 
the 

I 
i 

I "1ill be followed by General Betts who will present in more detail 

status of the U. S. development program. 

....... 



MEMORANDUM 

on cooperation in the field. of utilization of atomic energy for 
peaceful purposes bet\tleen the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and 
the State Committee cf the USSR for the Utilization of Atomic 
Energy pursuant to the Agreement between the United States of 
funerica and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on exchanges 
in the scientific, tacfulical, educational, cultural, and other 
fields in 1962-1963. 

The u.S. Atomic Energy Co~mission and the State Committee of 

the USSR for the Utilization of Atomic Energy; 

Bearing in mind the cooperation implemented to date in the 

£ield of peaceful uses of atomic energYj 

Desiring further expansion and development of this coopera-

tiOnj 

Recalling Section II (3) of the Agreement between the USA and 

the USSR on exchanges in the scientific, technical, educational, 

cultural, and other fields in 1962-1963, signed at Washington on 

JvT.arch 8" 1962; 

Have agreed upon the following arrangements and procedures 

for carrying out reCiprocal exchanges in the course of 1963-1965; 

I. Exchange of Specialist Visits 

For the purpose of studying scientific and technical achieve

ments in the field of peaceful utilization of atomic energy in the 

USA and the USSR, both Parties agree to conduct exchanges of visits 

by groups of specialists to scientific establishments in the USA 

and the USSR on an agreed and. reciprocal baSis in the following 

fields: 

1. Nuclear power reactors, includ.ing fast neutron reactors 

and nuclear superheat reactors; 

2. Plasma physics and controlled thermonuclear fUSion; 
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3. Nuclear physics .. physics of high and low-energy particles; 

4. Solid state physics; 

5. Purification and disposal of radioactive waste products; 

6. The use of tracer compounds in medicine; 

7. Rad1oneurological research; 

8. Design and utilization of charged particle accelerators. 

As to the production, separation, and purification of trans-

plutonium isotopes, this qu.estion is subject to agreement in 1964. 

The visits indicated above, as well as additional visits which 

may be agreed in these and other fields of peaceful uses of atomic 

energy, shall be carried out in accordance with the following 

procedures: 

a. ~he specific dates and duration of visits, composition of 

groups, list of facilities to be visited, as well as the specific 

field of activity contemplated by each Side for each exchange of 

visits, shall be agreed upon between the U.S. Atomic Energy Commis

sion and the State Corr~ittee of the USSR for the Utilization of 

Atomic Energy, and confirmed through diplomatic channels. However 

each group of specialists from either Side will consist of up to 

ten (10) persons and the length of each visit will be from 10 to 

15 days. 

b. In all cases the sending country will pay the subsistence, 

lodging, transportation and other expenses of its scientists and 

personnel accompanying them to their destination and return,as well 

as wi thin the host country. T.£1e hoat country l'rill be responsible 

for making suitable arrangements such as hotel accommodation and 

travel, and for providing necessary interpreters. 
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c. This Memorandum should not be construed to cover princi

ples and conditions governing the pal"'tic:i.pation of scienttsts and 

specialis ts of' both cou..l1trie8 in conferences (symposj.a) organized 

in the USA and the USSR. 

d. Agreement in regard to any exch?~ges under this Memorandum 

may be terminated by either Side on thirty days notice. 

II. E~ch~£ge o~ Research Sp~~talists 

The Parties agree to implement an exchange of 2-3 research 

specialists in each of' the fields of controlled thermonuclear 

fusion, reactor techniques, and the physics of' high-energy parti

cles to gain practical experience and to study the performance of 

operating thermonuclear installations and apparatus, reactors and 

accelerators in the USA and the USSR for a term of not over one 

year. This term shall be determined by agreement in each separate 

case. 

III. Exchange of Information 

The Parties agree to exchange scientific ini'ormation on a 

reciprocal basis by means of sending unclassified documents (books, 

monographs, and preprints) on cu~rent work concerned with the peace

ful uses of atomic energy. The Parties shall each provide the 

other each month ten (10) new documents (2 copies each) starting 

from the month following signing of this I'llemorandtun until the end 

of the term of this Memorandum. Initially, the exchange of docu

ments would be in the areas in Which the Parties agree to exchange 

visits c The number of doct~ents to be exchanged and the list of 

areas of exchanges may be increased by agreement. 

The Parties also agree to exchange doctoral dissertations in 

the fields of high energy physics, nuclear physics, solid state 6r 
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physics, controlled thermonuclear fusion, and the use of tracer 

compounds in medicine. Initially, the Parties agree to exchange 

forty (40) such suitable dissertations (two copies each) on cur

rent work, provided that this number may be increased by mutual 

agreement. In this connection the Parties have agreed that the 

dissertations sent by the State Com:nittee of the USSR for the 

utilization of Atomic Energy shall consist of dj.ssertations for 

the d.egree of candidate of science as well as doctor of science. 

In order that the Internatio~1.al Atomic Energy Agency and its 

members may fully benefit frcm this cooperation, the r'eports and 

other documents which the Parties to the agreement will exchange 

will also be transmitted to the Agency. 

IV. HOldin~ Jolnt Coni'er~Ec!3s §lnd Discussing 
Resea.rch 0.1:] Specific Sclentific Problems 

Tne Parties agree to hold joint conferences of specialists 

of both countries to discuss Hor:ks on low-energy nuclear physics 

(in the Soviet U~ion) and on purification of liquid radioactive 

wastes from power- and research reactors Ei.l1d radiochemical labora-

tories, and solidification and disposal of radioactive wastes (in 

the United. States). The scheduling of conferences and the number 

of partiCipants shall be agreed upon later. 

Vo Exchange of Inf-:tru .. 'TIents 

The Parties will consider the possibility of making avail
able to each other scientific inst.ru.ments on agreed terms and on 

a reciprocal basis. Such arrangeme~ts will proceed only to the 

extent mutually agreed upon and perr.1issible uncleI' the laws and 

export policies of t~e respective countries. 

* * * * * 
The UoS o Atomic Energy-Cornri1ission and the State Committee 
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of the USSR for the Utilization of Atomic Energy may, from time 

to tirr.e, come to agreen!ent on a.ddi tiOl~al propcsa.ls ~lh1ch will be 

subject to approval by both Sides 4 

This MeI:1orandum shall enter into force on the date of its 

signature c.nd shall thereupon repla.ce the Memorandum on coopera

tion between the USA and the USSR in the field of the utilization 

of atomic energy for peaceful purposes, signed at Wa~hlngton on 

November- 24, 1959a 

This Memorand~~ shall continue in force for the years 1963-

1965, provided that its continu4tion beyond 1963 shall be subject 

to the anticipated renel-'1al of' the e::;:isting inter-governmental 

agreemsn t on exc!1ange s e 

Done at Moscow en May 21, 1963, in duplicate in the English 

and Russian languages, both texts being authentic and having equal 

force .. 

For the U~S. Atomic Energy 

Com.'nission 

For the State Committee of 

the USSR for the Utilization 

of Atomic Energy 
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PRESS CONFERENCE OF HONOTABLE GLENN T. SEABORG 

CHAIRMAN1 m~ITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

Held at the American Embassy, MoscoW1 Jliay 30, 1963 

SPOKESMAN: Gentlemen, it is a privilege and a 

pleasure for us to have Dr. Seaborg and his distinguished 

associates here on an official exchange visit to the Soviet 

Union. Dr. Seaborg will introduce the members of his party, 

and make a statement about the visit that he has made to Soviet 

officials, and to atomic installations around the Soviet Union. 

He will then be open, together with his colleagues, for 

questions. It is a great pleasure indeed to introduce to you 

Dr. Seaborg. 

DR. SEABORG: I would like to begin by introducing 

those in front. On my extreme right is Dr. Gerald Tape, who 

is a fellow Commissioner on the Atomic Energy Commission. 

Next is Dr. Manson Benedict, who is the Chairman of the General 

Advisory Committee of the Atomic Energy Commission. On my left 

is Mr. Alvin Luedecke" who is the General Manager of the 

Atomic Energy CommiSSion, and sitting among you are the other 

members of our delegatlon~ Albert Ghiorso, of the Radiation 

Laboratory of the University of California; Alexander Zucker, 

of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee; Albert Crewe, 

who is the Director of the Argonne National Laboratory, of 

Chicago; and Dr. Arnold Fritsch, who is one of my assistants; 
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and J.1r. Algie \1el18, who is the Director of our Division of 

International Affairs. 

I want to begin by saying that i'le have been very 

warmly received in the Soviet Union. Our Soviet hosts have 

been very hospitable and have extended themselves in every way 

possible to make our visit very pleasant. We have seen 

everything that we requested to see on our suggested itinerary, 

and more. The discussions have been conducted within the 

framework that had previously been agreed on for the visit, 

and they were held within this framevlork. All of the discussions 

were held within this framework, and no attempts were made to 

extend the discussions beyond this framework. 

We would hope to conduct this press conference this 

morning within the same framework, namely, within the area of 

the peaceful uses of atomic energy, which is the aim of this 

visit. 

Now, I thought that I would begin by giving you a 

short survey of where we have been and what we have seen during 

our visit to the Soviet Union, and then after this, we will be 

ready for questions. 

I will begin and describe our visits in chronological 

order as briefly as I can. Of course, you know that we arrived 

on Sunday, May 19, on President Kennedy1s airplane, in the 

afternoon. We were met at the airport by the members of the 

Soviet State Committee on the Utilization of Atomic EnergYe 
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Our first business began on Honday morning, May 20, 

when our entire delegation met with Chairman Petrosyants 

and his Deputy Chairmen, and other members of the state 

Committee and people associated with the State Committee, to 

discuss the itinerary for our entire stay in the Soviet Union. 

We decided that in view of our limited time we 

would in certain instances divide into more than one group, 

so that we could visit in that way more laboratories and 

institutes and installations. 

Our first visit was to the Moscow state University, 

where we were received by Rector Petrovsky and Vice Rector 

Vovchenko, whom I had met previously on one of his visits to 

Berkeley~ California, and here we saw some laboratories, class 

rooms, living quarters, and the cosmic ray laboratory of Bernyev 

and Christi ens en. 

Then in the afternoon, one contingent, one part of 

the delegation, visited the Lebedev Physics Institute, of which 

Skobeltsyn is Director, and there we sa\,T the solid state 

laboratory and one of their accelerators. That was the 30 MEV 

FFAG. 

Another part of the group visited the Chemical 

Physics Institute undel" Academician Semenov.1 . vfhere they Sa'lt1 

much of the work going on there in the field of chemical 

physics. 

Tuesday morning was spent in signing the agreement on 

the peaceful uses of atomic energy, and in the afternoon we 
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visited the Central Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union 

where we were received by President Keldysh, and a number of his 

colleagues in the Academy. There we had the pleasure to 

present to President Keldysh a folio commemorating - an album 

commemorating - the discovery of mendelevium, Element 101, which 

was discovered in American in 1955, and 'Nhich, of course, as you 

know, was named after the great Russian chemist and originator 

of the Periodic Table, Dm1 tri I'<iE:1deleev. 

We also had the pleasure of presenting the parchment 

of membership in the United states Academy of Sciences -

diploma, yes, that is a better word -- to Academician Semenov, 

1"1h::> \'las recently elected to that Academy. 

On Wednesday, we had a ve~y intensive day of visiting 

the Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute, which has as its 

Director Academician Aleksandrov. There we saw the work on 

controlled thermonuclear reaction under Artsimovich. We saw 

the cyclotron, which had a special interest to some of us, 

because Flerov had done some early 'Nork on the transuranium 

elements there. 

We saw the materials testing reactor. We saw the 

swimming pool reactor, the so-called IRT reactor, which is the 

reactor that has been reproduced in many parts of the Soviet 

Union, as a sort of general research reactor. We saw some 

hot laboratories, some laboratories where early work on 

plutonium had been done. We saw the laboratory of alpha ray 
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spectroscopy, which is the laboratcl~Y of Baranov, a laboratory 

of particular significance in this field, and a number of other 

interesting scientific endeavors. 

On Thursday, I'<1ay 25, we visited the Institute at 

Obninsk with Director Rodionov J Nhere we sa\,l the work on fast 

neutron reactors. We saw the low energy BR-l reactor, and then 

the BR-5 reactor: I believe that is 5 megawatts. Those are 

fast neutron reactors. \ve saw the fix"st pOI'ler station of the 

Soviet Union, M.1-1, 5 megawatts, Nhich has been operating since 

1954. We saw the mobile reactor operating in the range of 1 to 2 

megawatts, a reactor that can be moved from one site to the 

other. We saw the equipment for handling molten SOdium, and 

sodium potassium, for the fast reactors. 

On Friday we visited the reactor station at Ulyanovsk, 

or near Ulyanovslc at Melekess, and we were told that we were 

the.first foreign delegation to visit this institute. Here we 

saw the 50 megawatt SM-2 high flux reactor, which by the way 

is the reactor I have indicated to have at the present time the 

highest thermal neutron flux of any reactor in the world, 

although others of higher flux are under construction in other 

countries. 

We also saw here an organic cooled and moderated 

reactor of 5 megawatts thermal povler, I believe, being assembled, 

and this will also be somevlhat mobile and capable of being moved 

and reassembled in the order of a month for the assembly time. 
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We also saw the bu:Lulill;; \'::L;i'e tbe ::iO li1egm-m,tt boiling 

water reactor will be built, and we saw the chemistry laboratory 

where work on the transuranium elem.ci1ts :''Jill tal-<:e place under 

Yakolev. We Sai'l still under construc tion the hot lab part 

and similarly \<le saw a la:ege metallurgical laboratory under 

construction. 

On Saturday \'le visited Leningrad, where a part of the 

group visited the Khlodin Radium Institute under Director Vdovenko, 

where among other things i'le saw \'wrk on nuclear emulsions and 

nuclear spectroscopy, the chemistry of uranium and transuranium 

elements, and the original European cyclotron of 1935, which is 

still operating. The latter will probably be torn down when 

they move all of the work to the new building. 

Part of the group visited the Physical Technical 

Institute under the direction of Konstantinov, where they saw 

much interesting work, and the whole group visited the 

Scientific Technical Institute for Electrophysical Apparatus 

under the direction of Komar. There '\tIe saw their \'wrk on 

controlled thermonuclear reactions. We saw a one-fifteenth size 

scale model isochronous cyclotron, 240 centimeter diameter of 

the magnet pole piece, for variable energy protons up to 100 Mev. 

This is the cyclotron that can be reproduced as the result of 

the design at that institute and built in many laboratories, 

and is planned to be built in many laboratories in the Soviet 

Union. 
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We also saw, among othel"' things, a medical accelerator 

for 5 rJIEV electrons. 

Sunday was spent in si6htseeir~ and a boat trip. 

On Monday we visited the Novovoronezh atomic power 

plant under the direction of Chepak, where we saw the 200 megawatt 

pressurized water reactor under construction, and learned of the 

plans for the building of a second unit of 350 megawatts. I 

might say that we didn't have time to visit the station at 

Beloyarsk, but VJe did learn during our visit at Obninslc form the 

man at Beloyarsk who is in charge of the work there -- Orloff -

about the plans or the progress of construction there of a 100 

megawatt electrical plant which will be of the graphite-moderated 

boiling water, superheat type; and the plans that they have 

for building a second unit of about, I believe, 200 megmmtts 

of the same type. 

Then on Tuesday, the day before yesterday, we visited 

the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research at Dubna under the 

direction of Bloy,hintsev, and there l,l/e saw the heavy ion cyclotron 

of Flerov, the 10 BEV synchrocyclotron, O~ synchro-ppasotron, 

the fast pulsed reactor, and they have there the 680 MEV 

synchrocyclotron. We didn't have time to see that. Also they 

have a laboratory of theoretical physics there; five laboratories 

in all there. 

Part of the group visited the Physical Technical 

Institute at ICharkov, under the direction of Sinenlikov,on Monday, 
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where they saw the val'ious lineal' accelerato:..'s in operation at 

that installation. 

Yesterday, one of the group visited Dubna again. 

Mr. 'Ghiorso, and several of the group visited Serpukhov, where 

the 70 BEV synchrotron is under construction. I visited the 

Chairman of the Supreme Soviet, Breshnev, yesterday, and also the 

Minister of Higher and Specialized Secondary Education, Yelyutin. 

I believe that brings us up to date. If you do have 

questions, we would appreciate it if you would identify yourself 

by name and your newspaper. 

QUESTION: Shabbad, New York Times. vlhat '!J'Tould you 

say of the prospects for really effective collaboration in high 

energy physics, in the sense of building joint large accelerators? 

DR. SEABOHG: v,fe actually didn't discuss that on this . 

particular visit. I think this is something that we will explore 

under the terms of the agreement for cooperation in high energy 

nuclear physics. 

QUESTION: Could you say 'ltlhat some of the problems are? 

DR. SEABORG: Yes. Two of them come to mind. One is 

the cost, which of course vlould in a sense be helped if it is 

a cooperative effort, and of course as a cooperative effort 

one can think in terms of truly international cooperation, 

involving many of the countries interested in the high energy 

nuclear physics field, including the United States and the 

Soviet Union. 
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Another problem tl1at I fo;.~esee, vlhich is fairly 

obvious, would be coming to an agreement as to vlhere to build 

it, which country to build it in. 

QUESTION: Mr. Silvenko, from the Izvestia Ne"tlSpaper. 

vlhat is your opinion of the celebration next year of the tenth 

anniversary of the operation of the first atomic power plants, 

and the cooperation of the American and Soviet scientists in 

the International Atomic Energy Agency? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, in some ~'Tays those are separate 

Possibilities, because the dates donlt coincide for the two 

things that you suggested. I presume that you are thinking of 

the Obninsk plant which started in 1954, and I would say yes, I 

think that would be an event of sufficient significance so that 

the dicennial should be celebrated. 

QUESTION: Czechoslovakian Radio. I should like to 

have your opinion regarding the results of your visit now, 

and the possibilities for further development of Soviet

American cooperation in the field of peaceful atomic energy. 

Nyet? 

DR. SEABORG: Is that no? 

QUESTION: You are the author of a very interesting 

book which was issued in the Soviet Union, Elements of the 

Universe. I should like to ask you in another issue of this 

book if you will add something about the new isotope of 

Eleiilent 102 -;"Thich has been di:?<;overed. at Du'bn<?-? 
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DR. SEABORG: In anSVler to the first question, I 

think that our visit has been very worthv'lhile and fruitful. 

I should add to what I have said in the description of our 

itinerary that 'VIe saw a number of other things that have never 

been shown to foreigners before, for example J the Radium 

Institute in Leningrad, and the organic cooled and moderated 

reactor in Ulyanovsk. We were privileged to see reactors 

actually under construction, which I believe no other delegation 

has seen, and I am sure the other members of our delegation 

could think of other such examples. So that I think we are off 

to a very good start in this new agreement, I should say. We 

have been cooperating in the past. But I think there will now 

be increased cooperation, and we are looking forward to the 

return visit of Chairman Petrosyants and his delegation perhaps 

some time this fall, October or November, perhapse That will 

be up to him, of course. In the meantime and following that J 

I am sure that there will be rather extensive implementation 

of the agreement that was signed a week ago Tuesday. 

Now, on the second question, I of course was gratified 

to learn that my book, The Elements of the Universe, had been 

translated into Russian and is so widely used. I believe that 

I was presented a copy at nearly every site we visited. I only 

wish that it were as widely used in the United States. 

Now, with respect to your specific question as to 

whether I would mention in a revision the new isotope of 
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Element 102 discovered in the excellent work o~ Flerov and 

co-workers~ I might say first I am not sure whether there will 

be a revision: and secondly~ in that pa:>'Gicular book" I have 

not gone into the detail of discussing individual isotopes 1 It 

is just too broad. BuJ,j I have just finished 'w'1ri ting a ne\'1 

boole entitled" The Man-Mac~e Transuranill."!l Elements, which 5_s 

for use at our secondary Bcbool level in the United states, 

and elementary college level, 'Hhich will probably appear next 

montb" and therefore will not have this ne\,1 isotope in it 

becauf~e it is f:!_nished. In fact, I brought a number of page 

proofs of that boole to the Soviet Union and gave them to a number 

of the scientists in''jerested in the field.. V-ihen that boole is 

revised, and it is likely it will be" it would certainly include 

mention of this new isotope of Element 102, because that book 

does treat the various transuranium elements i.ll that kind of 

detail, and that kind of fashion. 

QUESTION: Vasilyets, Press Agency of the Soviet Union. 

I think as far as I know this Element 102 is the only element 

that still has no name. HoW can we solve this problem of how 

to name the ele~ent'a I have an idea and what is your attitude 

to this idea. Taking into consideration the fact that 

both scientists from the Soviet Union and the United States 

made a contribution to the discovery of that element, maybe we 

shall just insert that fact in the name of the element. Let 
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us take the first letters of all the names of all the countries 

and call it Rusamerium, RU.ssia and America, Rusamerium? 

DR. SEABORG: Or Amerusium. I mUGt say that 

Vasilyets has been with us on a good part of our trip, so that we 

consider him almost a part of our delegation, and I would feel 

that by now he !mows a great deal about tee Soviet program in 

nuclear physics. 

With respect to the naming of Element 102, this will 

have to be left to the scientists involved, and it will certainly 

be necessary to be absolutely sure that the stockholm work is 

'~'rong befol~e any name is suggested. 

QUESTION: Reuters. I have a very general question. 

In the field of the peaceful use of atomic energy, would you say 

that the United States and the Soviet Union are making about 

the same progress? 

DR .. SEABORG: Well, that is pretty hard to respond to 

in any meaningful terms. Each country has its own problems, its 

own needs for atomic energy. This determines to some extent the 

rate at which you put electrical energy on the line - on the grid -

developed from nuclear energy. There is much in common between 

the programs of the two countries. For example, both are 

emphasizing pressurized water with enriched uranium fuel. The 

Soviet Union is on the way to emphasizing boilip~ water reactors, 

and the Soviet Union and the United States both recognize the 

importance of breeder reactors, and are placing a great deal 

of emphasis on fast neutron breeder reactors~ I don't think I 
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could give any more meaningful comparison than that, but 

perhaps one of my colleagues would like to comment. Manson? 

DR. BENEDICT: I think a couple of additional 

observations should be made, Dr. Seaborg. First of all, I 

believe what he may have had in mind was the broad program of 

research 1n all fields of nuclear physics, and I am sure, if 

you feel as I do, that many of the pure research aspects we 

have seen here are really outstanding. My own personal view is 

that the present state of research on controlled thermonuclear 

processes 1s as far advanced as in the United states. But I 

feel that in the area of civilian nuclear power, both in terms 

of the number of stations built, the number of types of reactors 

which have been displayed to us, and the number of kilowatt 

hours of electric energy generated from these stations, that 

the United states is well ahead. 

QUESTION: Shenker. TIME. Was there any attention 

at all given to the use of nuclear energy for propulsion? 

DR. SEABORG: We were given a complete description and 

saw a film concerning the nuclear ice breaker, LENIN, and as I 

say, we were told a great deal about the nuclear power plant. 

But I believe this is all that we had anything to do with 

concerning nuclear propulsion~ 

QUESTION: Did you ask whether there were any other 

projects con~erning nuclear propulsion? 

DR. SEABORG: No, I think we did not. Not that I recall. 
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QUESTION: Could something be said about the state of 

construction of the 70 B~J accelerator. I believe your group 

was also the first delegation to visit that. 

DR. SEABORG: Commissioner Tape would be the appropriate 

one to mention that. He visited the site yesterday. I did not. 

MR. TAPE: We had the privilege of visiting the site 

yesterday~ and seeing the state of construction of the 70 BEV 

accelerator. Construction is well under way. The building for 

the injector, the 100 MEV linear accelerator~ is well toward 

completion. The circular range tunnel to house the accelerator, 

or to house the magnets for the accelerator, the tunnel is 

appro)dmately one mile in circumference~ and the first quarter 

of it is now under construction, and portions of it are fairly 

well along as far as the concrete work is concerned. 

The large experimental hull is also fairly well under 

construct10n, walls, roof, et cetera, and other auxiliary 

buildings and the area site work, and so on, are in process. 

We saw no equipment because none has been yet delivered to the 

site. It was estimated that the machines will probably be 

finished in approximately three years, but this is very rough. 

QUESTION: Enns, Associated Press. Of all the 

installations you have seen, are they all more advanced than 

you expected, or less advanced? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, I would say some were more 

advanced, and some were about what we expected, and some were 
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less advanced. I don't know that I could identify all of those 

categories immediately. I don't think that I personally had 

any very precise preconceived notion as to what the state of 

advancement might be. 

QUESTION: Did you inspect the plasma work at the 

Atomic Energy Institute, and how does research compare in this 

field to that in the United states? 

DR. SEABORG: We inspected that in some detail, 

and as Professor Manson Benedict indicated, that is a particular 

area of research, referring to the previous question, where the 

Soviet work is very advanced, perhaps more advanced than we 

expected. I could use that as an example, and it compares very 

favorably with the work in the United states. 

QUESTION: v.Jhat can you say about the time I the program 

and the composition of the Third Geneva Conference? I would 

like to know whether there is a certain agreement on that point 

between the officials of the state Committee and your Commission. 

DR. SEABORG: Yes, I think so. vIe didn't discuss 

that other than I think one time during an automobile ride, or 

something of that sort. The conference is planned for the 

summer or early fall of 1964, as you know, under the auspices 

of the United Nations, but involving the International Atomic 

Energy Agency. The one conversation that I partiCipated in 

indicated that our Soviet colleagues would want a larger 

conference than is being planned, and in particular, one with 
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more emphasis on controlled thermonuclear reactions. This is a 

matter~ of course~ that involves, as well as the state Committee 

and the Atomic Energy Commission~ the state Department in the 

United states: and I donrt know what; other Ministry here. So 

it is a matter of coming to an agreement between those various 

agencies as to what the proper size should be. The matter of 

expense iE, of course~ an important conSideration. 

Qu~STION: Was your visit with the Chairman of the 

Presidium yesterday purely a courtesy call~ or were there any 

matters of substance discussed? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, I would call it largely a courtesy 

call, yes. 

QUESTION: You don r t want to anS\'ler the second part 

of my question? 

DR. SE~~ORG: No, partly because it is difficult for 

me to differentiate between matters of sUbstance and no 

substance. I don't think I have any meaningful way of dif

ferentiating that. 

QUESTION: The science of nuclear phYSics is a very 

highly classified matter, ,of course 

DR. SEABORG: No, not at all. So you begin. with the 

wrong premise. 

QUESTION: Nuclear science then is highly classified? 

DR. SEABORG: No. There are certain narrow areas 

that are still classified, but in -- that is, of application 
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but the field as a whole is almost completely open now~ because 

it is a part of basic science, and I might say in justice to 

the premise of your question that this isn't usually realized. 

This is a corllfficn misinterpretation. But in all of the instal-

latio~s that we visited~ a tremendous amount of nuclear physics 

was sho·Jln in the laboratories, as it will be in the United states, 

and as it is in all countries in the 'Norld~ and it is ail pub-

lished in the journals, that is, this basic resl::o.rch, excluding, 

of course, these few areas of appJ.ication, which is not basic 

i'J'orl{ at all. That is applied science ; it is er..gineering. 

QUESTION: Grovovich, APN. The scientists allover the 

world are paying great attention to superconductivity, especially 

to receive heavy magnetic fields. \'lhat are your ideas of the 

possibilities of using this superconductivity in the peaceful 

application of atomic energy? 

DR. SEABORG: Oh, I think that there are very good 

prospects for use in the building of accelerators, and other 

applications~ again in the future. In the future: there is 

nothing of substance under construction at the present time. I 

would like to ask if either Dr. Benedict or Commissioner Tape or 

anyone would like to expand on that. 

DR. BENEDICT: Well~ there is one field where it 

makes all of the difference between the possibility of success 

and certain failu.re~ and that is in the theremonuclear field" 
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because it would be impossible to provide the high magnetic 

field covering large volumes with low enough expenditure of 

electric energy were it not for the availability of super

conductor magnets. 

DR. SEP~ORG: I might add, since your question was 

general, and concerned nuclear physics as a whole, that there is 

ouch low temperature work on nuclear structure - nuclear alignment 

expel"':tments - that use cryogenics. 

QUESTION: Moscow News o The readers of the Moscow 

newspaper, and you know that the main target of this newspaper 

is the develop~ent of confidence in the p~opaganda of friendship 

between the peoples. I have tV-TO questions. 

Are you satisfied with 'Nhat you were shown here, 

and v-;as the scale sufficiently large? 'VJere you satisfied with 

what you have seen here? 

DR. SEABORG: Yes, I meant to imply that in my opening 

statement. 

QUESTION: The second question is, what can the 

scientists who are working in this field of peaceful utilization 

of atomic energy for the sake of principles of mutual under

standing between the peoples and for the sake of peace, \'lhat can 

they do? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, I think this agreement for 

cooperation is a very good example, and the visit of our 

delegation to the Soviet Union, and the return visit of the 
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Soviet delegation to the United states are excellent examples 

of what they can do. 

SPOKESMAN: Thank you. 

END 
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CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Good afternoon and welcome. 

I believe you know the people sitting before you 
here: Mr. Luedecke, the General Manager of the Atomic 
Energy Commission, accompanied me on this trip to the 
·Soviet Union, and is on my immediate right. Next is 
Commissioner John Palfrey, further to the right. 

On my left is Commissioner Leland Haworth, and 
then Commissioner James Ramey. 

I welcome this opportunity to meet with you and 
discuss the trip of our delegation to the Soviet Union. 
I believe each of you has the text of what will be 
approximately my opening remarks, and I think it will 
perhaps be more efficient if I do run through these 
remarks before we open up for general questions. 

First, we have listed the names of the members 
of our delegation. There are five of us here today, 
actually: Mr. Algie Wells, Dr. Arnold Fritsch, . and 
Mr. Cecil King are sitting on the side of the room to 
my right~ 

I would like to begin by saying that our entire 
visit to the Soviet Union was most cordial. Our host, 
Chairman Andronik Petrosyants of the State Committee on 
the Utilization of Atomic Energy, accepted .our suggested 
itinerary without change, and, in fact, he added a number 
of visits to the itinerary which was accomplished by 
making it more concentrated, and he expressed his regrets 
that we couldn't stay longer because there were a number 
of other places in the Soviet Union that he very much 
wished we could see. But nearly all of us had commitments 
back in the United States the beginning of this week so 
that we couldn't extend our stay as he would have liked 
to have us do. 

As you know, the primary reason for our delegation's 
visit to the Soviet Union at this time was in connection 
with the formal signing of the Memorandum on Cooperation 
in the Field of Utilization of Atomic Energy for Peaceful 
Purposes. I might say our Soviet hosts conducted our tour 
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completely within the frame of reference established by 
the Memorandum; that is, within the framework of peaceful 
uses of atomic energy_ 

I might add that our delegation was privileged to 
be the first Western visitors, and in some cases the first 
foreign visitors, to visit a number of atomic energy in
stallations. .These are identified in a number of places 
in the release before you. 

With that, let me briefly review our visit on a day
by-day basis. 

As you know, of course, our delegation arrived at 
the airport in Moscow on Sunday, May 19th, after leaving 
Dulles Airport at 9:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 18th. As 
you also know, a number of world speed records for that 
run were shattered at that time, with a total flight time 
of 8 hours 38 minutes and 42 seconds, exactly. We were 
met at the airport by Chairman Petrosyants and a number 
of other Soviet dignitaries, including the Deputy Chairmen 
of the Soviet State Committee, as well as Ambassador Kohler 
and others from the American Embassy. 

We just spent the rest of that day going in various 
directions, sightseeing, and most of us attended the 
theater that night. 

The work began the following morning, Monday, May 
20th, when we met to discuss with Chairman Petrosyants 
and his four deputy chairmen the itinerary of our visit. 
At the conclusion of that discussion, the group visited 
the Moscow State University, where we met with Rector 
Petrovsky and Vice Rector Vovchenko. 

I might say that for that visit and all the others, 
we had either the chairman, Chairman Petrosyants, himself, 
or one of the Deputy.Chairmen of the State Committee, or 
usually both. That was both for the visits in Moscow or 
the visits out of town that I am going to describe. 

At this university, which is in a skyscraper some
what reminiscent of the Tower of Learning at the University 
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of Pittsburgh, they have some 30,000 students, counting 
part-time students - some 16,000 full-time students. 
Classes were in session. Actually, they were having 
their examinations at the time we were there. We visited 
student laboratories, living quarters, lecture halls, 
libraries, and one laboratory in some detail - the cosmic 
ray laboratory of Professor Vernev, which is under the 
more detailed direction of Dr. Christianson. 

After this, our group split into two parts, as 
we did on many other occasions, in order to cover more 
ground during our visit, with Drs. Benedict, Crewe, 
Fritsch, and Zucker going to the Institute of Chemical 
Physics, and the remainder of us going to the Lebedev 
Physics Institute. Both of these, of course, are in 
Moscow. 

At the Lebedev Institute, we met with Director 
Skobe1'tsyn and visited their 30 MEV Fixed Field Alter
nating Gradient Electron Accelerator and many of their 
solid state physics laboratories. 

The other group met with Dr. Semenov, who is the 
Director of the Chemical Physics Institute, and, as you 
know, a recent winner of the Nobel Prize in chemistry. 
We visited their laboratories where they study chemical 
kinetics in the solid, liquid, and gaseous states, as 
well as in living systems. 

On the morning of the next day, May 21st, the 
formal signing of the Memorandum on Cooperation in the 
Field of Utilization of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Pur
poses was performed by myself and Chairman Petrosyants, 
with Ambassador Kohler and the Deputy Chairmen of the 
State Committee and others present. After .the ceremony, 
our party visited the USSR Academy of Sciences. Here 
we had the pleasure of meeting with President Ke1dysh 
and Vice President Mi11ionschikov, and a number of other 
members of their academy of sciences, about six or eight 
in all. At that time, it was my honor to present to the 
USSR Academy of Sciences a folio commemorating the dis~ 
covery of element 101, mendelevium, which was discovered 
at the University of California in 1955, and named in 
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honor of the great Russian chemist, Dr. Dimitri Mendeleev -
the originator of the periodic table of the elements. 
Dr. Benedict and I, also, as members of our Academy of 
Sciences, had the privilege to present formally to 
Dr. Semenov, on behalf of President Seitz of the U. S • 

. National Academy of Sciences, his certificate of member
ship in our Academy to which he has recently been elected. 

On May 22nd, the next day, Wednesday, the delega
tion visited the Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute in 
Moscow and met with Director Aleksandrov and members of 
his staff. During the morning, I gave a lecture on the 
Transuranium Elements to the professional staff of the 
institute. The Kurchatov Institute has the broadest pro
gram of atomic energy in the USSR. For example, the 
institute developed the nuclear power plant in the ice
breaker, Lenin, and it developed the power station at 
Voronezh, which I will describe later. During the course 
of a long day, we visited many laboratories and facili
ties. I won't attempt to describe them in any detail. 
We saw the extensive work on controlled thermonuclear 
fusion under the direction of Dr. Artsimovich; we saw 
their cyclotron, their alpha spectrometer facility and 
their hot laboratories where early work on plutonium was 
conducted. This was the first visit of a Western group 
to these hot laboratories. The party also visited the 
2 MW{th) (megawatt thermal) IRT Swimming Pool Reactor 
which is the prototype for research reactors and is used 
in many laboratories throughout the Soviet" Union, perhaps 
in some ten or twelve laboratories. We also saw the 
20 MW(th) RPT Materials Testing Reactor which is being re
constructed at the present time. 

The following day, on May 23rd, our group visited 
the Physical Technical Institute at Obninsk, about sixty 
miles south of Moscow. This site is normally closed to 
foreigners, although former Chairman McCone and his group, 
when they visited the Soviet Union on a similar mission 
in october 1959, visited this institute. Here we met with 
Director Rodionov and his staff. The site and the insti
tute are largely concerned with the" development of nu
clear power plants of two types: the sodium cooled fast 
reactors and the graphite-moderated, superheat, thermal 
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reactors. The Obninsk site is responsible for the 
design of the larger 100 MW(e) (megawatt electrical) 
graphite-moderated, superheat reactor being built in 
Beloyarsk, some 1,000 miles east of Moscow. 

We did not visit Beloyarsk, but the director of 
Beloyarsk, Orlov, was at Obninsk to describe this re
actor to us in great detail. This reactor is expected 
to go critical by the end of this year. This reactor 
is, by the way, very similar to a reactor being designed 
in this country by the Westinghouse Company, known as 
the SCOTT-R Reactor. That is just the' initials for 
Super Critical Once Through Tube Reactor, the $COT~-R.. 
This is a rather advanced type that is just being de
signed by the Westinghouse Company. 

During our tour at Obninsk, we saw many of the 
laboratories doing physical studies and we saw in great 
detail their laboratory for handling liquid sodium and 
liquid sodium-potassium. I might say this was also the 
first time that this work was shown to any Westerners. 
We also visited the 100 watt(th) BR-l fast reactor and 
the 5 MW(th) BR-5 fast reactor. I should say both of 
these are fueled with plutonium - i.e., plutonium oxide. 
We visited their fast critical facility and the 5 MW(e) 
AM-l, the first nuclear power station in the Soviet 
Union, which was built in 1954 and has been operating 
essentially continuously ever since. Our ,delegation 
was the first Western group also to visit the 1.5 to 
2 MW(e) mobile reactor also at this site. This is a 
reactor that they can take apart and move on about 
three or four trucks - four trucks. 

On May 24th, our delegation was flO'vln in a 
chartered aircraft to Ulyanovsk, the birthplace of Lenin. 
We did stop by to see some of the historic sites in that 
connection. Ulyanovsk is a city 500 miles east of 
Moscow on the Volga River. Then we drove about another 
60 miles further east to New Melekess, the site of the 
Scientific Research Institute of Atomic Energy Reactors. 
This is the site that was started -' where construction 
started - in 1959. Again, we were the first foreign 
visitors to the site and the town. 
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At this site, we discussed their program with 
Director Yurchenko and his staffe We toured their 
various facilities now under the first stages of con
struction, including extensive hot laboratories for the 
study of metallurgy and chemistry. These laboratories 
are probably more extensive than any that we have in the 
United States. That is, they will be when they are com
pleted. We saw them as the work - the construction work -
was under way_ 

The reactors visited were the 50 MW(th) SM-2, which 
presently has the highest thermal neutron flux of any 
reactor in the world. I might say this was constructed 
in near record time. The construction there began in 
1959 and it went critical in 1961, and was operating at 
full power toward the end of 1962. We saw also the 1 MW(e} 
organic-moderated and cooled reactor experiment. This has 
the name ARBUS, meaning Nuclear Reactor in Block Assembly. 
This was ·also a transportable reactor. We saw the site 
of the 50 MW reactor - we saw the building, I should say. 
We climbed up at least ten or twelve stories to the top 
of the building, where the 50 MW(e) Boiling Water Reactor 
is under construction. We also saw the foundations for 
a 75 MW(th} materials testing reactor that is being con
structed on that site. 

I should say here that our hosts made another 
exception for our trip in that they showed us on numerous 
occasions reactors under constructionM That is, this is 
something they haven't wanted to do in the past, and 
this gave us an opportunity to examine reactors in some 
in~tances, of course, much more closely than has been 
the opportunity in the past. 

The following morning, May 25th, we· left for 
Leningrad by scheduled airline, and upon our arrival 
there we again split into two parties. One group, con
sisting of Crewe, Ghiorso, and Zucker, visited the Physical 
Technical Institute and met with Director Konstantinov and 
his staff, and they toured the laboratories and experimental 
facilities, including the 100 Mev synchrotron accelerator 
and the 10 MW(th} research reactor e 
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The second group, including myself, visited the 
Khlopin Radium Institute. We were the first Westerners 
to visit this institute since the war. This is a his
toric laboratory, being the first institute established 
in the USSR, in 1922, specifically for the study of 
radioactive substances. It is now headed by Director 
Vdovenko. 

Our group was given an extensive tour of the 
many laboratories, devoted to nuclear physics, the 
chemistry of the heaviest elements, and other related 
areas. We were privileged to see there the first 
cyclotron built in Europe in 1935. This machine is still 
operating. It is the oldest operating cyclotron in the 
world, although, like all old equipment, it will soon be 
dismantled when the institute moves completely into new 
quarters. 

We saw their work in two buildings, their old 
building, and then a very new building that has been 
under construction for the last two years, a mile or two 
away, where they will eventually move entirely, I gather. 

The two groups then rejoined for a visit to the 
Scientific-Technical Institute for Electro-Physical 
Apparatus, headed by Director Komar. This institute is 
responsible for the design and project management of 
most of the particle accelerators built in. the Soviet 
Union, as well as some of the controlled thermonuclear 
devices. 

I might say that their approach to the building 
of 'high energy accelerators is different than ours. We 
in the United States tend to place the responsibility 
for the design in the various laboratories .where they 
might be used. They design and in many cases construct, 
although they use industry in the construction process, 
essentially all of their accelerators through this 
Scientific-Technical Institute for Electro-Physical 
Apparatus. This, they feel, gives them a greater 
efficiency, particularly in reproducing an accelerator 
that might be used in a number of places in the Soviet 
Union. For example, there we inspected a 1/15th scale 
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working model for a 100 Mev isochronous, 100 Mev protons 
that is, isochronous cyclotron, which then will be built 
for· installation in a number of laboratories throughout 
the Soviet Union, including, by the way, the Radium In
stitute, just across town. We also inspected a 5 Mev 
electron accelerator which will be widely build and pro
duced for us·e in medical applications. 

The next day, Sunday, was spent in sightseeing, 
visiting the Hermitage, a ride on the harbor and so forth. 
Then that evening most of us departed by plane for Moscow, 
where we boarded an overnight train for Voronezh, about 
400 miles south of Moscow on the Don River. But three of 
our party, Crewe, Ghiorso and Zucker, flew directly to 
Kharkov o 

Upon our party's arrival in Voronezh, on May 27th, 
Monday, we went, via a spur line, to Novovoronezh, a 
new community built near the site of the 210 megawatt 
electrical pressurized water reactor that is now being 
finished by the Soviets. 

This reactor, under Director Chepak, is similar 
to those in this country; that is, to the pressurized 
water reactors, like the Shippingport PWR and the Yankee 
Atomic Power Station. The reactor is expected to begin 
operation in about one-half year. 

I might say that we spent a long time, a couple 
of hours, inspecting this in great detail, climbing up 
and down and through long tunnels where they had the 
various piping and so forth. I think after about two 
hours -of this they still had a great deal more to show 
us, but this was about as much as our energies would 
allow and as much as our time would allow. _ But it was 
an example, again, of their showing us something under 
construction so that we could see it in greater detail 
than we might otherwise. 

After this all-day visit, the delegation re
embarked on the train and returned to Moscow. Meanwhile, 
also on Monday the 27th, the other contingent of our 
delegation, Crewe, Ghiorso and Zucker, visited the 
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Physical Technical Institute at Kharkov under Director 
Sinenlikov. This is .a site, this is an institute, devoted 
to the construction and use of linear accelerators of 
various kinds. They have a large number of linear acceler
ators there. The group saw many of the linear accelerators 
at this time, including the 2 Bev electron accelerator 
under construction. The group was the first Western dele
gation to see this facility. 

This group also took an overnight train in return
ing to Moscow. 

The following morning, May 28th, we all reunited 
for a visit to the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research at 
Dubna, about 70 miles north of Moscow, and there we met 
with Director Blokhintsev and his staff. The delegation 
visited there the 10 Bev accelerator, the heavy ion cyclo
tron, being used for work on the transuranium elements, 
including having been used for the discovery of the new 
isotope of element 102, and we visited the pulsed fast 
reactor. 

This site, of course, is international in character 
and has been visited by many groups. 

The next day, May 29th, saw our delegation again 
splinter into groups. Ghiorso returned to Dubna for 
further discussions on transuranium research and Crewe, 
Luedecke, Tape and Zucker visited Serpukhov, the site of 
the 70 Bev accelerator, about 65 miles south of Moscow. 

This, by the way, is the first time that this 
site bas been visited by a Western delegation. 

This accelerator is still in the ea~ly stages of 
construction. When finished, it will be about one mile 
in circumference and the highest energy particle acceler
ator anywhere in the. world. I believe they estimate about 
1965 or 1966 - actually 1966 for that completion. 

I had the opportunity, on May 29th, to pay a 
courtesy visit to L. I. Brezhenev, Chairman of the 
Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet. It was a cordial 
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meeting which was limited to the delegation's frame of 
reference. 

Following this, I visited Dr. Yelyutin, Minister 
of Higher and Specialized Secondary Education, to discuss 

. matters of mutual interest. . 

I might say .that I haven't added here any descrip
tion of the many fine spreads of food that we saw in 
each of these sites; sometimes two or three times during 
each visit. And I haven't added any descriptions of our 
various visits to the theater and football games and so 
forth during the evenings. 

The delegation's visit ended with a press con
ference on Thursday morning, May 30th, and then that 
afternoon we proceeded to Sheremetyevo Airport, with 
Chairman Petrosyants and his staff and Ambassador Kohler 
to see us off, and returned to the United States on 
May 31st. 

I might say - this just occurred to me - that a 
large number of pictures were taken of the groups at all 
of the sites by our Russian hosts, and prints of these 
were ready for us by the time we left. It occurs to me 
that some members of the press might be interested in 
seeing those$ Why don't we bring those in and put them 
on the table. They can look at them afterwards, if 
they wish. 

That is all. Thank you very much. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, it seems that the Soviets 
were very open in what they showed you. Do you have any 
observations on why they were so open in everything they 
showed you, particularly the new reactors under construc
tion which they hadn't showed you before? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I, at one stage, or at a couple 
of stages, talked to them along these lines, and they 
indicated that it was because of their desire to do every
thing they could to make our agreement for cooperation in 
the peaceful uses of atomic energy work; that they wanted 
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to be sure that they were going as far as they cou.ld in 
order to make it successful. 

QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, did your visit enable 
you to get any feel for their state of nuclear rocket 

. development as compared to our own? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, none wha tsoever • We never 
touched on that subject. 

QUESTION: Could you, from your visit, evaluate 
their reactor technology versus ours, and their synchro
tron work versus ours? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I would have to respond in some 
detail. Their pressurized water reactor at Voronezh 
would compare f~90rably with ours. Perhaps in some ways 
it was designed even more conservatively than some of 
ours. 

I might also interpolate here that they hope to 
have this reactor go on up to 1,000 megawatts electrical 
in its later stages. 

The first version that we saw under construction 
at Voronezh was 210 megawatts electrical, but they al
ready have plans or have almost started construction of 
a second stage which would develop a power of about 350 
megawatts electrical, and then, as I say, they plan to 
go on up to 1,000 megawatts electrical, where it would 
begin to be economically competitive with the cost of 
power from conventional sources in high cost areas, the 
same t~rm that we have used many times. 

That type of reactor would be scale~up to 
1,000 megawatts electrical in later versions. 

I haven't really answered this question yet. 
Their work in particular instances like that is about 
comparable with ours. On the other hand, they do not 

. yet have, on the line, developing electricity, reactors 
of that type. This reactor is supposed to go on the 
line by the end of this year. 
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We have had the Shippingport reactor going for a 
number of years, and the Yankee Atomic Station, and so 
forth. They are just building the boiling water reactor, 
as I told you, and we have the Dresden reactor that has 
been operating for a couple of years. This may be in 
part a matter not so much of our being ahead of them as 
the matter o'f the amount of emphasis that they have 
placed on atomic power. They are not short of power. 
They have coal and gas, and plenty of undeveloped hydro 
power, especially in Siberia. 

We also are developing a larger number of differ
ent kinds of reactors than the Soviets. So my answer to 
your question has to be somewhat complicated. I hope 
it has been helpful. 

QUESTION: Sir, take the matter of nuclear acceler
ators; We know they have emphasized those. They got the 
Dubna thing on the line in 1957, I believe. I heard that 
was a white elephant from the day they got it. They 
never did anything with it. Now they are building this 
other machine, again with a value that seems to have been 
selected just to top us. 

What have they accomplished in high energy physics? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I said that the 70 Bev acceler
ator that they will have at Serpukhov, beg,inning about 
1966, will be the accelerator furnishing the highest 
energy particles by quite a margin for a number of years. 

With respect to what they have accomplished with 
the 10 Bev accelerator at Dubna, perhaps Commissioner 
Haworth would like to make some observations. 

DR. HAWORTH: I think your expression of "white 
elephant" was nearly correct for a while. They made some 
technical mistakes in design which they have now straight
ened out. It is now a useful accelerator, though not of 
as high intensity as accelerators in this country. It, 
of course, was simply a blowing up of the design of the 
Bevatron. In a photograph it looks almost like the 
Bevatron. Similarly, the 70 Bev machine will be more or 
less a larger version of the Brookhaven AGS. 
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QUESTION: Will 70 Bev be useful or meaningful? 

DR. HAWORTH: It is twice as much as the AGS, or 
a little more. 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I think the answer has to be 
"We donlt know. II You are always in a good position if 
you have more energy than anybody else in the world. 

DR. aAWORTH: That is right. 

But there is no known qualitative thing that we 
can predict. 

QUESTION: To take this in a general context, 
do you come back with the impression that we are ahead 
or behind them in specific areas, such as controlled 
thermonuclear research, reactor technology, high energy 
physics? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I would have to, as I said, 
respond in some detail. In controlled thermonuclear 
work, their situation compares very favorably with ours. 
Their recent results, for example, are probably as good 
as anything we have done in the United States. And they 
have a very extensive program there. 

I would estimate that it is more extensive than 
ours. That is, that their budget for work' in controlled 
thermonuclear power is larger than our budget. 

In civilian nuclear power, as I tried to indicate, 
the reactors that we have seen under construction are 
well built, probably as well built as ours. However, we 
have reactors of approximately the same type that we 
have had on the line for a number of years. We have more 
power on the line. This is partly due, I would surmise, 
to the degree of emphasis that they have placed on this, 
their determination as to when they really need civilian 
nuclear power. 

Then, as I indicated, we have a broader program. 
We have a larger variety of reactors under development 
in the United States. 
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With respect t~ high energy nuclear physics, I 
would say that, as is well-known, the work in the United 
States has been for a number of years more fruitful or 
has led to more significant results or more important 
discoveries in the field of new particles and so forth 
than the work in the Soviet Union. 

QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, you used the expression 
a couple of times "compared favorably." Does that mean 
that it would be superior in any case? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I donlt know that I would want 
it to be taken as meaning superior in the case of con
trolled thermonuclear work. I mean really that they 
are comparable. I donlt know, and I donlt believe any
body knows. I think it is hard to define. For example, 
if you use the criterion of the concentration of plasma 
that they have received, times the time; i.e., multi
plied by the time, I believe that we have achieved even 
now higher values of that product than anybody in the 
Soviet Union. On the other hand, this recent result 
of Artsimovich, where he has confined plasmas for up to 
about thirty milliseconds, is an impressive result. 
There is no precise measuring scale whereby one can 
say which side is ahead in a case like that. 

QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, did you see or hear 
anything about the much rumored nuclear ai!craft or sub
marine, and why do you suppose it was that you did not 
see the icebreaker? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Two questions. We didn't 
hear anything about a nuclear powered aircraft. I think 
if we had asked possibly we might have learned something. 
Nuclear submarines were outside of the purview of the 
exchange, obviously. That is a military application. 
So far as the icebreaker is concerned, I believe if we 
had asked to see that, we would have been allowed tOe 
Chairman McCone and his party saw the icebreaker, and 
Admiral Rickover has seen it. So I do believe that if 
we had asked to see that - we, for example, were shown 
the fuel elements that go into the icebreaker, the 
actual models of the fuel elements, and given the 
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composition and their cladding and their dimensions, and 
everything of that sort. Every question that we asked 
with respect to the composition and the physical con
figuration of the fuel elements for the icebreaker was 
answered. 

QUESTION: Are they having as much trouble with 
that icebreaker as we are with the Savannah? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Not of the same type, no. 

QUESTION: Did you see anything that would make 
you want to change the direction of our program or add 
to it; for instance, asking for more money for fusion 
research, or setting up a mass production particle 
accelerator plant? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: The answer to both of those 
examples is no. I think that the level of work in con
trolled thermonuclear fusion in the United States, which 
is about 25 million dollars a year, is about right. My 
personal opinion is that so far as the design of acceler
ators is concerned, that the method of having it centered 
in the laboratories where they are going to be used and 
more under the direction of the scientists who are going 
to use them is probably a better method of doing it. 
This is debatable. 

DR. HAWORTH: Every Russian accelerator designer 
except in the Komar Institute would agree with you. 
They don't like it at all. 

QUESTION: Is that the reason why the Dubna 
thing failed so disastrously in its early years? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: You can't necessarily spot it 
that way, but it certainly is true that to have the 
users intimately in on the design of the accelerators 
is very important. 

QUESTION: Did you hear any of the users sniping 
at this Serpukhov arrangement, saying that they thought 
that would be a dog, too? 
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DR. HAWORTH: They donlt like the general idea. 
If you can get them over into a corner, they will tell 
you that they donlt like it. 

QUESTION: Why is it that you didn!t want to talk 
about or ask them about the nuclear airplane? Was it 
because youdidnlt think the rumors were founded? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: It just didn't occur to me. We 
asked them all the questions that we thought about, that 
we thought were within the purview of the arrangement. 

QUESTION: Do you give credence to these reports? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, I don It •. I personally 
donlt give credence to the reports that they have a 
nuclear airplane. I haven It anything to go on there, 
other than just my basic understanding of what is iri~ 

volved in building a nuclear airplane. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, medical uses are covered 
by the agreement, and yet you neither asked for nor saw 
any medical applications? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: We could have asked. I would 
say that perhaps one of our first exchanges of a group 
of scientists under the agreement should be in the field 
of medical uses. This was just an exploratory - this 
was a first - trip in which we asked to see these various 
installations that I have recounted. I am sure we could 
have seen medical uses 
medical uses if we had 
part Qf the agreement. 
a group of specialists 

and installations involved in 
requested, and, as you say, it is 
One of our exchange visits with 

surely should be in that field. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, what impression did you 
come back with about the administrative efficiency of 
the Soviet atomic program? I ask this because your 
predecessor when he carne back from his trip was very 
much impressed with the Soviet ability to go from the 
decision to construction, in contrast to our rather 
prolonged red tape. 
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CHAIRMAN SEABORG: They can probably pick out a 
particular project and construct it faster than we can. 
But I don't think that overall I would rate their 
efficiency as higher than ours. It is very difficult to 
make a rating. But they can probably take a particular 
project and build it faster. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, did you note any dis
cussion with your Soviet colleagues about problems of 
allocations of funds regarding peaceful uses of energy 
versus military? Was there any griping about it? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, I didn't hear any versus 
the military. I think there was the usual good natured 
banter about needing more money to carryon their work -
by some of the scientists - but no comparison with the 
military budget that came to my attention. 

QUESTION: How about their space program? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: We weren't concerned with that 
at all. 

QUESTION: General griping, I am talking about. 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, as a matter of fact, I 
didn't hear any. Maybe a joke or two. 

QUESTION: Will you tell the jokes? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, I meant a joking reference 
on the scientist level to the fact that they have competi
tion with the space program. 

-QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, did the test ban treaty 
come up at all in any of your private discussions? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, it didn'to 

QUESTION: Doctor, this new agreement is wider than 
the old one in that it covers research specialists for as 
long as a year •. Could you tell us when the first research 
specialist might be exchanged or otherwise amplify on that 
part of the agreement? 
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CHAIRMAN SEABORG: We haven't begun to discuss 
any of those details with the Soviets, and perhaps 
won't until after their return visit. Chairman Petrosyants -
I will inunediately extend to him an invitation to corne 
over to America with a delegation for a reciprocal visit. 
I would suspect that that would take place this fall. 
Perhaps that· would be the time when we would begin to in
vestigate specific exchanges under the agreemente 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, could you ever clear up 
the mystery of where that reactor somewhere in Siberia 
is located? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, we didn'to 

QUESTION: Did you ask? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: We didn't ask, no. I think 
that reactor may be connected with production, a dual 
purpose reactor. So we didn't ask. 

QUESTION: Did you find yourself being careful" 
about asking questions for fear you would push them too 
far, or did you ask questions that you were denied 
answers to? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I don't know that we were 
consciously under constrainte We didn 8 t, ~eliberatelYI 
ask questions in the military field, if that is your 
question. 

QUESTION: Do you expect to show the Russian dele
gation. some things that you haven't shown them in the 
past, to match the expanded amount of things that they 
showed us? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I think that the number of 
visits of Russian scientists to discuss our unclassified 
peaceful nuclear power plants has been so small that it 
will be quite natural and easy and straightforward to 
show them things that Russian scientists haven't seen 
before in our program, within the purview or the confines 
of the agreement. 
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QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, after what you have seen 
over there, do you think there is any reason to declassify 
some of our classified reactors and other projects? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, we didn't see anything over 
there that would be classified in this country. So I 
don't think ·so. I think we are operating under a very 
good level of.openness and of declassified work. 

QUESTION: How do they appear to be doing, Mr. 
Chairman, in small reactors suitable for space work, 
something comparable to our SNAP program? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: We don't have any knowledge 
of that at all. That hasn't been revealed, to my 
knowledge, by the Soviets, if they are working in this 
field, on any occasion. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, what discussions did you 
have, if any, on the possibility of a joint construction 
of a very large accelerator, such as a 1,000 Bev machine? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Nothing official. I think on 
one occasion on an automobile trip between these sites 
or from the city to a site, sometimes you know these 
were 50 or 70 miles, we discussed this a little bit. I 
mentioned that we had an interest in this. However, the 
program had been slow in our negotiations., I said that 
we perhaps had a continued interest in it. The men that 
I was talking to also indicated that they had a con
tinued interest in it, but nothing more than that • 

. QUESTION: You said, sir, that you thought they 
had a larger budget than we do on the thermonuclear side 
of the business. Do you think overall that they have 
a larger budget than we do on the peaceful uses of atomic 
energy? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I don't know. Some of these 
research institutes are very large, and there are quite 
a number of them. But it is difficult for me to esti
mate. I would say that it is probably comparable. I 
would be interested in any estimate that any of my 
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colleagues might make. We don't have too much to go on 
there. 

QUESTION: Do they seem to know what we are doing? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: What did you say? 

QUESTION: Did these people seem to know our 
progress? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Yes. They are quite familiar 
with our progress. Of course, we discussed the whole 
gamut from basic science to engineering and applied 
civilian power. But, depending on the scientists that we 
were talking to, I would say in general that the various 
specialists were familiar with American work. They read 
the literature very carefully. 

QUESTION: Did most of the scientists speak 
English to you, or was it through translators? Or did 
a great number of them? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: The scientists - perhaps half -
spoke English. The engineers at these various reactor 
sites that I have mentioned - perhaps less than half. I 
think we used an interpreter more than half the time, 
particularly at the outlying plants, like Obninsk, or 
Voronezh, or Ulyanovsk. 

QUESTION: From your conversations, did you 
gather that the Soviet Union has gone through a period 
of reappraisal and perhaps de-emphasis of its civilian 
power .program? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: It was difficult.to tell. The 
indications were that at the present time they haVe a 
very serious program and that they regard nuclear power 
as economically competitive in high cost areas, and by 
high cost areas they mean Central European Russia, not 
Siberia. I don't know that there are any areas in 
Siberia where it is economically competitive. They 
quoted prices for energy in Siberia that were, I might 
say, spectacularly low, both from the standpoint of 
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undeveloped hydro power and from the standpoint of 
availability of coal •. But I had the impression they 
are very serious about it in Central European Russia, 
that it will playa role and that they plan to build 
up quite a program there. 

QUESTtON: As the discoverer of plutonium, do 
they know as much about plutonium chemistry and fuel 
technology as we do? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: We didn't discuss that in 
very much detail. As I indicated, they showed us the 
hot laboratories, the original hot laboratories. Prob
ably one of those was the laboratory where they handled 
their original plutonium, by the way, as a matter of 
interest. But we didn't at any time get into a dis
cussion at any real level of detail on plutonium 
metallurgy or plutonium in general. Of course, the 
chemical processing is not part of the exchange agree
ment, nor have the Soviets yet revealed to us how they 
carryon their chemical processing or their fuel re
processing, or where the chemical fuel .reprocessing 
plants are. That information has not yet been revealed. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, the Ramsey recommendation 
visualizes a U.S. high energy accelerator program of 
something like $8 billion through 1981 or 1982, with a' 
200 Bev machine and then an 800 Bev machin~. Did you 
get any feeling at all that the Russians were even 
seriously breathing on our heels in h~gh energy physics? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: For the next step beyond 70 
Bev? 

QUESTION: For the next decade or two. From the 
prestige standpoint, is there any real drive on this 
country to go beyond --

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: As I say, they have it, in a 
sense, built into their program from a prestige standpoint 
because for some four or five years'after 1966 they will 
have the highest energy accelerator in the world. 
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QUESTION: They had one of those things for years 
before we got the AGSand they didn't do anything with it. 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I am not an expert in this field, 
but it would be my guess that this one probably will oper
ate from nearly the beginning and will be effectivee 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, did you get to see Dr. Kapitza 
or Dr. Pontecorvo, and if so, will you tell 'us about it? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, I didn't see either one of 
them. But, on the other hand, I don't believe either one 
of them would have been naturally at any of the sites, or 
apparatus at the sites, that I asked to seee 

QUESTION: You said the scientific work was pretty 
comparable and you also got quite a bit into the country
side away from Hoscow. Can you tell us whether or not 
they have come along in their road building and things of 
that sort? Is that anything comparable to what ours is? 
Just what was your general impression of the development 
of their country, roads, hotels, trains? 

Missile sites? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Well, we didn't travel over a 
large number of roads. As is well known, the roads in 
the Soviet Union are not comparable with ours. I must 
say that so far as the cities are concerned and the hotels 
are concerned I think the whole delegation was impressed 
by what I might call the western atmosphere of Leningrad. 
It ,is a city much more like other European cities than 
the other cities, even Moscow, in the Soviet Union. The 
few occasions that we traveled long distances on roads 
they were paved roads but usually two lane,' I mean one 
lane each way, and not as smooth by any means as the 
roads in our country. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, when you mentioned that 
their pressurized water reactors we~e designed perhaps 
even more conservatively than ours, were you talking 
about small generating capacity or greater safety 
features, especially the one at Voronezh? 
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CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Not exactly safety features, but 
features that were sort of back-up features to insure 
successful operations. I wouldn't say that they have the 
safety features that are equivalent to ours. For example, 
their reactors don't have the containment, the outside 
containment, that we require in our reactors. You know, 
the familiar spherical containmei'lt and so forth. They 
depend there on an ordinary concrete building with windows 
and so forth. I had more reference to just back-up features, 
additional valves and so forth, to be absolutely sure of 
the technical performance of this first reactor.. They 
themselves indicated that they probably will eliminate a 
number of these in the second reactor, but they were being 
very sure that the performance of this reactor will be up 
to specifications. 

QUESTION: Did you discuss at all with the top 
scientists you met the role of the Communist Party in their 
work? Did they interfere with them? You were there during 
the height of this vigilance campaign on spying and secrecy. 
Did you find any uneasiness? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, we didn't. Ambassador Kohler 
gave a reception for our delegation last Tuesday night at 
the Embassy, and despite some of the vigilance that was 
advocated, as you say, in the Soviet newspapers, the turn
out for the reception was very good and the atmosphere was 
extremely friendly, so friendly that I bel~eve Ambassador 
Kohler commented upon it to a number of us, and indicated 
that it didn't seem to reflect the new policy at all. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, you mentioned the highest 
thermal neutron flux of any reactor. 'Did it appear to 
you that the rewards from building that reactor measured 
up to the estimates of some of the people in our country 
who pushed to get such a reactor? That is the 50 MW(th) 
SM-2, presently the highest thermal neutron flux of any 
reactor? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Yes, it will be the reactor 
with the highest thermal neutron flux until a reactor 
or two that we have under construction become operable. 
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QUESTION: What was that flux? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: 2.2 times 10 to the 15th 
neutrons per square centimeter per second. We will have 
a reactor, the High Flux Isotope Reactor, for example, 
being built at Oak Ridge, which will become operable in 
about two years, which has a flux of 3 to 5 times 10 to the 
15th neutrons per square centimeter per second. We also 
have the Advanced Test Reactor under construction at 
Idaho, which will be in the range of 1 or 2 times 10 to 
the 15the 

QUESTION: Did you get the impression that the 
engineering on their reactors, including the conventional 
parts, is as good as our engineering? I ask this because 
some of the past people have come back and suggested their 
engineering is not up to ours. 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I would say that on the Voronezh 
reactor, and it depends on how you define engineering, 
that we probably do the same job with somewhat more 
sophistication. That is, we don't seem to need some of 
the back-up devices to insure good performance, and prob
ably do the job generally with somewhat more sophistica
tion. 

QUESTION: What do you foresee as the first results 
of this agreement on the exchange of scientists when it 
becomes fact? What do you expect it will become? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: vlhat do you mean, foresee the 
results? 

We hope that there will be 1mplementation through 
a number of visits of delegations and exchange of scien
tists for work in the laboratories for these periods of 
six months to a year. I think that this will advance both 
our programs in basic research and in civilian nuclear 
power and, I hope, contribute a great deal to good re
lationships between the scientists of our countries and 
between our countries. 
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QUESTION: Will there be any joint projects? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG:. Did you say will there be any 
joint projects? 

QUESTION: Construction or experiments or re-
search? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I think that some of the work 
in basic research can be almost defined as joint projects. 
Yes, sir. That is, that scientists who will visit in the 
laboratories, Soviet scientists in this country and our 
scientists in the Soviet Union, will participate in what 
might be called joint projects. Yes, sir. 

QUESTION: Could you give us an example? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: One that has been suggested 
might be in the transuranium field, in the search for 
heavier elements or further work on element 102. I 
think many other examples could probably be given, 
certainly in the field of high energy nuclear physics. 
Perhaps visiting scientists from the Soviet Union and 
vice versa would work on elementary particle physics. 

QUESTION: How many scientists are likely to 
be involved in this exchange? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: Which exchange? The exchange 
of delegations for short visits? 

QUESTION: No, the exchange with specialists. 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: The agreement contemplates the 
exchange of one or two scientists in each of three fields, 
nuclear power and controlled thermonuclear reactions, and, 
I believe, high energy nuclear physicse 

I would say at a maximum we might exchange scien
tists in all three of those fields, say within the period 
of two years or something of that order - just guessing 
as to how well and how expeditiously these exchanges w·ill 
be carried on. 
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QUESTION: Did you talk at all about underground 
nuclear explosions of the Plowshare type or for very 
basic research in the high flux environments? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No. 

QUESTION: Nothing at all involving the actual 
ignition? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: The actual ignition of a 
nuclear device? 

QUESTION: Well, like Plowshare. 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: No, except that in my talk at 
the Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute on May 22, I in
dicated our plans for Coach and so forth, and predic
tions of what might happen if we had a successful 
experiment there. 

QUESTION: What effect do you think neg~tiations 
like this may have on test ban talks? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I don't know. I don't foresee 
any particular effect unless it is one of improving re
lations generally. Other than that, I don't see any 
effecto 

QUESTION: Did what you saw in Russia have any 
surprises for you? Anything you didn't expect? 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: I don't think most of our 
delegation had enough of a preconceived notion to enable 
us to decide whether there were real surprises. I would 
say, and, again, this is a matter of detail· over a wide, 
wide spectrum, I would say in my own case perhaps their 
heavy ion accelerator at Dubna was more powerful, more 
versatile, particularly with respect to the plans they 
have for the future for bringing the beam out, than I 
had expected. Perhaps the speed with which they built 
the very high flux reactor at Ulyanovsk was somewhat of 
a surprise. Those are perhaps two instances. 
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THE PRESS: Thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN SEABORG: By the way, here are the pictures 
for those of you who just want to see them. 
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DEPAR'DfENT OF STATE 

TRANSCRIPT OF JOINT BACKGROUND PRESS AND RADIO NEWS 
BRIEFING 

. 
WEDNESDAY, January 8, 1964, 3:00 p.m . 

. MR. MANNING: Ladies and gentlemen,- we want 

to start right on 'time, because the two Secretaries" and 

Dr. Seaborg have only a half hour. They have a meeting 

upstairs. 

The ground rules for this-are BACKGROUND; that 

is, that this is attributable to US'or official US sources. 

And we are here primarily to discuss the foreign policy 

aspects, and in particular the part of 'the State of the 

Union message dealing with the cut-back on the production 

of fissionable materials. 

I think Secretary Rusk, Secretary McNamara, 

·and Dr. -Seaborg may each like to make a very brief 
'. '. 

opening comment, and then open themselves to your ques-

tions. 

Now, Mr. Secretary. 

SECRETARY RUSK: Thank you, gentlemen, I know 

that this is a very busy day for you as well as for us, 

"so that I will move right along. I am happy to have a 

chance to take advantage of Secretary McNamara's and 
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Dr. Seaborg's presence here in the Department today, to 

have this joint backgrounder on the State of the Union. 

It; is~ as you will have observed,short, and is 

aimed primarily at the legislative proposals which the 

President has or will have before the Congress. 

r would. caution you, however, in supposing that 

the foreign· policy aspects of the speech are only those 

containe·d,.say, in Paragraph 8, because a great deal of 

the rest of.it has to do with foreign policy matters. 

The fate of the Civil Rights legislation, e.g., in this 

country is a matter of the greatest importance to foreign 

policy, and the kind of country we are, and how we deal· 

with our problems here at ·home~have a lot to do with our 

relations with ·the rest of· the world. 

Now;· em the foreign policy. side specifically, 

the section is short but ·quite comprehensive. r think 

that you will recognize most of the elements there. On 

the disarmament· side, you have and we have learned that 

formal agreements in this field are extremely· difficult 

to .. :r.each, because formal agreements have· to be written 

. ~gainst the prospect of violation.· That does not mean, 

necessarily,.however, and'r emphasize necessarily because 

we·cannot be certain--that does not mean that necessarily 

:'. . . ~ .. .-' 
',,: :. 

.. ", --,.,. 
.', . 
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there is an unlimited arms race. In the last three 

years-:--or reaching yle11 into the future - i,n the last 

three years, we have added very substantially to our 

: defense budget. It may be possible for the principal 

powers to make ,their own decisions in the light of what 

the others are doing. And therefore it may be of some 

consequence that at least two of the principal powers 

are not adding 10 o~ lS:per cent to their defense budgets 

this year,based on the best information that we have 

available. 

, ,Ours is leveling: off and turning dm-m slight ly. 

This is not based upon any agreement or understanding 

with anyone else. But ,it is taking into account what 

the other side seems to be doing, and we hope very much 

that this 'leveling off and ,slight turning down will 

itself stimulate similar steps ori the other side as well. 

We will be going to Geneva January 21, with a 

complete review of the disarmament situation. We hope 

we will be able to make some new suggestions at that' 

meeting, and that those will be pi,cked up by the' con-

·ference and open the way for us to move ahead. 

But I',d like to: first give Secretary McNamara 
, ' 

'and Dr ":Seaborg a chance toconnnent, particularly on 
, . 

.:": 

-~. ..-" 
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Paragraphs 1 and 2, which have to do with some of our 

weapons problems. 

Bob? 
' ... 
,'0; 

SECRETARY McNAMARA: Good afternoon, gentlemen. 

1 will comm:ent initially ·only on the proposed cutbacks 
. ;--' . -: 

in enriched uranium production and plutonium produc-

tion. 

During the past three years, our inventori::es 

of nuclear warheads have increased by approximate~y 50 
. . 

per cent. We now have tens of thousands of such weapons 

in our stocks. Based upon the Defense Department's five-
,'" 

. year program, we have estimated our requirements for· such 

.. : weapons for· the future. 

It's clear, ·1 believe, that the rate of increase 

in the st:ockpile required in· the future will be less 

than that for the recent past. And therefore the produc-

. tion of enriched uranium and the production of plutonium 

can be cut back without in any way reducing the strength 

of our~military forc~s. 

I:will be happy to elaborate on this subject 

later. But that.~s all 1 will.say at this moment.: 

SECRETARY RUSK: Doctor? .. 
",', ," 

". ":',~.', ~." . 

. .. 
:," '.;: .:. . . . ', .. 
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DR. SEABORG: Good afternoon. What I am going 

to say is, or what I might say is summarized in this state-

ment that I believe has been issued. 

The President said in his State of the Union 

, "message that the production would 'be 25 per cent in 

enrich~d uranium, and/th~ decrease in production would be 

25 per cent in enriched uranium and the plutonium produc-

tion would correspond to the shutting down of 4 plutonium 

reactors. I have elaborated in some detail what this means. 

It,means in the case of the, four p1utonium-

producing- reactors, 3 at the Hanford, Washington, comp1ex~ 

and 1 at the Savannah River compiex, the three at the 

'. :; ,Hanford complex to be, shut down beginn~ng in January 

1st of 1965, and extending to the end of 'Fiscal 1965; 

that is, to July 1st, 1965,' and the one at the Savannah 
. . " ...... . 

Riverccomp1ex to be shut down on July 1st of 19640 

The reduction in 25 percent, in the enriched 

uranium production would be divided in a manner yet to 

be detennined between our 3 pro~uction, comp1ex~~ __ /;,t.he 

one, the gas'eous ,diffusion' plant for 'the' enri~hed uranium 
. " 

at Oak Ridge, and the onea~ Paducah,' Kentucky, and 

the:one.atPortsmouth, Ohio • 

. I also give in' my statement some of the details 

.". ',>." 
. .' ~. ' .. 

... , .. '~.. .'. . " .~ 
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as to the effect on the e'mployment at these various 

places, and additional background material having to do 

'tvith the plans that the AEC has been making over some 

period of time in order to.lessen the impact of these' 

. reductions. 

point? 

So I think with that I wo~'t say anything more. 

SECRETARY RUSK:. Are. there, questions on this 

Q. I'd like to clear up the time element, if 

I may ,Mr. ·Chairman. As i understand the President "s 

message, he was talking about this fiscal year, which I 

took to be Fiscal '64. You are talking about a later 

'. period in your statement., t\1hich is. correct? 

. DR. SEABORG: The Presid~nt was 'taiking' ab'out 

Fisc~1'65 .. And these reductions.to which I referred are 

. .. . 

for the period Fiscal' 65; that is,- July tst, 1964' through' 

July 1st, 1965. 

SECRETARY RUSK: John, my guess is, that what 

has happened is that this whole message was about Fiscal 

'65, and in your prep~ration of the-- ~ 

. "Q . When he referred to this ·year, then, he 
. . 

'meant-·-, ;-

. 
. -':' SECRETARY RUSK: It was a preoc~upation with' 

" ... 
'" 

-":', J .. ;" .:'~ 

.. ". r ./ 
.~ ':.:,; .. " .. ' ." ":; .... , 

••• '", .1 :. " •. /. • /' • ~: 
: .. " .. ,'". '. #'o;! .' 
•. ~ .... = 

~ " . ". .......... ,. : .. ,: 
.. '''' 
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the budget.and the'budget situation in Fiscal '65, and 

I think that little confusion on this point was an 

inadvertence, quite frankly. 
.. 

Q Sec. McNamara, if the stockpile situation 

is such that you are getting. a leveling off or tearing 

down in the need for fissionable material in the coming 

fiscal year, and the budget, military -budget is leveling 

off or going down, what is the prospect, looking ahead 

three,. five, ten years? Is the requirement in the AEC, 

and therefore the AEC budget, going to go substantially 

down? There has been talk of as much as a billion dollar 

cut eventually in the AEC budget. 

SECRETARY McNAMARA: ~"e 11, I think that the 

Chairman will wish to comment on the AEC budget, but let 

me speak more generally to your question; What is the· 

outlook for defense expenditures in the future? 

Q On nuclear weaponry. 

SECRETARY McNAMARA: First, perhaps a little 

more. broadly, arid then more specifically with respect 

to nuclear weapons. I think that barring a substantial 

change in the international situation, we should expect 

that w'ith the economies that the President is emphasizing, 

with the elimination of whatever waste remains· in. the 

defens~ system, we should be able to reduce the percentage 

of the gross national product of ~his country devoted to 
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defense. 

How much that will be, I don"t care to say or 

quanti:fy today, but I think we can look to a gradual 

reduction, certainly in relative term~ and I am even 

hopeful that there can be some continuing reduction in 

absolute terms ,and I say ,this despite the fact that the 

increases in the pay rates of military and civilian 

personnel in the Department, . plus the increases in the 

retirement payments thatwil1 necessar;L1y, occur iii the 

future, will add bet,.,een; say, Fiscal Year 1962 and 

Fiscal Year 1967 close to $3 bilLion per year to the 

defense budget. 

Now, .. an, important element· in the budget structure 

leading to the results 1: have just outlined, is the 

reductio.n in the absolute expenditure 'required in our 

nuclear forces. We have had a huge increase in those 

for'ces in the past three years. This represents the, 

initial capital investment, if you will', required to 

in effect introduce into those forces a completely new 

power • the power .represented by our :intercontinental 

'ballistic missile forces, and the public should expect 

and,r think the public will see a gradual decrease in 

..... ' ..... 

, . 
,." .. 
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the absolute expenditures on those forces. 

That means a decrease in the expenditures for 

the weapons systems theniselves~ and of course it means 

a related' decrease in the nuclear materials required for 

the 'tvarheadsof those 'tveapons. And that:; same principl~ 

will apply to a lesser degree to our other types of 

weapons systems. So that the important point to emphasize, 

I think, here nmv is that the rate of increase in our 

nuclear warheadstoc~pile will be lower in the future 
, i 

than it has been in the past, and this will be translated 

into a reduction in the production of the type that we 

have :;:-eferred to with'resp"ect to Fiscal '65. 

'Q, I have a question for Dr •. Seaborg. You stated--

SECRETARY RUSK: Perhaps we might let him 

comment first on. this budget problem. 

DR. SEABORG: I wonder if I might not comment 

first on this budget problem--

Q' Yes. 

DR. SEABORG: Of the savings in connection with· 

this reduction in the. power, and the shutting down qf 

the four reactors will be about $50 million in Fiscal '65. 
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This of course will be reflected in slightly larger 

amounts in subsequent years, because it will be 

necessary during 1965 to come down to this operating 

'level, and then, once reached, the s<:Lvings will be 

grea'terin subsequent years ~ and we, estimate something 

like $70 million in Fiscal '66 if there are no further 

reductions. The savings--the $50 million is divided 

about $37 million bet\·;een the gaseous diffusion plants 

and $13 million between the plut,?nium--for the plutonium-

producing reactors. 

Wnen the saving goes up to $70 million in 

Fiscal I ' r 00, the diffusion will be about, $44 million 

'to the ga.seous diffusion plants and ,$26 million in 

reactor savings. 

There will also be built-in savings from the 

standpoint of acquiring raw materials." We have commit-

men,ts amounting to about, one billion dollars contractual 

obligations for acquiring ra'Vl materials amounting to a: 

total of about one billion dollars between now and 

roughly '1970. The rate of acquiring these is decreasing 
. .... 

at approximately an 'amount o£about$50 million a year 

for the next several years,so that then there will then 

"; 
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each year be about a $50 million savings in that area 

as· ~vell. 

SECRETARY RUSK: Any attempt to project budget 

comments in the defense field over a long period of 

time, of course, is always subject to the development 

of the entir"e world situation. We still have some 

very dangerous questions on our docket, and although 

there has been some indication that our defense budget 

"(viII turn dmm slightly this year, it still remains a 

very formidable defense establishment. 

Q Have you any reason to believe, Mro Secretary, 

that the Russians \vill come through with a" parallel 

reduction in their fissionable materi"al? 

SECRETARY RUSK: Well, there has been no 

discussion with theUl on that.. This has been simply a 

question for them to take up now in the light of what 

we are doing. 

Yes. A question here~ 

Q My question has to do with the percent~ge 

of plutonium production that this cutback represents.· 

Dr. Seaborg, you state that the~:three oldest and smallest 

reactors at Hanford vlill be shut down and the oldest 
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reactor at SavannmRiver, so rather than how many 

reactors are being shut down, ·wha.t proportion of our 

production is being curtailed? 

DR. SEABORG: Well,. I don't know whether I 

would be prepared to give that with any accuracy at 

all. 

SECRETARY RUSK:· The State of the Union--· 

DR.SEABORG: No. That is twenty-five per 

cent of the uranium. 

SECRETARY RUSK: Of uranium. 

DR.SEABORG: There are 13 reactors in all, 

·9 at Hanford, when the NPR starts up, and 5 at Savannah 

River. They are not all of equal capacity, and I· 

believe that the exact capacity is class~fied. There-

fore, it is of the order of. four parts in thirteen, but 

that isn't exactly right. It would be more like four 

parts in fourteen, or fifteen, because some of the 

reactors are larger. 

... : .. ' 

. . .. . 
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Q And one other question in clarification, 

if I may. The· Pre~ide~t.said that we are cutting back 

our production of· enriched uranium by 25%. Dr. 

Seaborg's statement says that the combined electric 

energy usage is being ·c:ur.tailed by 25%. I. Are you both 

talking about the same thing? In other words, .is the 

amount of electricity consumed directly proportional, 

to the amount of enriched uranium produced? 

DR. SEABORG: Only roughly proportional~ 

The amount of productiorr also depends on the degree of 

enrichment, the degree to which you run your tails, 

and so forthe So it is only a very rough proportion, 

I think • 

. Q Secretary Rusk, we have in the past dis-

cussed, or.proposed to the Russians, a 30% cut on 

fissionaple materialso I think at one time we even 

talked of going to 50%. Could we get an idea of 

whe.ther this now unilateral cut -is, roughly, comparable;) 

smaller; or greater; and, also, why the diplomatic 

situatio"n has ~hanged that we can now do this without 

agreement with the Russians? 

.•.. 
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SECRETARY RUSK: Well, I think the point 

there is that our phase 1 proposals under the Geneva 

Disarmament Plan stand,of course. And these would 

rave to be taken up in connection with those proposals 

if it became a matter for international discussion to 

move ahead on those discussions. Those, as you know, 

are stalled at the present time. 

- But '1 think the fundamental explanation of this 

cut is re'ally on the basis of need, and whether weapons 

and stockpiles in excess of need are desirable to be 

'carried in our establishment. 

'QCquld we get an idea whether this cut is 

roughly comparable to what we had proposed for the 

di..sarmament? 

SECRETARY RUSK: I think the 30% across-the-

board that we had prepared in the disarmament .field 

wofild go far beyond anything 'of this sort--far beyond. 

Q Dr. Seaborg, in connection with your 

cutting down four, and starting up one, .in general terms 

of percentages, where does that leave you? 
.~'-'------'-";"'--. --- ... ' 

. . . . .... 

C:=~_. ___ . ___ ~_ .. __ Ja:s the NPR,. which is your most modern ~ 

t: ". 
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one, large enough to generally offset the shutdown of 

the four oldest ones? 

DR. SEABORG: No, it isn't. There will be 

a net reduction in plutonium capacity. 

Q Secretary McNamara, the ICBM was a majo,r 

',weapons advance, and yo~ stated that much of defense 

spending over the past three years has been in the 

nature of capital investment in these weapons, and that 

thissh6uld, theref~re, taper, off once theY,~re acquired. 

Does this imply that ~e don't see any need for any 

other major breakthrough of a weapon after ICBMs? Can 

we be assured that any other major development of'this 

sort will not be necessa~y? 

SECRETARY McNAMARA: No, I think not. 

Certainly, there will be new, weapons systems introduced 

in the future. But it is unlikely 'that any of them 

will require a~ large a capital investment in as short 
, . . 

a period of time as did the ICBMs. And certainly that 

is true in relation to the nuclear materials requirements 

for such systems. The ICBMs required 'a hugh increase 

in both numbers of warheads and in the, nuclear materials 

for those watheads. Of course, associated with the 
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introduction of the ICBMs has been a reduction in our 

bomber force, particularly the B-47 I bombers, which as 

you K..'lO'tv are gradually being phased out of the force. 

The warheads of those bombers, of course, contain 

nuclear materials which can be reworked for other 

weapons systems. Nuclear materials differ in that 

·sense from ~he materials of other munitions. They are 

not consumed in trainin:g.. They don't wear out, with the 

possible exception of a very slow rate o~ decay of 

certain types of them. There is no loss through 

obsolescence. 

Therefore, when a weapon system utilizing 

. nuclear warheads becomes obsolet~ ~nd is replaced by 

new weapons systems, the· nuclear materials contained 

in the warheads of the obsolete system can be reworked 

to provide warheads for the new system. In this sense, 

nuclear materials, as I say, are quite different from 

o~her munitions, and this is one of t·he factors· affecting 

the requirement for production in the future, and one 

of the factors that contributes to our ability to cut 

back production in fiscal year 165. 
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Q Secretary Rusk, please? 

SECRETARY RUSK: All right. 

Q Mr. Secretary, I understood the Presi

dent to say this morning that the Defense Department 

was going to get $49.2 billion in fiscal ·1965. I believe 

that is.about $3 billion less than you are getting 

in fiscal ·'64, is it not? 

SECRETARY McNAMARA: I didn't hear the 

President speak o~ the Defense Department budget this 

morning. It hasn I t yet been made public; it won r t be 

so for several days • 

.. QWelt, you know, he said that they. had 

asked $59.3 billion, and they got $49.2 billion • 

. SECRETARY McNA~~RA: I didn't hear him say that 

either. 

Q That was "in the discussion with the 

reporter s at the '.Jhite House. It was not on the record. 

SECRETARY McNAMARA: In any.case,·the .final 

figure.s for the Defense Department budget won't be made 

public for several d~ys, and ·1 don't think we should 

discuss it ·now. 

." '". 
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Q Mr. HcNamara, they are on that sheet. 

That is a briefing from the White House.' 

SECRETARY McN4~~RA: That maybe, but the 

figures you are discussing are not the total story of 

~he Defense Department I s budget, and'it is not appro-

priate to discuss it here this afternoon. 

Q Mr. McNamara, the President referred to 

closing of Defense installations,obsolete installations. 
, , 

Are you contemplating additional installations other 

than the 33 you have already mentioned in the, coming year? 

SECRETARY RUSK: Would you repeat your question, 

please? 

.. ".:.-. ''''''. " 
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Q Yes. The President referred to the closing 

of obsolete defense installations. Are these in addition 

to the 33. you have a lready mentioned i.n the· coming year? 

SECRETARY McNAMARA: We have made firm decisions 

only with re~~ect to the 33 which had been announced. 

There are some 6,OOO-plus defense installations. We 

have some very large and complex studies under way of 

several of the major systems, one of which is the ship-

yards sistem; for- example .. 

As these studies are completed ~uring the year, 

'r would anticipate there 't:'Jill be. further modifications 

of our base structure. Some of them are so complex it's 

going to be many months before they are completed~ 

Others will be completed in a less~r time~I don't want 

to predict the results, other than to say I ·think that 

you should expect a gradual reduction ·in certain portions 

of the defense installations system, particularly those 

relating to weapons systems which are being phased out 

of the inventory and the most notable of those, of course, 

is the entire B-47 bomber system . 

.. Q Mr. Secretary, have you anticipated the 

effect of these reductions overseas, particularly among 
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our dependent allies as being possibly a weakening of 

American cOITllllitments to them? 

SECRETARY McNAMARA: The question is, will 

these ships in bases and installations, particularly 

will these ships in weapons systems, be interpreted by 

bur allies as a weakening of our suppo~t to them. I 

think not, because, using the B-47 as an illustration, 

our allies are quite familiar with the fact that the 

B-49, which is an obsolete heavy bomber system, is be-

irig rep laced 'ioJi th modern Minutemen with a much faster 

reaction time, a much greater assurance of penetrating. 

the defen~;ive systems and therefore a much greater cap-

ability. 

SECRETARY RUSK: Also, Mr. Davis, may I just 

add the COIT~ent that in this field we are dealing with· 

ranges of power of almost unimaginable· scale, I think 

there is no doubt in our--

Q Would you say that again, sir, ranges of 

'i-!hat? 

... SECRETARY RUSK: I say dealing -yJith ranges of 

pOvier of. almost unimaginable scale .. And our allies 

fully understand the enormous power of this country in 

: ..... '. 
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its defenses, under our new budget as well as under our 

old budget. 

Q Mr. Secretary, I'd like to refer to Max 

Frankel's question, if I may, in order to understand the 

significance of what we are doing unilaterally in rela

t~_ . to previous disarmam~nt proposals that we have 

made. You ·said the 30 percent redu·ction that we pro

posed to the Russians,which they have not accepted, would 

go far beyond what we are· doing ourselves now. In order 

to help us understand this and without violating secur

ity, could you give us a guesstimate or an estimate of 

some kind as to how far along this road we are travel-

ing now? Is it 10 percent? 

SECRETARY RUSK: No. I'rntalking about the 30 

percent across the board~was literally across the board-

~onventional weapons, delivery vehicles, and all the 

rest of it, you see. So that this Phase I proposal 

that we have made is much more far-reaching and involves 

problems of assurance, inspection, verification, things 

of that sort,that are not involved here in thisreduc

tion which is possible because of the situation of need 

G-.::-.G excess of need. 
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Q But after you get all through weighing 

-;:h<.:;.1:, \\'nat reduction doe s it amount to in our over-all 

force that we could use as a bargaining point? 

SECRETARY RUSK: I think if you took up the 

question of 30 ·percent of the--this is only a small 

. fraction of what would be proposed in Phase I in 

Geneva and on which we have made no--this is reduction 

1.n production. 

Q Is that proposal now in effect overtaken--

SECRETARY RUSK: You see, these proposa Is in _ 

Geneva are reductions in inventory and delivery systems, 

and all the rest of it, you see. 

Q No, but we did make a proposal, Mr. Sec-

retary, on fissionable materials. Is that now overtaken 

• ..•. • ? 
'0y !:rL~S act~ on. 

SECRETARY RUSK: No. I think that we have had 

sta~ding a proposal on cornw.itting certain fissionable 

materials to peaceful purposes· on.a balanced basis 

between the two sides, and this does not c~ncel that. 

Q Mr .. Secretary--

MR. ¥AN'NING: I might add,I could clarify that, for 

tl:022 6£ you who are interested in following that up, right 
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afterwards. It's technical, and I have the material 

here. I don't think we need to go into it now. 

Q Mr. Secretary, I'd like to get back to the 

sarc~e thing this way through' Dr. Seaborg perhaps. Could 

you you clarify for us, Dr. Seab~rg, if these cutbacks 

discussed here are the same cutbacks that you were talk-

ing about generally in your testimony during the test 

ban hearings and which have been long contemplated, back 

as far as the 'Eisenhower Administration? 

DR. SEABORG: I don't know about the latter 

part of your question. But they are,--in July of 1963, 

,t:-~e Atomic Energy Comrnission made the statement that in 

view of the fact that our production capacity was so 

:arge, we would make an assessment as to whether we are 

producing more than we need. And it is connected ~ith 

that study, yes, sir. 

QHad these cuts been approved by President 

Ke~nedy? In other worcis, this isn't something that just 

came up during this latest reappraisal of the budget? 

SECRETARY RUSK: No. It did not, come up 'until 

the budget discussions brought it to a decision. 

,Q MI. Secretary--
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SECRETARY RUSI(: I ".;ill take about one more 

question·. 

Q Does this amount to an admission that 

. -;:h2;:-e is something to the overk:':'ll criticism? 

SECRETARY McNpj{~RA: Let me answer that very 

b:!:iefly. No. 

[Laughter] 

And the reason is this: the overkill theory 

says that \"e have. too much. By overkill they simply 

1.,,2an we have anywhere from one--depending upon whom you 

talking to--ten or a hundred· times more in inventory 

-today than vle require. What \-le are stating by the pro-

~uction cutback is not that we have more in inventory. 

We don't have a single weapon of overkill capacity to-

day. 1-bat \-je are saying is ~hat the rate of increase in 

our stodqile or our invent:ory \'lill be less in the future 

~~an it has been in the recent past and therefore the rate 
., 

o~ production can be cutback from current levels. 

SECRETARY RUSIZ: . Thank you very much, _gentlemen. 

He have to go. 

[:~~ereupon, at 3:30 p.m. the briefing was closed] 
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U. S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
San Francisco Operations Office 

211 Bancroft Way 
Berkeley" California 

NEWS CONFERENCE - APRIL 2~ 1964 

(The following is a transcript of the news conference conducted 
at the site of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center under 
construction for the AEC by Stanford University.) 

Conducting the conference were: 

Dr •. Glenn T. Seaborg~ Chairman~ U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission 

Frederick Terman~' Stanford University Provost and 
Vice-President '. 

Dr. Wolfgang K. H. Panofskyl Director~ Stanford Linear 
Accelerator Center 

R. W. Joyce~ Vice-President-Commercial Operations~ 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company. 

Also present were David Packard, Chairman of the Stanford 
Board of Trustees committee on SLACj E. R. Stallings, County 
Manager, San Mateo County; Mayor Donald J. Graham, Woodside; 
and representatives of the news medi~. 

Dr. Seaborg: I thought I would begin with a little explanation 
as to why I am here. I had scheduled a trip to the Bay Area a 
number of months ago, and I had scheduled it with a number of 
business item~ to take care of. As things have developed down 
here at Woodside I decided to cancel all of these appointments 
for this morning and take a first hand look at the situation. 
And to meet my many admirers in Woodside. And perhaps give 
them an opportunity to see that a member of the AEC is not the 
ogre that some seem to think he might be. 

We have made a tour of the area with the transmiss10n l1ne up 
in the hills and w1th the transmission line down to where the 
Stanford Linear Accelerator would hook 1n. Accompanying me on 
this tour were Mayor Graham of Woodside; Mr. Stallings, the 
manager of San Mateo County; Mr. Joyce, Vice-President of the 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company; Dr. Panofsky~ Director of 

. Stanford Linear Accelerator project; Mr. Packard of the Stanford 
Board of Trustees; and Mr. Ellison Shute, Manager of the 'San 
Franc1sco Operations Office. 

) 

We have had a very fr1endly, I th1nk, d1scussion. We ,have a 
mutual problem here that we are trying to solve in good faith. 
I might add that the members of the AEC and the other members 
of the federal government who are involved in tr,ying to solve 
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this problem are in my View hard working public officials 
t~1ng to do their duty in the manner that they see is right. 

There are a number of problems here that occur to the. impartial 
observer 1n trying to look at the possibility of placing this 
l1ne underground in view of the high cost involved. 

One 1sthat the Federal Government adheres to good local 
practice in situations of this sort. And here we are faced 
with the situation where there already are hundreds of poles J 

someth1ng like over 500 power poles in the City of Woodside 
and thousands of power poles in the County of San Mateol 
whereas if I counted correctly on the mapl there are 14 poles 
at 1ssue~ 5 of them in the City of Woodside. Now to begin 
by trying to put this high voltage line underground at a cost 
of millions of dollars seems from the point of view of those 
who have responsibility for this as being the wrong way to 
start. You can put power lines underground for l/lOth or 
~20th of the cost at iow voltage~ and~ so far as the observer 
is concerned~ you canlt tell the difference between a high 
voltage and a low voltage line. 

Another aspect of this that I think should be brought to your 
attention is that as a practical rJatter this is not something 
for the AEC to determine. The legislative history of the 
project is such" and in view of the hearing that ",as held on 
January 29 before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy where 
representatives of San Mateo County and Woodside were present" 
that an authorization from th& Congress would be necessary as 
a practical matter in order to spend this much federal money 
for a project of this kind. 

Now~ the Comm1~sion has tried to approach this from the 
beginning in a spirit of compromise. We have been working 
on the problem since last summer~ something like 8 months l 
and in recent weeks I would say that this probably has ~een 
a matter on which we have spent more of our time than on any 
other matter. I think this is a fair statement. We have said 
that we would accept something far less ade~late than PG & E 
would furnish if they put the power in on overhead towers; 
that would be dual circuits of 300 megawatts each. In a 
spirit of compromise to try to find something trAt would be 
much better lOOking the AEC has said they would be willing to 
accept a single circuit~ 300 megawatts~on tubular poles ",hlch 
at least to us donlt seem to be unsightly. We have also said 
that we would go further than this and accept an even less 
adequate system of power conveyance J namely underground~ where 
we would~ve only a single c1rcuit~ only 180 megawatts of ~ower~ 
provided a method of financing it could be evolved that would 
not involve the Federal government paying the entire cost. 
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I think that I would like to close these brief opening remarks 
hy,~aying that the community here has in the Stanford Linear 
Accelerator a tremendous scientific development. It is 'one 

·that almost any other part of the country would welcome I 
believe, even with overhead power linesl if I may be very 
frank about it. 

High energy physics is one of the leading intellectual 
developments of our age. It is not only very exciting but 
it will probablYI experimentation 1nh1gh energy physics will 
probably, lead to some of the most important theoretical and, 
perhaps following the theoretical, the most practical develop
ments of our age. It is distinctly in our national interest to 
carry on research in this fie1dl and all parts of the COuntryl 
many parts of the COuntryl are vying for the privilege of 
carrying on research in this field. And I think the entire 
community should be happy that such an important aspect of 
science is being carried on in your comnruni ty I in your 
neighborhood. 

And I think with that perhaps I have said more than I should 
have l and I will be ready to try to respond to any questions 
anyone might have. 

QUESTION: Is the Commission flexible at all, Dr. Seaborgl on 
its decision to go underground only if there are other 
groups sharing the cost of the underground cables? -. Or is it a firm deciSion? 

DR. SEABORG: As a practical matter the Commission wouldn1t 
. be able to bear the entire cost for going underground 

without legislative authorization, in view of the history, 
. the legislative history of the project. So in that 

sense I suppose I would say they are not flexible. 

But·don't misunderstandl I am saying, as I have said in all of 
.- the letters I have written to Mayor Graham and Mr. Stallings 

and othersl that if any reasonable arrangement of cost sharing 
could be put forward, the Commission and the Federal government 
and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy are ready to consider 
it. And the representatives of the Joint COmmittee, particularly 
Mr. Holifield and Mr. Hosmer told Mayor Graham and Mr. Stallings 
this at the January 29 hearing before the Joint Committee on 
AtOmiC Energy. 

QUESTION: You mentioned that the Federal government adheres 
to good local practice. And in the 1954 act which . 
created the Atomic Energy COmmission there is a section 
which says that the AEC in transmission of power should 
not contravene local ordinances. Or something to that 
effect. I just wonder if you can explain how the AEC 
has the authority to move on this condemnation? 
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bRa SEABORG: Well~ it is the opinion of the AEC General 
Counsel that if it should unfortunately become necessary 
to move through eminent domain~ the 1954 act as amended 
and the legislative history of the project does give the 
AEC through the Department of Justice this right. 

QUESTION: Has this particular point been amended? 

DR. SEABORG: No. I think that this particular point as you 
have described it doesn't forbid that or take away that 
authority as I understand it~ as the 'result of the study 
of 1t by our General Counsel~ the General Counsel of the 
Atomic Energy Commission. 

QUESTION: In the fr1endly discussion with the group in the car 
this morning did you get any indication that something 
could be worked out at this pOint? 

DR. SEABORG: We did discuss the advantages of the freeway 
route and it seemed to me that this has some advantages 
that might be explored further. Other than that, I donlt 
know that we carne up with anything concrete. You 
understand l of course l that we spent about an hour 
rather busily looking over the entire area. 

QUESTION: You didn't hear anybody offer any more money than 
- you have heard up to now? 

DR. SEABORG: N0 1 sir. I didn't hear anybody offer any more 
money this morning. 

QUESTION: What do you mean by exploring the freeway further? 
How does that fit in? 

DR. SEABORG: Well~ we didn't discuss it in the detail of any 
plan of how you might do this. 

QUESTION: This would be underground reuting? 

DR. SEABORG: N01 no. Overhead poles on the freeway as being 
preferable l the tubular poles as preferable to the other 
route. I don't know. I haven't made that detailed a 
study of it but that was discussed. Somebody asked me 
if there were any possible solutions discussed and. that 
was really the only one that was discussed during our 
automobile ride th~s morning. 

QUESTION: Do you mean along the freeway instead of over the 
countryside? 
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OR. SEABORG: Along the freeway, through Woodside, yes, rather 
than over the countryside. This would take more than 5 
poles I believe. That would take 6 or 7 poles, I 
believe. 

QUESTION: In cost comparison what would be the difference 
between' overhead and underground? 

DR. SEABORG: The overhead on the towers cost is about $668,000. 
The overhead on the tubular poles as I understand would 
be about $922,000 but augmented up to about $1,012,000 
in order to give the complete installation. The cost 
underground for the dual circuits of 300 megawatts each 
is of the order of $6 million or something of that order -
$6,400,000. The underground for a single circuit of 300 
megawatts, of course, which is less adequate for the 
project, is of the order of $3,600,000. Cost for the 
underground for a single circuit 180 megawatts line which 
·is much less adequate, but which the AEC in a spirit 
of compromise is willing to accept, would be about 
$2,600,000. 

QUESTION: Aside from meeting these people face to face -
Mayor Graham of Woodside and Mr. Stallings of San Mateo 
County - what do you think was accomplished by your 
visit? 

DR. SEABORG: I got a first hand view of the situation that 
I can convey back to my colleagues on the Atomic Energy 
COmmission and to the other members of the Federal 
government and the Congress who are interested in this 
problem. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, did anything happen today that would 
make you think that the AECls position as stat~so far 
should be modified? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, the AEC1s position as stated so far has 
been quite flexible. We are tlt:l.ll holding open the 
possibility of an underground line under a cost sharing 
plan. 

QUESTION: On the same basis. as you have already proposed 
though? 

DR. SEABORG: We would be willing to look at any proposa~. 
We haven1t had any proposal. Frankly, we haven1t had 
any change from the initial Woodside and San Mateo 
County pOSition presented to us during the whole course 
of the negotiations and it is my opinion that the only 
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way that this can be settled will be with some kind of 
a compromise on both sides, and I donlt feel that we 
have had any compromise offered on the other side yet, 
or if we have~ I would be glad to have it called to 
lIW attention. ' 

QUESTION: Dr. Panofsky has said that he would prefer to have 
the line put underground. Would you consider that he is 
on the side of Woodside? 

DR. SEABORG: I would like for Dr. Panofsky~ who is sitting 
by my side~ to speak for himself. 

DR. PANOFSKY: I have expressed the preference for underground 
simply because of the fact that I believe, as I believe 
everybody 'around here does, that it 1s the direction in 
which things will be going slowlyall.over the country. 
At the same time I have also expressed in all candor ',' 
that I felt that the particular case made for underground-
ing of this particular line is a relatively poor one. 
The reason is associated with the murnbers which were 
being discussed herej namely that for a given amount of 
money y.u can put ten to twenty times more lines 
underground ~f equal physical size at low voltage than 
at high voltage. For example, if you will take the 
$150,000 which I believe Woodside is willing to ¢ontri~ute 
to the underground of the high voltage line and apply 
that to the 12 to 60 KV lines which are now prevailing 
around here on poles of the same height as the poles we 
are talking about, you could get something like 5 miles un
dergrounding·while far the $150,0~0 you only underground 
~/loth of the line we are talking about, or something 
like ~3 of a mile of the high voltage line. My own 
personal view on the matter is that the general way to go 
is by a two-pronged approach, namely for the communities 
to push very hard to get all the lower voltage line 
underground as we have done here on the site. Once 
construction is finished SLAC will have no overhead 
facilities of any kind, with the exception of the primary 
high veltage line. And at the same time, we should try 
very hard to reduce the cost of these very high voltage 
lines ~ecause at this time the high voltage caae. 1s not 
a very good one, even if I would prefer to see them all 
underground. 

QUESTION: The AEC has said that the cost of overheading would 
amount to something over $800,000 which would include 
construction and the condemnation costs. The opponents 
claim that the condemnation costs would be considerably 
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higher. And it might raise tho total well over a 
m11lion dollars. In any event the AEC has said it 
would cost over $800,000.. Now, one of the proposals 
was to bring the line to the Stanford campus and let 
Stanford take it the rest of the way, either above ground 
or underground as they wanted to. Now this would cost 
about $2 million to bring the 11ne to the Stanford 
campus. PG & E has offered to put up $1 million for 
the cost of an overhead line which would be half of 
this. If the AEC \'lou1d put up jURt a little over the 
$800,000 it has promised, it would bring the line 
underground to the Stanford campus, and would, in fact, 
eliminate most of the controversy. Doesn't this seem 
to you something of a reasonable compromise? 

ANSWER: No. There is a little mistake in you.r arithmetic. 

~. 

This does keep cropping up and maybe I should make an ,." 
attempt to explain that. You have counted the $800,000 
tWice. The AEC was never gOing to pay the $300,000 for 
the cost of the overhead line two times. In the $1 million 
as I understand j.t,- I don't !mow whether it is $800,000 -
I thought it was $668,000 or something of that sort - is 
essentially recoverable to the PG& E Company from the 
Atomic Energy Commission in the rate structure, and 
shouldn't be counted twice. 

QUESTION: This was considered in that $1 million from PG & E? 

ANSWER: Yes, sir. That was considered in the $1,012,000 of 
the PG & E money. So that is the response to that part 
of your question where it concerns your arithmetic. 
It is somewhat erroneous. 

Now with respect to Stanford University's reaction to 
hav1ng the lines underground up to th~ir campus and then 
overhead, I would rather frankly refer to the representa
tives of Stanford University who are here - either 
Mr. Packard, or Dr.Panofsky, or Vice-President Terman. 

TERMAN: This has never been formally presented to the 
Trustees. This alternative, that is. There has been 
discussion between a few of the Trustees between Board 
meetings. The Trustees originally had the position that 
they would like to see the power lines underground on 
Stanford land 1f possible. It ~ecame clear in time that 
this was gOing to be so expensive as to probably De 
unfeasible. If it was going to be overhead other places, 
Stanford would not insist that they ought to be underground 
on Stanford land. 
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So in the first place we didn't ask for special 
treatment, but I think by the same token that without 
predicting what the Trustees would do, I think they 
would object very strongly to a reverse discrimination 
.policy which says that the lines ''Jill·be underground 
outside Stanford land at Government expense, but 
Stanford would not be accorded the same treatment on 
Stanford land. Particularly as we have worked out the 
business of putting .lower voltage lines underground 
which adjacent communities have not done. 

QUESTION: In either case isn't it true that Stanford is not 
willing to put up any money either for the first proposal 
or the second proposal? 

TERMAN: This is true. Money that Stanford has been given is 
being held in trust for educational purposes. The amount 
of money that other people have offered to put in, that 
1s not going to·be re1mbursed by the government, is a . 
relat1vely small fract10n of the total cost of do1ng this 
operat1on. We are talking 1n the orde~ of $1-1/2 to 
$2 million cost; the total amount tha.t has been offered, 
less tax money, 1s not very large in comparison with that 

-, total. 

QUESTION: I would like to know hOl'l long you &l.~e going to w~.it 
for Bbmething to be worked out here before you go ahead 
and come through with your condeml1ation? 

DR. SEABORG: I believe that the Department of Justj.ce - didn't 
they file last week? Yes. The proceedings are under way. 
But there is time, if a proposal comes in, for another 
arrangement. We will consider a proposal right up to the 
moment it won't delay the project. And I should say, 
and by the way I should have said this earlier# because 
this is an important point - we have waited so long now 
that we have reached the point where we are jeopardizing 
our ability, Stanford's aOility, Dr. Panofsky's ability, 
to start up this accelerator when it 1s completed. When 
the construction has been physically finished that is. 

QUESTION: I should like for you to cla.rify something. Are 
you saying that the AEC has jurisdiction over the ·City 
of Woodside in connect1on with the power lines? 

DR. SEABORG: No, sir. No jurisdiction over the City of 
Wo.sdside. 
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QUESTION: Can they go ahead with construction it no 
comprom1se proposal is reached? 

DR. SEABORG: It the AEC exercises through the Justice 
Department the right ot eminent domain, yes, sir, I 
suppose they can. 

QUESTION: How would you like to see this resolved? Would 
you like to see the tubular poles go in? Would ycu 
like to see the lines underground? Or do you care 
as long as it is resolved? 

DR. SEABORG: I want to make it clear that I have an 
appreciation tor the aesthetics ot the situation. I 
really do. I think I made it clear that AEC is willing 
to put up quite a bit of money, but that as a practical 
matter to pay tor it all is not within our power to do. 
I think I made that point earlier. 

I am interested in the aesthetics of the situation. I 
am a resident, on leave of absence, of Lafayette, a 
little town across the Bay that I think is just as 
attractive a community as Woodside. We, hy the wa.y, 

.. a:So have our overhead poles. I visited ray home in 
Lafayette last night. I think that as a logical matter 
the best solution at this time would be the 8 tubular . 
poles in the cO'linty and the 5 tubular poles in the city. 
These poles cou~d be put up with as much attention to 
aesthetics as pOSSible, painted green in order to meld 
into the country-Side, with the minimum cutting ot the 
trees and the undergrowth, which I also understand is 
possible. This would be the most logical solution. 

But, as I said, we will continue to consider the other 
solution despite its technical disadvantages to the 
project, the underground one. 

~TION: What. would be your reaction if this.$1~60o,090 , 
difference in overhead and the cheapest underground - if 
PG & E and the local interests and the ABC split the 
d1fference, say $1/2 million each~ 

DR. SEABORG: Oh, we would give that serious consideration. 

QUESTION: You would consider that? 
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SEABORG: Yes" sir. I canlt commit my colleagues on the 
Atomic Energy Commission. We are" I can't say a 
five-man cOmmission" but 8 five-member co~ssion. We 
had 8 very nice lady join us on the AEC last week. All 
such matters' are determined by the Commission as a whole, 
in so far as the Commission is concerned. It would also 
have to be considered by the Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy and by the Bureau of the Budget and by the 
Admin1strative branch ot the government" the Executive 
branch. 

Thank you very much. I hope I have succeeded in being of some 
help. 

-. 
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Press Conference 
Held by 

Chairman Glenn To Seaborg, USAEC 
Intercontinental Hotel~ Gloriette Room 

Vienna, September l4~ 1964, 11 a~mo 

Mro Sorkin, I would like to thank you all for 
USIS Information Officer: coming this morning 0 I apologize that 

you are crowded a little o This was the 
only room available at this time of the 
day. We are very pleased to have 

Chairman Seaborg: 

Dro Seaborg here, I think for the fourth 
successive yearo This press conference 
has become something of a Viennese tradi
tion that we all look ~orward too 

I would request only that when you 
ask a question, give your name and 
organization so that the transcript can 
be completeo 

Dr 0 Seaborg. 

Thank you, Mro Sorkin 0 

I would like to begin by introducing 
my colleagues at the table here with me; 
on my left is Ambassador Smyth, United 
States Ambassador to the International 
Atomic Energy Agency here in Vienna, and, 
on my right, is Comm1ssioner 01' the 
United states Atomic Energy Commission 
James Ramey. And, also on my right is 
Mr. Durham, who is a rormer member 01' the 
United States Congress--Congressman--and 
most importantly a former Chairman'of the 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 01' the 
United states Congresso 

As Mr 0 Sorkin has said, this is my 
fourth meeting with the press and I notice 
a number of old friends among those 
present--some who have been with us, I 
guess, most of those four t1mes~ or maybe 
all of themo 

We have come, most of us~ from a 
meeting, the Third Conference on the 
Peaceful Uses 01' Atomic Energy in Geneva, 
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Q Miss Branson~ 
UPI: 

A Chairman Seab~rg: 

A~n~: 

and at that Conference I had the privilege of 
g1 vlng the surn.mary lecture --the lecture "chat 
summed up the Conference.. I don 9t have copies 
of that lecture \'1ith me in sufficient quantity 
to hand it out in case soma of you are interested p 

but I would imagine a Mro Sorkin, that the Un1ted 
/States Information Service office could probably 

make these availableo I also had the pleasure of 
speaking to the European FORATOt-l group in 
Brussels last Thursday on the topic UToday and 
Tomorrow in Nuclear Power," which 15 really an 
elucidation of the United States policy for fur
nishing nuclear fuels, with emphasis on the recent 
legislation in the United States that permits 
private ownership of nuclear fuels, and I believe 
that for those of you 'Vlho vlould like a copy of 
that, r~o Sorkin eould probably make that ava1l
able~ too3 through the United States Information 
Servlc:eo I think that that is perha.ps as much 
as I would lU::e to start with 1n the way of a 
statement, and now I and my colleagues are ready 
to try to ~~swer whatever questions you might 
wish to put to US o 

It 1s a rather obvious question, but could 
you perhaps Bum up \'lhat you think the ach1eve
ments of the Geneva Conference were o 

Well, this is Commissioner Gerald Tape of 
the United States AtoIJUC Energy Commission ~ ~ ~. 

I think~ of course~ the achievements were 
basically to exchange information on nuclear 
power~ but I think that the Conference 'showed 
that very definitely nuclear power has come of 
ageJ' and that it 1s on the verge of being 
economically competitive with power from conven
tional sources of fuel in many parts of the world 
and~ of courseJ' we emphas1ze that this is true. 
for certain parts of the United States o The pre
dictions at 'the Conference were.that nuclear 
power as a means of generating electricity will 
become more and more prevalento In my summing 
up speech, I pointed out that we have--whereas 
there were only 5 megawatts or so or nuclear 
power at the time of the first Geneva Conference 
in 1955 and somewhat over 100 megawatts at the 
time of the second Geneva Conference in 1958, 
there are something like 5»000 megawatts of 
electricity generated from nuclear power through
out the world today, and I believe I predicted 
something like 25.000 megawatts by 1970 and 
someth1ngbetween l50J'OOO and 250$000 megawatts 
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"that would be generated by nuclear pouer by 1960 
(correction from the group" "1980"},--by 19800 The 
megawatt being.!' or course.? a million watts or a 
thousand kllowatts~ so ! could Just as well have 
said today there are 5 ~lllon kilowatts and pre
dicted for 1970 25 ~1110n kl1nwatts and for 1980 
150 to 250 million k110watts;p and then the general 
consensus was that by the end of the cen~~ry 
perhaps about hal£ of the electrical power in the 
world would be generated by the nuclear sourceo 

Q Mro Jerome Do Luntz" 
Ed1tor and Publisher 
of "Nucleonlcs 'l : 

000 

Mro Cha~an: Related to your question 

A Mr 0 Sorl<:in : 

Q I>f.;r 0 Luntz: 

Please~ will you identify yourselfo 

Yes 0 Luntz of IlNucleonics o 11 

Do you believe that there should be a 
fourth Geneva Conference and.l/ if' so!) how often 
would you visualize that it should take place? 

A Cha~man Seaborg: Well" r donUt know that lad say that there 
should be one but I wouldn°t go so far as a 
number of delegates to the Conference d1d in 
predicting that there wouldnDt be one o I could 
easily visualize a fourth Geneva Conference, per
haps held in a more specialized area even than 
the Third--which in turn was held 1n a more 
specialized--groups or areas--covered a more 
specialized group of topics than the Second and 
the First. I wouldnVt want to venture a guess-
there were six years between the Second and the 
Tbird Conferences 0 .t really wouldn't want to 
venture a guess on how long before there is 
'another Conference" but it wouldnUt surprise me 
at all 1f there would be another Conference. I 
think it would be rather--I think it would be 
foolish to predict that there is not going·to be 
another Conference. 

Q Mr 0 . Benedict" Mr. Chairman: Now that the Geneva Conference 

A 

AP: has more or less stolen the show from the· Vienna 
Conference I what is left for the Vienna Conference 

Chairma~ Seaborg: 

to do? . 

I donUt know that they are competitive. The 
Vienna Conf"erence" of: course;t is an annual a:rrairo 
The very success o~ the Geneva Conference and of 
nuclear power means that the International Atomic 
Energy Agency 1s destined to play an even more 
important roles and the coming of" age" as I have 
called it, of" nuclear power really means also 153 ; 



the coming of age of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency.. The International Atomic Energy 
Agency is beginning to p+ay an importa~t role 
1n safeguards and just as nuclear power in general 
has 1n a sense come of age in the last year or so p 

the importance of the role that the IAEA plays in 
the nuclear power, in many ways; including handl
ing the safeguards problem.. has come to the 
forefront in the last year.. So I might almost 
say that the lAEA has come of age~ along with 
nuclear power in the last year or SOo So I donUt 
know that I would agree--perhaps from the stand
point of the press coverage it might have stolen 
the show--but the very success of the Geneva 

o A . ~~~~:rence and the coming of age of nuclear power 
~ well for the International Atomic Energy 

Agency .. 

Q Dr 0 Mysels, 
"\'/ochenpresse II : 

How rar have plans for the desalinization of 
sea water by atomic energy matured? 

A 

A 

Chairman Seaborg: 

C6mni1ssioner 
Ramey: 

Now, I am very happy to be able to calIon 
one of my colleagues to help respond to that 

. questiono Co~ssioner Ramey is the Commissioner 
who has given special attentlon~ policy-wise 
and operat1ng-wise, to the desalinization question» 
us1ng nuclear powero I would like to calIon 
Jim to respond. 

Follow~ along the Chairman l s statement on 
the role of the IAEA, the lAEA has a special 
panel on the use of nuclear energy for the de
salting ot sea water and we used the occasion of 
the Geneva meetings there~ with the technical 
people present, to have a meetlngof this panel 
on the eighth otSeptember at Geneva in which 
about 20 countries were represented and reported 
on the status ottheir interest·1n the use of 
nuclear energy tor desalting and what the~ plans 
were 0 Several countries have expressed spec1fic 
interest in going ahead on desalting of sea water; 
Israel, for example-~there 1s a joint US-Israel 
team which is fnvestigat1ngthe water and power 
requirements ot Israel to see whether or not a 
plant or plants could be used and they have 
rather optimistic plans on going ahead o They 
tigure by 1970, for example, they will need 
200,000 electrical kilowatts ot power--from 100 
to 2OO-~and in the water field, they would need 
from 80 to 160 million gallons of water a dayo 
Well, in that range you could build a combined 
nuclear desalting plant that would produce water 
at a cost that might be competitive for domestic 
purposes and industrlalpurposes 0 It might t 5 4 
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have a hard time competing for agricultural pur
poses 0 Although certain specialized crops might 
have some useo 

At the meeting also the UAR indicated that 
it was out tor proposals tor a combined nuclear 
desalting plant in the size~ as I recall, the 
electrical requirements would be in the range 
ot 150,000 electrical kilowatts and perhaps 5 
million gallons of water a day. This would be 
on the Mediterranean coast~ near Alexandriao 

The USSR indicated that they are building 
a reactor in the Caspian area; that they would 
hope to hook up at a later stage a desalting 
plant; that it would probably be fossil-fired 
at the start~ using conventional fuel and then 
later take the steam from the reactor. 

The United States has underway a study with 
the Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California, a study jointly partic1pated in by 
the Department of the Interior and the AEC~ with 
this Metropolitan Water District. The water 
District is an organization that owns the aque
duct from the Colorado ~ver to the Southern 
California area and this is a deta1led engineer
ing study looking to the building of a plant or 
a ~1mum of 50 million gallons of water a day 
and anywhere from l50~OOO electrical kilowatts 
to 150~OOO electric kilowatts. We expect to 
have that interim report on that by the first ot 
the year and hopefully would have a plant in 
being by 1910. 

So you can see that there are a number of 
concrete plans that the other countries are ex
ploring what their power and water requirements 
are 0 

What I have expla1ned to you here: You 
have to have a fairly good-sized electrical 
requirement and water requirement before a 
nuclear plant is economic; on the smaller size 
fossil-fuel plants will probably be more econom1c~ 
and in the plants·of~ say~ a million gallons 
and sma1ler~ some of the new sources that don't 
use the distillation process would perhaps be 
more economic. 

There 1s a new process called a "membrane" 
process--reverse osmosis--that has prom1se--that 
the desalting people in the Department ot the 
Inter1.or and other places are going through the 15 5 



laboratory stageso We would expect to have 
further meetings of this lAEA pa~el, perhaps 
again next 8pr1ng~ and to bring up to date the 
programs that the various countries are under
taking 0 

In the United states we are in process of 
coming up with an accelerated program~ a more 
aggressive program for the desalting of sea water 
by nuclear means, as a result of instructions by 
President Johnson wh~ch he issued in August$ and 
we would hope by some time in early October to 
make an announcement on the nature and extent of 
this programo I submitted a statement to this 
lARA panel that I believe could be made available 
here through our press people and there were also 
three papers giyen at the Geneva Conference: 
one by the Israeli representative~ one by the 
Tunisian representa'cive~ and one by myself on 
behalf' of the United stateso 

Incidentally, the Tunisians are also 
interested in the desalting by nuclear mea~s 
and they have proposals out also--invitations 
for proposals, which, I believe, they have 
receivedo They are in process of analyzing 
them now to see whether a plant would be economic 
there .. 

~ Chairman Seaborg: So#.tbat there are economdc advantages to 

A Ambassador S~h: 

dual-purpose plarits--those that desalt water and 
generate electricity as well--with increasing 
advantage tor nuclear as compared to convent1onal 
fuel for tbese plants as' .the size increases 0 The 
bigger they are, the more appropriate nuclear 
fuel seems to be. . 

With respect to the quest1on.on tbe'poss;Lble 
relationship ot the IAEA.Conterence and the:Gerieva 
Conference. :tbeir purposes and their method of . 
conducting the conference are quite'different and 
I would like to 'askAmbassador Sniyth"perhaps, 
to elaborate a l1t.tle bit on that 0 . 

Yes 0 I would be glad too 

The Geneva Conf'erence, as has been said, 
was a conference for the'exchange of scientific 
andtechIlieal information Dlt was held ,after 
a s1x-year1nterva.l~after tbe previous oneo • In 
fact, the IAEA played a very important role in 
the organizat10n of that Conference and did a 
good deal of the .work •. ~o Ramey has mentioned 
that tberewas also anIAEA panel on desaltlngo 156 



This is typical of -the kind of" panels and meet
lngs that the IAEA sponsors every year for the . 
exchange of scientific informatlono The General 
Conference, beginning this afternoon here, is 
for quite a different purposeo The General Con
ference is, so to 6pekk~ the meeting of an assembly 
of the representatives of all the members of the 
IAEA to review the act1vities and business of the 
lAEA~ It meets every yearo It is eoncerned with 
things like the budget, election or members of 
the Board or Governors, and review of the program, 
but it 1s essentially an administrative organiza
tion so that the lAEA e8~ conduct its business 
throughout the next year and hold the kind of 
scientific conferences--on a small scale, 
usually much smaller than Geneva, but the kind 
of conferences where scientific and technical 
inTormation is exchanged, of which Geneva was a 
very enlarged example--and also to make plans for 
the various other activities of the lAEAo So 
they are simply not comparable at all in purpose 
or scope. 

A Chairw.aD Seaborg: Th:ts 1s the eighth annual Conference of the 

Q Mra Sorkin: 

Q Mro Baer, 
"Nucleonics": 

A Chairman Seab~rg: 

Mro Baer:· 

Q Mro Benedict~ 
AP: 

lAEA .. 

Quest:1on: Somabody raised his hand back 
there? 

Mr 0 Chairman: About two weeks ago in Geneva" 
the statement was.· made--I believe it was by, you-
that about now a report w111 be issued .. on 
advanced I!onverter concepts o It w11lbe very 
interesting to hear wh1ch of the three concepts, 
or types" has been decided OD. . 

I said that there would be a report issued 
very early; -l::IIiil, in fact ~ I believe I said per-
napa before the end of' the Conference ~ .. It. will 
not be 1ssued u'ntil after we· return ,to. the·· Un1 ted 
States 0 With the whole Commission in Europe.. . 
this way, it 1s very diff'icult·for us to actuailY 
transact tinalbusiness, and we will get at that 
as soon as we get, back to the United states. 

Thank you. 

Mr.. Chairman: Re safeguards 0 what is· the 
situation in the negot:tat10ns w1th Rumania? 
Have the Rumanians givenassur~ce th~t they 

. '.,'. 
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would, if they obtain reactors from the United 
states; also accept Agency inspection of these 
reaet,:>rs? 

A Cha~ Seaberg: I donUt think that the negotiations have 

Q Mr 0 Brook" 
"statesman of 
Indla,,"Calcutta: 

A Chairman Seaborg: 

Q r.'ir 0 Brook: 

got far enough yet that we could.o.In fact$ 
there have been Just feelers with that implica
tion but I donVt· th1nk that negotiations have 
gone far enough that you could say one way or 
another. 

Are you prepared to say anything about the 
United States project "Plowshare, It and has any 
other country or countries expressed an interest 
in it? 

Here, you mean, at this •• o? 

other countries have expressed an interest" 
yesn 

That is why I asked you 0 There 1s a report 
here in the London newspaper yesterday saying 
that ~pproaches have been made to the United states 
by the Soviet Union and Rumania. 

A Chairman Seab~rg: Yes. I wouldnOt say approacheso I would 

Q Mro Katseher" 
ftArbeiter-Zeitung": 

A Chairman Seaborg: 

A Commissioner 
Tape: 

say that representatives of those countries and 
many other countries in corridor conversation 
discussed with us the potential of ttPlowshare" 
and mutual interests. The UAR; of course" 
Australia has had a continuing interest and a 
number ot others in corridor conversation ind:1-
cated an interest and a desire for more knowledgeo 
Dr. Gerald Johnson gave a paper on this" and I 
would ~1ne that we could make a copy of that 
available to you. And. this sort of served as a 
spark to ign1te a great deal of interesto That 
is really the source of the interest 0 

Please" Mr. Chairman" what are your predic
tions for fusion power and tor nuclear plasma? 

That's an obvious one o I always like to 
pass the questions ~ound and I was looking for 
one that was particularly appropriate for Com
missioner Tape. As I did in another news conferenee~ 
I would like to have Gerald respond to that. 

This same question was asked at the news 
conference before Geneva 0 Just prior to the 
Geneva Conference • And at that time we stated 
that we had been. most pleased with the technical 
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progress in the field of plasma physics~ look
ing for the ultimate hopefUl use of fusion powero 
The Conference had one session--that ~S6 the 
Geneva Conference--on this same subject and my 
evaluation of that particular meeting~ one ses
slon~ was that representatives of the various 
countries reporting on their work in effect con
firmed this same· statement--that the technical 
and scientific progress within the past few years 
has been most gratifying. We do not have what 
I think you are hoping to hear~ that is~ an 
engineering-demonstration type of the fusion 
reaction in a practical sense o This 1s still 
quite a ways off and when one says, u\>lbat is 
your prediction,," we have to say that because 
we haven1t done it on that practical scale; how 
can we say when we are going to do ito 

However~ the advances in plasma physics; 
the understanding that has been ga1ned~ the fact 
that we all recognize th1s as a most difficult 
subject but that we are making strides in under
standing what is going on scientifically and 
technically within plasmas, how "J:;o combine them, 
how to study the1r stabilities, and so on, plus 
the fact that 1f we can be successful in reach
i~g that practical s1tuat1on~ we will have made 
such a tremendous step forward in terms ot energy 
availability to the world, we are going forward 
with real vigor 0 

A Chairman Seaborg: . In my sunm~ry of the Geneva Conference, run-

Q Mro Baer, 
"Nucleonics": 

ning some 20 pages or SO~ I devoted about a page 
ot carefully worded summary ot th1s, which concludes 
as follows: LHeaa i?om . document..:.! 

"We cannot be absolutely sure that 
controlled thermonuclear power can be 
developed, aithouththe general feel1ng 
at the Conference is that this will be 
accomplished at some time - perhaps before 
the end of the century. Certaj,nly the 
benef1t - essentially unlimited power for 
the earthis population for all time - 1s 
one we cannot overloOk. Indeed, I agree 
with expressions or some of the delegates 
that the approx~tely one hundred million 
dollars spent woridwide each year in the . 
nuclear fUs10n field is too low an invest
ment for research with such vast potential 
benefit." 

Is there here any concrete hope for the 
realization of joint high energy particle 159 
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i"acilities? ~Je had a meeting in Vienna recently 
that; '~8S not at all promisingo 

A Cha1rman Seaborg: And Commissioner Tape attended that meet1ng~ 

A Commiss1oner 
Tape: 

Q. Mro Baer. 
"Nucleon1cs": 

A Commissioner 
Tape: 

so I think he is again the appropriate person to 
respond to that quest10Do 

You w1ll recall that the meeting here in 
Vienna was an exploratory meeting" in wh1ch par
ticlpmts from USSR~ western Europe and the 
Un1ted states d1scussed together for a day and 
a half the prospeets--first of all the needs--
and then the prospects of internat10nal cooperation 
in the design and construction of very high energy 
accelerators. We focused our attention princ1pally 
on accelerators of 300 QEV and higher--the situa
tion which we found at that meeting was that 
although all of us were most1nterested in ways 
and means of obta1ning higher energy machines, 
it seemed to be too early for all nations to 
become heavily involved at this point on a 
machine of tha.t energy. My own personal evalua
tion 1s that the Russians" for example~ with 
their 70 GEV machine now under construction and 
other machines soon coming into use in Russia$ 
were more concerned w1th the problem of getting 
on with what they have rather than to become 
involved at this time in even larger undertakingso 

We in the United States and the Western 
Europeans areconsiderlng strongly the machines 
in the energy range up to about 300 GEV and 
here we are undertaking d1scusslonson" a'" .. 
initloJla-l-·bas1s>·~. - _ .... -.-~ .. ·--:';"-if' you think of' 
western Europe asa na~1on. 
~ is you no doubt lmow~ we agreed 
to keep in contact with each othero The Dir
ector General ot the Agency was asked to continue 
explorations wlththe various countries and to 
set up further meetings. But at ttus last meet
ing--we did not look with a very great 
encouragement about going to the very high energy 
machine in the 1mmectlate future. . 

Commds s loner Tape: Is there a possibility 
that the United states. and cert~ countries 
would team up exelusiveof the Russians? 

We in the. United States are look1.Itg into all 
possibilit1es of international cooperatlono We 
have not agreed or we have not discussed in any 
detail the possibilities of teaming up together 
on something less than 300 0 It 1s our own belief 
that generally machines up to about 300 GEV can 
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Q 1:4r 0 Baer- : 

A Commissioner 
Tape: 

A Chairman Seaborg: 

Q Y.uss Branson,!) 
UPI: 

A Chairman Seaborg: 

Q lfiss Branson: 

A Chairman Seaborg: 

Q Miss Branson; 

A Chairman Seab~rg: 

-~.l-

'(i~ [,l3ilaged on a national ~':-;G~10 but 1jJ~: do 110t p1'e
clude any disctlssio:13 or In"'!e3tigation of co
ope:r.a.~;i"Je machines n 

lfuat is ·the price range; about? 

TlfJO hundred GEY is be-c\'Jeen 250 and 300 
million dollars for constructlono I think you 
must appreclatetha'c maehines of' this size will 
support a research program which anrlually is 
very expensive; that the cost of the machine!) :L."1 
the first instance" while large;J is perhaps the 
smaller part of the decisil:m to go :forwa't'd 't'lith 
such a machine because i..'1::>rder to' get out of 
them the research that they a~e capable or 
suppo~ting 1s also going t,::> cost substantial 
sums each yeaxo This m1.gh.t be~ :for example" of 
the o~der 75 ·co 100 m:tllic.'o dollars per year if' 
one supported the mschine f't:lly Co So ~ interna
tional coopere.tion looks very attractive on ·Ghe 
continued operation of any mach:'Lne no matter who 
buIlds ito 

~ -,:he cost of mach:L."1s has to be duplicatad 
every three or four years in its operation--and 
by operation tile are talking about the tvtal 
research program~ not just operating programso 

Can we come back to laymanss la~guage now? 

Sir ~ we all know that the signing of the 
Partial Test Ban Treaty in MosCOl.'1 was one of the 
milestones in US-Soviet relationships in the 
field of atomic energyo Would you say that there 
have been other milestones reached since that 
time? 

Well--

Is there anything pending? 

Yes. It lsdifficult$ though~ You have 
set a standard. ¥ousa1d tlcomparable to thaton 

Nos let fa say "since that time 0 n 

Yes, there has been a ~eal implementation/~ 
f--... _ the agreement f'or cooperation -Chat Chai~ () 
Petrosyants and I signed in ItIoscow in Ma.y of 
last year 0 In the way o:f exchange of·infol"mation:> 
exchange of v1s1tso The Soviet delegation with 
Chairman Petrosyants himself as the leader had 
a return visit to the United states in November 
and then there have been groups on g"'P-CC of 
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soJ.~i_d 31:9:-:.e and plasma phY:3ics e~;:changed,J the 
AIIlerican group going to tl1B Soviet Union and 
vice versa~ a.nd the:r'e are other exchanges 
planned for later this year a..'1.d early next year 
in spE!clalized areas 0 Also, there has been an 
ag-t"eement for ~ooperatlon in the field of desalt
ing of sea wat~r and~ particularly, nuclea~ 
desalting ~ as a ~21t of» not-;=!=woulQ--s&y!! 
initiated after a cOF~espondence at higher levels~ 
by a visi-i; of the Soviet delegation btl-~ ~ 
Academician Churin to the United states in !Tuly 
and ~Je look for~lard to continued cooperation in 
that field o 

Q, !-1r ~ Kat scher;> I~gainh Perhaps it ls too ea."C'ly to ask: a 
II ft.rbeiter-Zeitung" :questj.on befors the beginning of today3 s Con

ference, the Ganeral Conference. 

~;ill there be any announcement to offer the 
United States Delegation except the ordinary 
business? 

A Chairman Seaborg: Well., there wl1l be an offer or two. Yes; 
there will beo Too early to say 50 0 

A Commissioner Too early to leak. 
Ramey: 

Q I!fro Luntz, J\. two-part question on safeguards: 1) Do 
IINucleonics If: you antic1pate that the United States will add 

any add1tional un1ts, nuclear power plants, to 
the safeguards control system under IAEA; and, 
beyond those that you now have 2) do you antici
pate the USSR putting any plants under the 
safeguards system? 

A Chairman Seaborg: rTell" as far an the first part of the quest10n 
1s concerned, I would just say we will cont1nue 
to watch that to see how it developso We don 3 t 
have any concrete plans at the present time, 
but as the situation has arisen \tIe 9ve added plants 
like the recent addItion of the Yankee Power 
Reactor in New England to the safeguards situation. 

With respect to the Soviet Union, I obviously 
donUt know; I can only hope that that would happen 
some t~e 1n the future. We have succeeded, as 
you know, in transferring the safeguards aspects 
of ourbilaterals w~th a number of countries to 
the Agency 0 Norway~ Greece, the Philippines~ 
Austrla·~ Viet Nam# Portugal; Japan have all 
agreed to the transfer of the safeguards to the 
Agency in connection with the transfer of 
fissionable material to power reactors in those 
countrles,-in some caseB~ l'tt=m, they do not have 162 



pO~jer' reactor's 'yet,-fJ:>om the United States, and 
a number of countries ha7e agreed to obtain their 
nuclear fuel from the Agencyo Of courses these, 
I believe, are research reactors, their nuclear 
fuel as well as the safeguards cOming through the 
Agency. And that includes Yugoslavia, Finland, 
Mexico, Pakistan, Cengo. All and all~ I think 
it is a very impressive move and most of it has 
taken place within the last year.. And that is 
why I say the Agency has come of age in the last 
year along with nuclear power. The United States 
considers it important that these safeguards be 
transferred to the Agency now before there is a 
Iarge nuclear power industry developed throughout 
the w·orld when it would be more difficult to do 
SOo 

Q Patricia Clogh" In Geneva, Dro Smyth said something about 
lIReutersll: revising the sai'eguaras 0 What revlsions did he 

have in lilind? 

A Ambassador Smyth: Well~ the Agency had a safeguards system 
that :"Jas instjJ;uted several years ago that 'LiaS 
lim:itad to small reactors, relatively smallo 
I~st February the Agency extended that system 
to cover reactors of all sizes so that it could 
cover power reactors o At the same time the 
Board of Governors authorized a review of the 
\,lhole system in terms of clarifica·t;ion and re
study and that is now going ono There was a 
meeting about it in May and there will be 
anothar meeting at the end of October o We dongt 
antiCipate any basic change in principles~ but 
clar1flcation# and making sure that the system 
1s suitable for large power reactors ~~d that 
kind of thing. 

A Chairman Seaborg: Maybe that, perhaps, covers ito 

Thank you very mucho 
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UNn ED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM 

Phil Jacques, Deputy Director 
D~isiop of Publ~~ Information, HQ 
l<a-'~ 4-0-rk.~"'L1~~ 

Rodney L. Southwick, Assistant to the 
Manager for Public Information, SAN 

DATE: April 21, 1965 

SUBJECT: CHAIRMAN SEABORG'S NEWS CONFERENCE - APRIL 21, 1965, IN 
SAN FRANCISCO 

PI:RLS 

The following is a roughly paraphrased account of Chairman 
Seaborg's news conference of April 21, 1965, prior to his 
address to the Northern California Chemical Industry Council 
at the Y~rk Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco. (It might be noted 
this witness was located behind a few TV cameras and thereby 
establishes his alibi for inaccuracies.) 

The Chairman opened the meeting by noting his visit in the morn
ing to Sunnyvale where he said he had watched the bird £lying 
the SNAP-10 reactor, the first reactor in space, which was 
launched from Vandenberg April 3. It operated perfectly and 
developed full design power. Systems relating to the reacto~ 
were working perfectly. It was 100 percent successful. 

Q. Are we ahead of the Soviets? 

A. Yes, definitely. This is a first for American space. 
Wa are ahead of the Soviet in this respect. This is 
part of the Siv.P Program. There are two ways of 
developing power (1) compact nuclear reactors which 
produce elec tric po\l7er through thermoelec tric effec ts 
and (2) decay or radioisotopes for electric power. We 
have a number in orbit. The Soviet has no comparable 
devices in orbit. I am confident we are ahead in the 
nuclear propulsion programs. ROVER is the development 
of propulsion for huge space vehicles over long distances 
with heavy payloads. We have had several tests at our 
Nevada Test Site. They are going very well. I am sure 
that the Soviet is making a huge effort in propulsion 
and auxiliary power, but we are substantially ahead ·at 
the present time. 

Q. Did you see a ,i.) . .;)oviet nuclear propulsion work on your 
visits there? 

RECEIVED IN PUBUC INFORMATION 
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P. G. Jacques -2- April 21, 1965 

A. No. But in 1964 at the Geneva conference the Soviet exhibit did 
reveal for the first time a compact fast neutron reactor called 
the Romashka. This apparently is a prototype for further develop
ment. It was not an operating reactor, but was a more ambitious 
type project. We also have work going in the fast reactor field. 

Q. Recently some particles were released from an underground test. 
Is there anything further on this? 

A. That was part of the Plowshare program and was a crater shot which 
resulted in a hole 350 feet by 100 feet. A small amount of radio
activity was released to the atmosphere which is impossible to 
avoid in cratering work. It was a very small amount and behaved 
about as such radiation would be expected to. 

Q. Understand there has been some difficulty in designing elements 
for the seed-blanket reactor? 

A. There generally are problems at this stage of development, and it 
is not surprising we have problems. There are very few projects 
where there are no problems. The seed-blanket reactor concept 
requires in one part of the core a burner seed, and the fuel ele
ments must operate a long time--nine years--without reprocessing. 
Irradiation tests show that the present design configuration will 
not make the nine years. But even so they would last longer than 
any ever before. There will have to be a redesign. Admiral 
Rickover feels this will be possible to accomplish. The reactor 
as designed would produce useful power. But to get economic power, 
these particular fuel elements should operate the full nine years. 

Q. \olell, you don't even have a prototype or working model yet, but are 
up against time schedules, aren't you? If this is not solved~ will 
it be necessary to go to other power sources? 

A. The problem of not having a prototype is true of a n~~ber of co
operative projects. The l~C is no longer building reactors them
selves. \~e use cooperative arrangements by furnishing some financing 
in development of new types--examples are the California reactor 
and the Public Service Company of Colorado reactor. These are 
prototype reactors. Their advantage is that the AEC and the Govern
ment get reactors built which are important to the future of the 
civilian nuclear powe~ program. They are cheaper for the Govern
ment to build this way, and the cooperating partner gets power 
cheaper. 

Q. Can the redesign (of the seed-blanket) be completed by spring or 
summer? 

A. I don't know when. But the AEC is going ahead supporting the authori
zation. We are confident the difficulties will be overcome. This 
is not unusual in such developmental programs. 
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P. G. Jacques -3- April 21, 1965 

Q. Hhere do we stand on the feasibility of using Plowshare for digging. 
a cana11 

A. He are conducting a program of developing the technology of using 
nuclea~ explosives which includes (1) the development of the nuclear 
explosives themselves, particularly of clean explosives, which are 
required; and (2) developing excavation technology. An example was 
the Palanquin experiment last \oJednesday to which you just referred. 
He believe it will be four to five years before we have the tech
nology to tackle a job as big as digging a canal across the Isthmus.· 
I feel the work leading up to that can be done within the treaty 
terms. But using nuclear explosives for the Canal excavation would 
require modification of the treaty some time in the future. You 
must remember there has been no decision yet on a new Canal, nor 
whether it would be done with nuclear explosives. The President bAs 
chosen a Canal Commission--Y~. Anderson as Chairman, Dr. Milton 
Eisenhower, Kenneth Fields and others, who will be responsible for 
a study of the matter and recommendations on where and how a Canal 
should be built. 

Q. How do the Russians feel about Plowshare? 

A. They are interested. At Geneva last year a number of top Soviet 
scientists engaged us in conversation on the prospects of using 
Plowshare for excavation, and also for uncovering the overburden 
from ore deposits. Emelyanov discussed the advantages of using 
nuclear explosives at molybdenum deposits. In the las~ year, the 
USSR has shown great interest in this program. 

Q. Are we exploring such uses? 

A. Yes. They are being studied. As this program develops we shall 
probably cooperate with m~n~ng companies. We have had interest 
expressed in such uses. In the years ahead we expect to do some 
experiments. 

Q. How about conventional explosives; how do they compare1 

A. For projects like a canal, indications are that conventional explo
sives would cost several times more than nuclear. Some routes, by 
nuclear methods·, would cost less than a billion dollars, or even 
three-quarters of a billion. The comparative cost of conventional 
explosives is given as two to three billion dollars. If nuclear 
explosives were used they would probably do 95 percent or more of 
the job. Conventional explosives might be used for some of the 
clean-up. 

r 
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Q. Concerning ROVER, is there less confidence now, and are budget 
limitations hurting it? Are you happy with the money available? 

A. He are happy with the money now. It is the right amount for the time 
scale required. The manned mission to the near planets using nuclear 
rockets would probably come in the 1980's, probably the late 1980's. 
Furthermore, the President has been interested in the nuclear rocket 
program since the beginning. You remember, as Vice-President he was 
Chairman of the Space CounCil, and he showed great interest. A few 
years ago when there was a question as to whether 75 to 150 million 
dollars should be made available, he de~ided with Mr. Webb and me 
for the $150,000,000 in funds for AEC and NASA for this program. 

Q. Back to the California reactor project. I understand Rickover says 
the design problem might be solved by September. Can you give us 
odds as to whether that will be done? 

A. I am not familiar enough with the details to give the odds. The major 
problem is that the cladding expands on the elements. The question 
is, can the scientists and engineers redesign to get the nine-year 
life. This is a fantastically long lifetime, but it is possible. I 
think the problem will be solved, and it might be solved by September. 

Q. If not by September, what will happen to the project? 

A. If it is authorized, then the question is whether the State wants 
to go ahead. Or the AEC might find another partner. This is extremly 
important to the civilian nuclear power reactor program in the 
United States. It is so because of the possibility of breeding 
with ordinary water and is the only type that will do this, based 
on water technology. 

Q. Does a specific amount of money have to be authorized by Congress 
for this, and how much? 

A. Yes, we are asking $91,000,000 authorization and appropriations of 
$31,000,000, ·of which $12,500,000 is for fiscal year 1966. We expect 
to overcome the technical problems. 

Q. The chemical trade press would be interested in how chemicals fit 
into the peaceful uses and space programs of the Commission. 

A. Chairman Seaborg recoul.ted various areas in which chemistry and the 
industry now play, and will play, important roles, especially noting 
the key role of chemical reprocessing in the civilian nuclear power 
reactor program. He said AEC was looking forward to construction in 
the west of a private processing plant, remarking one is already 
under way in New York (NFS). He mentioned encapsulation of isotopic 
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sources and said Martin Marietta-U. S. Rubber were building a $9 million 
plant at Richland. The whole nuclear industry is either in private 
hands or destined to be, he added, except possibly enrichment of 'U-235, 
and even this phase might some time in the future be in the private 
domain also. 

Q. There is 'a big hole at Bodccia filling with water. What changes could 
be made in procedures to have avoided that7 

A. l~C1S role in this case ~was strictly regulatory over a proposed private 
venture. The Regulatory s~a£f operates independent of the rest of the 
AEC staff, similar to such regulatory agencies as FCC, FPC, etc. They 
provide a thorough review o~ all ciata relating to a proposed power 
reactor. There is an independent review also by the ACRS over which 
the AEC exerts no control, and a Licensing Board conducts a public 
hearing. Then the issue of whether a construction permit or operating 
lice~se shoulci be granted is aetermir.ed, with the COmQission itself 
ha'Jing the final say. ~oJnether toe procedures can be speecied up is a 
question noW under review. They probably can. But at this stage of 
development we have been extra cautious and each request has been gone 
into very thoroughly. . 

Q. Should PG&E have waited longer before it applied7 

A. No. Because the Company '<1(:;:.t ahead ant its excavation revealed the 
problem. 

Q. Was the special study of :.-,;.ulatocy procedures triggered by the PG&E 
case? 

A. No. A special panel was .' 
and the question of whet.~-.;c 

rna tured. But we won 1 t 1,]< 
health and safety. We 5 

is, can the time for rev~ 

u~' to look over our experience to date 
",icer several years the industry had 
[;.:'.y changes that would jeopardize public 
'is.sU;:-~ a thorough review. The question 

.. (; shortened. 

Q. Concerning the Plowshare (:;,\.:.:.ivation interest by the Soviet and future 
needs for the limited test oan treaty. do you foresee any problems 
in obtaining such modifications needed for.major projects7 

A. We are optimistic that the Soviet and many other nations are showing 
great enough interest in Plowshare so that we hope we may get necessary 
modifications at the proper time. There is the matter of self-interest 
here. But any such modifications must be consistent with the primary 
purpose of the limited test treaty--prevention of atmospheric testing 
of weapons. 

Q. As to the chemical industry in northern California, will peaceful 
applications of nuclear energy have long-range effects on plastics 
and wood products, too7 
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A. Yes, this is possible. (Note the Chairman's speech mentioned several.) 

Q. Will the AEC speed up or slow down developments in new uses for 
plastics, wood products and other products according to economic 
impacts which might result? 

A. We shall work cooperatively with industry. 

In the final question, KRON (Art Brown) asked Dr. Seaborg to comment on 
remarks attributed to Dr. Teller in San Diego that nuclear warfare would 
not wipe out the human race. Dr. Seaoorg replied he knew nothing about 
the speech and therefore could not comment. 

(Note: The delivery of Dr. Seaborg was smooth. It is regretted t~at 
in hasty notes his flow of language has been made to appear choppy, 
which it was not.) 

cc: (IN TURN) 
l. E. C. Shute, l'Janagel' 
2. T. A. Nemzek, Deputy l"lanager 
3. P. M. Goodbread, AHA 
4. R. H. Ball, .Al-ITO 

J. B. Radcliffe, Director, RD, SAN 
J. F. Philip, Director, SPD, S .... ill 
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GOVERNMmT OF INDIA 
ALL INDIA RADIO: BOMBAY-1 

Discussion between Dr Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman, U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission, Nobel Prize Winner and Shri 
H.N. Sethna, Director, Bhabha Atl)lllic Resear.ch Centre, 
Trombay on "The Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy" 

Dr. S. 

Dr G.S. 

Dr S. 

Dr G.S. 

1'/1/1967 

I have before me Dr Glenn Seaborg, Chairman of the 

United states Atomic Energy Commission who is here 

on a short visit to India in connection with the 

renaming ceremony of the Atomic Energy Establishment, 

Trombay. 

I 8m very happy Dr Sethna to be able to visit India 

for th~ first time. Actually, I have looked forward 

to this for a very long time and I was happy when 

Dr Sarabhai, the Chairman of your Atomic Energy 

Commission invited me and my colleagues to this 

renaming ceremony'in Which your Prime Minister is 

going to participate., 

Well, you Were out at Trombay today, Dr'Seaborg, 

What are your impressions of Trombay? 

r have qu:! te f'avouraole impressions. As you know, 

I saw the regional research reactor ap there and 

the CIRUS Research Reactor as you call it which is 

the focal point for much of the excellent work of 

your physicists and the means by which you are pro

ducing radioactive isotopes for use throughout India 

in medicine and agriculture. And I also saw the 

Plutonium Plant and the Isotopes Laboratory and pro

duction facilities, as well as your fine Electronics 

Laboratory Where I was abl~ to view first-hand the 

work that is going on there to produce all of the 

electronics in~truments and equipment that you use 

in the laboratory. 

..2 
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You are going to visit Tarapurtomorrow t Dr Seaborg t 

and you might be interested to know that certain 

amount of instrumentation for Tarapur has been made 

at Trombay.· 

Yes, I did learn that Trombay not only fills the 

needs of the Trombay Atomic Energy Establishment it

self but the needs of other associated Atomic Energy 

operations in India and as a matter of fact it serves 

in that one senSe as a training ground for much of 

the electronics industry in India as I understand it 

that once instruments have their production methods 

developed there then they do spin off into Indian 

industry to carry on the larger-scale produ.ction. 

Yes Sir, we were most interested the other time to 

read about your new power Reactors which are going 

. to be put up by the Tennessee Valley Authority. I 

understand the costs of power production there ~?u~ 

be rather low with these ve-ry large units. I think 

it's about twelve hundred megawatts or something. 

Yes, well something like that-One thousand eleven 

hundred megawatts. Actually, the cost of the nuclear 

power to produce electricity in the United States has 

become economically competitive with the cost for the 

production of the electricity using fossil fuels such 

as coal and oil and gas, and this has been dramatically 

illustrated b.Y the fact that just this las~ year, our 

utilities in the United States have. contracted and the" 

did this on the basis of the fact that it is cheaper 

because they are free to make the choice and they make 

it' on the basis of economics, have contrac'ted for the 

construction af about 20 million kilowatts of nuclear 

power and that was just during 1966 and this to our 

surprise was greater than the amount of conventional 

power that was contracted for during 1966 by our . 

•• 3 
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utilities and I believe that nuclear power is going to 

play a similar role throughout much of the world and in 

particular in India. I think India is a place where 

nuclear power is bound to play an important role in VieW 

of the relatively high cost of your fossil fuels and the 

relative limitations of your potential in hydro-electric 

pCIWer, although you have potential there When you com-

pare it With the tremendous requirements for electric 

power in India in the future, and I think that hydro 

cannot fulfil that need, not even a fraction of that. 

Nuclear power is bound to play an important role in 

India in the future. 

Yes Sir, especial~ when you cOnsider the vast popula-

tion and if you even give them a tenth of wha t power is 

used by the average Auierican, yot! would realise that it 

is just impossible With our present fossil fuel and the 

hydro potential to satisty even a lOoth part ~f it, and 

to increase our standard of living one has to go into some 

sort of cheap pdWer and We feel that the only cheap pOWer 

which We can possib~ get would be from nuclear reactors. 

As you know, we are putting up besides Tarapur, there are 

two reactors ot 200 megawatts in Rajasthan, and at Rana 

Pratapsagar and bfo more of 200 megawatts at Kalpakkam 

in Madras. This is a very small percentage I agree with 

the total pdWer generated in ,the country, but we are just 

at the beginning, I mean we tare just started whilst you 

had nuclear energy in your co~try for quite some time now. 

Yes, but it has just shot up fast in this last year. Just 

a few years ago, in 1963-64, cur utilities committed them-

selves. to only about two million kilowatts of nuclear power, 
, ' ' 

in 1965 perhaps '5 million kilowatts, then in 1966 - 20 mi-

llion kilowatts, . and We do predict ,that construction of th1B 

will lead to a t~ta1 of 'about 10 million kilowatts on the 

•• 4 
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line in 1970, more than a 100 million kilowatts on the 

line by 1980, and we expect that by the end of this 

century by the year 2000 that nuclear pcWer will be the 

only source that the utilities will construct as they 

meet their future demands. 

But some people ~ention that one may run out of uranium, 

especially low cost uranium which is new - people talk 

about at a figure of 8 dollars a pound, and that is 

likely to run out by the end of this century if this 

figure is reached. Is that your view point? 

Yes, I think so, but We have a programme that will make 

it possible for us nevertheless to use, continue to 

build nuclear ~er plants and ttere is a programme to 

build advanced reactors and even Breeder reactors that 

use the uranium fuel more efficiently. These reactors 

that you are building in India and that we are buUdin~ 

in the United States as you kn~ only utilise about 1% 

of the uranium fuel. These reactors that we are develop

ing for the future, the Breeder reactors for example will 

utilise essentially all of the uranium fuel and when you 

do that then you can afford to use higher priced uranium 

aDd you get more other uranium at the same time, so that 

under these circumstances We believe there is enough 

uranium to satisfy the power requirements of the world 

for hundreds of years to come. 

That meanS you don't Ieel that what We feel in India 

very frankly is that We wi~l have to go on to the thorium 

cycle sooner or later because thorium reserves are some

what larger than uranium reserves at least as far as this 

country is concerned, possibly as far as the United 

states is concerned too. 

Well, we do not'know that of course that our thorium 

reserves are larger, in the case of India this is clear~ 

.• s 
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the caSe certainly on the basis of what you know about 

your reserves and the thorium cycle is another cycle in 

addi tion to the uranium cycle and the United States is 
we 

developing both cycles that/will if We have enough power 

on the basis of the uranium cycle, enough fuel to last 

hundreds of years, then if We had to have the thorium 

cycle, then we will have double of hundreds of years. 

So We are developing both cycles. 

Well, that's interesting. To turn to another subject, 

Dr Seaborg, what is the status of affairs as far as food 

preservation by use of gamma rays? 

Well, We have in the United States a programme to try 

to develop the use of radiation like gamma rays, for 

the preservation of food to increase the short life of 

perishable foods like fish for example, whi·ch are so 

important to the people of India and their food problem. 

We also have a progr8lllllle for the use of radiation for 

disinfestation of grain and as you know our two Atomic 

Energy CommissiOns are collaborating in this prograame 

and one of the results of our present vis it to India is 

to explore further with you and your people means of in-

creasing thiS collaboration. 

Yes it is. It's very interesting that two of the world's 

greatest Democracies, the largest Democracies, have got 

together on this very exciting field and I am sure that this 

collaboration will be something much more than merely in 

the scientific field of atomic energy. 

Yes, I think so. I think this is just one area; I think 

as I believe you do, that Science is a sort of an inter

national language and serves as a means of leading to aR 

increased under~tanding between nations as well as to 

practical results such as We have some reasons to look 

foward to in the field of use of radiation for the pre-

servation of food like fish and disinfestation .of grain. 

Thank you very much, Dr ·Seaborg. 
Oh, it's been a pleasure, Dr Sethna. 

.............. 
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Press interview held at the ~rgonne 

National Labora~ories, Lemont, Illinois, on 

: 
'June 26, 1967, at 4~oo o'clock p.m. 

PRESENT: 

~r. Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman, U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission 

Mr. James T. Harney, Commissioner, U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission 

Mr. Gerald F. ,T~pe, Commissioner. U. S. 
.Atomic Energy Commission 

Mr. Delmar L. Crowson, Di~ector of 
Division of Military Application 

Mr. John ~V. Vinciguerra, Assistant General 
Manager for Administration, U. S. Atomic 
Energy,Commission 

~~ " 
Mr. H. Scoville, Assistant Director for 

Research and Development, ACDA 
Mr. Henry D.Smyth, U. S. representative 

to the IAEA (Ambassador) 
Mr. Myron B. Kratzer, Assistant General 

Manager for international activities 
Mr. John T.Conway, Staff Director of the 

Joint CongreSSional Committee on Atomic 
Energy 

Members of the Argonne National Laboratory 
Members of the Press 
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DR. SEABORG: The remarks are very informal. 
I 

All : , , . 

I am going to try to do 1s set the stage for your 

questions. Commissioner Ramey and Commissioner Tape, 

Ambassador Smyth, and John Conway, the Joint Committee 

on Atomic Energy. and Mr. H. Scoville are the Arms 

Control and Disarmament Agency. and the rest of the 

staff, and I. are in Chicago to attend a meeting of 

a symposium on safeguards research and development 

which is being held here at the Argonne National 

Laborp.tories today and tomorrow. We think this is 

a very important meeting and symposium. It is the 

first such meeting that has ever been held in this 

context, and it is to discuss ways and means of im-

proving ou r safeguard s to prevent the divers ion of 

fissionable material intended for peaceful purposes 

to military purposes. 

I might begin by saying just a word as to 

what we mean by sare~uard3. Safeguaros has become 

Bort of a word of art. It is going to he a word that 

you are going to hear more and more in the future. 

Safeguards is a system of inspection and control to 

prevent the diverslonof fissionable material to 

military purposes. This therefore means that it is 

a system of accountability for the material and a 
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system of physical security for this fissionable 

rna teria 1. This fissionable material which is useful, 

of course, as a nuclear fuel and is produced as a by-

I 

I 
I 
i 
i , 

product when nuclear power reactors operate to produce' 

energy and heat, but Which can also be used in certain 

forms as the explosive ingredient for nuclear weapons. l 

I 
i We have a large number of SCientists, we . 

would say the best talent in our country, assembled 

here to diSCUSS this problem of improving these safe-

guard~, of conducting research and development to im-

prove the safeguards, and this group consists of about 

150 SCientists from allover the United states, from 

our AEC laboratories, and from the universities and 

from industry. This problem is becoming of increaSing 

importance due to the growth in the nuclear power in-

dustry in our country and throughout the world, and we 

are interested in prOViding an effective and efficient 

safeguard function with respect to the domestic uses 

I 
I 

i 
I 
I , 

I 
I 

, , 
of nuclear energy as well as the international aspects.i 

I think a number of important ideas are coming out of I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

the symposium, and the proceedings of the symposium 

will be published sometime in the future when the 

papers can be prepared for that purpose. 

I 
I 

j 
The importance of the safeguards can be 
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illustrated by the fact that we predict that, by 1980 

there will be produced as a byproduct in a sense, it 

is a product that can be used for further fueling of 

nuclear power reactors, but produced bi nuclear power 

reactors which are producing electricity in this coun-

try and around the world, there will be produced a 

sufficient quantity of plutonium ,to fuel a nuclear 

power electric industry amounting to about 150 mi"lllon 

kilowatts or alternatively enough to produce Some tens 

of nuclear weapons a day. This then illustrates the 

importance of the problem and the importance of our 

finding the means to prevent with as much certainty 

as we can that this material is not put to military 

uses and kept in the peaceful uses field. 

I think that is as much as I want to Day as 

an opening statement. I Would like to ask before \ole 

.do ask for questions whether John Conway or Harry 

Smyth would like to say anything. I should say that 

the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy has had a great 

interest in thiS problem from the beginning. I should 

say that the United ~tates has had a great interest in 

this ever since Horld War II, particularly:as' it ,concel" El 

the international aspects, and perhaps I should say a 

r~newed interest in recent months and years due to the 

178 
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great increase in the growth 'of the nuclear power in-

dustry. I· 
Harry, do you have anything that you would 

like to say? 

MR. SMYTH: I would l1ke to say one or two things 

if I may. I am glad to have this opportunity because 

I think many people do not know very much about the 

Internat10nal Atomic Energy Agency to which I am the 

United States representative • It is an international 
. ; 

organ~zation connected with the UN, but having its 
r: 
.. 
l 

own independent board of governors. It has, I think, 

98 member nations now, and it has two functions de-

fined by the statute. One is to promote the peaceful 
;', 

uses of atomic energy, and the other is to prevent 

insofar as it can the diversion of material intended 

for peaceful uses, to prevent or at least dlscoveF any 

at t em p t to d i v e r t s u c h rna t e r ia 1 tom iIi ta ry use s . 

Now, it is in that connection that the Agencyj 
i 

has developed a safeguards system, a system of controls; 

and inspection which has grown rnther slowly, but is 

now accepted by quite a large number of countries, and 

Which we hope may become more widespread. It will 

become of great interest perhaps if there is a non-

proliferation treaty. and I would like particularly 
I. 
i 

__ .ll9.~ 
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to comment on the relation of this meeting here to 

the problems of the safeguards in the international 

agency because as I was saying to the group here thiS 
I. 
; 
I morning, when we are deal1ng with countries allover 

the world we have a problem of not Just establishing 

a system that is effective, but of one that will be 

acceptable because many countries are concerned for 

a great variety of reasons about having inspectors 

from an international agency and so forth. 

The purpose, therefore, from our point of 

I 

! 
I 
• 

; 

I 

i 
I 
! 
I 
i 
I 

J: I 
. ! 

view of such a technical meeting as has been held .. , ,. 

.i 

. , 

here, 1s being held here today, is, first, we hope 

that methods will be developed wh1ch will be more 

effective but also that methods will be developed 

for inspection and control that I will say would be 

less intrusive on the sensibilities of some of the 

countries around the world who are very sen~itive to 

any, what they might call, invasion of sovereignty 

or interference with their industry or Whatever. So 

I think the hope of technological developments from 

our point of view, from the point of view of 

I 
I 

I , 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
j 

I 
I 
I 

I 

! national· Atomic Energy Agency, has these two 

the Inter-I 

features. ! 
i 

Thank you. I 
DH. SEABORG: This, of course, the subject of I 

. ! 
( 
; , 
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safeguards, the inspection and control attendant with 

safeguards is very important in connection with the 

I , 
. I , 

I 

I 
j 

non-proliferation treaty, 
I 

and you will recall that thi~ 
I . 
• ! 

. 'I 

was one of the items that President Johnson and Premie~ 

iKosygin discussed during their meetings on Friday and I 
Sunday, and one of the areas where there was agreement 

that we should get on with the non-pro11feration 
i 

treat1 

as soon as we can. 

Amplifying very slightly on what Ambassador 

I , 
j 

Smyt~ has said, and he is the Vnited States representa~ 

tive to the International Atomic Energy Agency in 

Vienna, this is the agency that we hope will carry 

out this safeguards inspection function if we do suc-

ceed in obtaining a non-proliferation treaty, ~nd 

amplifying what he has said, it is the policy of the 

United States to have the safeguards functions in con-

nection with our cooperative arrangements with other 

countries in atomic energy transferred to and carried 

on by the International Atomic Energy Agency. We are 

doing everything that we can to have them play that 

role for us with the hope that this will encourage 

other countries to have the IAEA, as it is called, 

play that roll because it is very important that 

internationally these safeguards be carried on by 

L ___ ._ .. _____ . _________ '-__ --. -.... --- ... -- -___ ----- . ---till-I 
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such international agency. I think that we can begin 

the questioning. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, is the new accelerator 

!golng to be built at Weston? 

DR. SEABORG: I thought I would get one question 

on safeguards before we got to that. . I 

The Weston site is the choice or the Atomic .. , 

Energy Commission for the accelerator. We made our 

choiC~ from among the six final states as you know, 

and that is still It. That continues to be the first 

choice of the Atomic Energy Commission. 

QUESTION: Do you plan to enlarge it? 

DR. SEABORG: Enlarge the site? , 
! . . 

Q.UESTION: No, to enlarge the facilities 1n its ; . 

I 
capabilit les. 

; 

DR. SEABORG: Enlarge the faci11ties? The Con-
! 
I 

gress has made the suggestion that we design a facility: 
i 

that would be expandable to produce 10ns of energy 

greater than 200 BEV. That is It mig~t start with a 

capacity to accelerate protons to 200 billion electron 

volts, but it might have features in it such that by 

later additions it could be expanded so that protons 

could be accelerated to maybe 300, 400, or 500 BEV, 

4....-_ .. __ _ 182 I ----- .. _-... _ .. --. -----, 
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b1ll1on electron volts. . I 

.' f I 
QUESTION: If the Congress d1d make an about-facej 

I 
and move the site to some other area of the country. j 
how much inconvenience would be involved for the AEC? I 

DR. SEABORG: The Congress isn't about to do , 

t ha t, I be 11 eve. Tha t 1 s n 't pa r t 0 f the dec 1 s 10 na 1 

process. I don't th1nk there 1s a mechanism for the 

Congress to move the site in' the way that you suggest. 

QUESTION: You mean, sir, it is either Weston or 

no place at all? 

DR. SEABORG: I didn't say that. 

QUESTION: Could you clarify it? 

I 
I answered the question, what would DR.SEABORG : 

we do if the Congress moved the s1te, and I Just made 

the point that I didn't think that would be part of 

the decisional process. 

QUESTION: Let me rephrase it, Doctor. 

What if Weston were knocked out of the box~ 
t 
1 

I How much inconven1ence .would th1s br1ng to bear on the I' 

AEC? 
I 
j 
j 

DR. SEABORG: Well, I th1nk th1s 1s a dec1s1on 

and a cons1deration that the AEC will have to make i 
'if such an event occurred. 

I 
I 
I 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, I have a quest10n on II 

_._. __ .' __ ' ___ •..•• __ • __ ••• ____ • __ 0 ___ • _____ • ______ •••• ___ •• _______ 1831 
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safeguards, but I also want to get a clarification 
. 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

on \.,reston. It isn't likely that our Legislature will I 

pass.an open housing law. At one time you said that 

if it didn't it would Jeopardize the Weston site. Do 

'you now mean that there isn't any relationship to the 

open housing law in the choice of the Weston site? i , . 

DR. SEABORG: No, what I said, and what Commis-

sioner Tape and Commissioner Ramey sald when we 

visited Springfield in Aprli was that it was our 

assessment that the accelerator was in trouble with 

Congress as concerns the Weston site. That was our 

statement. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, did the AEC have any 

assurance from the State of Illinois that there would 

be a guarantee of open housing? 

DR. SEABORG: We asked all of the Sites to give 

us, proposers of the sites to give us such assurances 

. as they could broadly in the area of human rights. 

That is equal employment opportunity, equal school 

opportunity, open hOUSing or equal opportunity in 

housing, and so forth. And we told them that that 

would be one of the considerations that we would come 

back with when the final choice was made. That is the 
I 
i 
I way it actually proceeded in the course of the 

1841 
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selection process. I should say that in the case of 

the Weston site we have received assurances on all 

of these other factors concerning human rights. It 

is only in the area of open housing that we do not 

have legislative assurance as yet. 

QUESTION: Sir, do you have difficulty in other . 
i 
I 

AEC sites with getting housing for minority employees?{. 
~ 
I 

DR. SEABORG: Well, I think that there have been 
-. 

some problems at some of the sites, yes. Over the 

years' I think it is improv ing considera bly. You 

know that we have installations in Tennessee and 

South Carolina, for e~ample, but I think thattre-

mendous improvements have been made in such sites, 

and a lthough these perhaps have not gone as far as 

we would like to see, they do represent a great deal 

of progress and particularly in recent years. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, irrespective of what the 
: 

Legislature does, Weston is the site, is that correct? i' 
DH. SEA BORG : No, I didn't say that. If the 

project is not authorized, that the funds are not 

appropriated, there is no way by Which the Atomic 

Energy CommiSsion could proceed with the building 

of the accelerator at the Weston site obviously. 

QUESTION: Sir, if it were not, would you then 

"185 
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go to your second choice or would you have to start 

over? 

DR. SEABORG: We haven't decided yet what we 

would do in that contingency. 

QUESTION: You think the chances of Weston being 

turned down are remote? 

DR. SEABORG: I don't really know that I should 

try to make a guess or assessment on it at this time. 

QUESTION: Is Weston still in trouble with 

Congr~ss, Dr. Seaborg? 

DR. SEABORG: The situation in Congress, as you 

probably know, the bill that would authorize certain 

preliminary work on the accelerator came out of the, 
. 

the authorization bill came out of the Joint Committeel 

with a split vote, and now it has to pass in both the 

House and the Senate. That is the situation. 

QUESTION: If I may get to your subject, sir --

DR. SEABORG: The safeguards? 

QUESTION: Safeguards. 

DR. SEABORG: I welcome it. I welcome that. 

QUESTION: How can you have safeguards- when 

China. for example, is not a member of the inter-

national group and you have no persuasive powers 

• 

i 
i 
I 

I with China? 
. I 

186 - -- --------- ----- - .----- -------------------_~ ______ J , ......... - . 
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DR. SEABORG: Well, we are asked that question 
---

very often and maybe Ambassador Smyth is the better 
, 

pers6n to answer it. But we do feel that the problem _ 

is 80 broad and the need to stop the 
: . I 
further proliferar 

I ! . 
'tionof nuclear weapons 80 great, if we don't we get 

.i to a situation which eventually will become more and 
. i 

more difficult to control; that we should proceed 

with a non-proliferation treaty in the absence of 

China, and at this time France has also indicat~d 
, 

she would not adhere to such a treaty, with the hope 

.that the logic of the situation will become apparent 

to countries like China and that the obvious fact 

that in the long run that it is to her advantage as 

well as to the rest of the world will become obvious 

and therefore we are proceeding by going as far as we 

can, never losing Sight of the Chinese problem, and 

hoping to come back to it and find rational behavior 

sometime in the future. 

Do you want to add to that, Harry, or Pete? 

MR. SMYTH: I will say one thing~ It is hard ly 

necessary to point out at this time that wars can 

occur between others than the great powers, and I 

think that we believe that the non-proliferation 

treaty mi~ht have considerable value in at least 

187 
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.1 
keeping nuclear weapons out of such wars. 

QUESTION: For example, Ambassador, how could 

you prevent Red China from giving nuclear weapons , 

say to the United Arab Republic? 

MR. SMYTH: Well, I am not an expert on the 

language of the treaty, but I think that would be 

covered. 

QUESTION: Do you have a way of knowing whether 

the United Arab Republic has the technical ability 

to uae a gift of this kind? 

MR. SMYTH: I would rather they didn't receive 

it. 

DR. SEABORG: Perhaps, Dr. Scoville, who is the 

Director of Research for the Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency, would like to go back to the earlier 

question. 

MR. SCOVILLE: Just a comment on the bUSiness of 

what ef~ect it would have on the UAR. If the UAR 

sigos the treaty, then it accepts the obligation not 

to acquire nuclear weapons, and 80 unless it violates 

! the treaty it cannot receive nuclear weapons from 

i 
i , 
I 

China. So I would like to emphasize that the non-

proliferation treaty is still of tremendous value 

even though China does not sign up. Just because 

China will not Sign up is no reason why we should 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
j 

I 
188! 
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I 

run the risk of having nuclear weapons used in a 

repetition of the kind of situation we have been 

through in the last three weeks. 

QUESTION: Sir, aren't you saying the good boys 

will be l~ft without power and the bad boys will have 

all of the guns? 

MR. SCOVILLE: I don't think so. We are not 

proposing in the treaty for us to give up our nuclear 

.. 
weapons. We are not sacrificing anything vis-a-vis 

with ,the Chinese. All it does is we agree we will 

not disseminate nuclear weapons to a country which 

does not now have them. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, could you give us a 

hypothetical example of how plutonium could be 

diverted from a utility into the black market? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, there is a certain limit 

to the accuracy with which the course of plutonium 

through a nuclear power plant or the nuclear fuel 

reprocessing plant, or what have you, can be deter-

mined, and the problem that we are faced with 1s to 

increase that accuracy and increase the degree of 

control so that there won't be any unaccounted for 

plutonium, but it would have to be some situation 

1n wh1ch there was some unaccounted for plutonium; 

189 I 
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and in that case, of course, some connivance with the i 
t 
I 

I utility, if you use that as an example, and a diver-

I 

I 
I 
I 

sion, or at least with some of the people in. the 

utility or perhaps more reasonably in the nuclear 

fuel reprocessing facility that would divert p1u-

I 
~ tonium within this lack of accuracy margin, you 

I 
I see. And then we would, the agen~y or the United 

States, or Whatever, would be making these determina- I 
tions as to the course of the plutonium, and with the 

inaccuracies involved some of it could be diverted 

Without our discover1ng 1t. I don't think this 1s a 

very likely s1tuat1on at all that you aSk. I just 

suggest, I just describe a hypothet1cal situation to 

show you how such a diversion could take place. 

QUESTION: Doctor, when you were talking about 
.' 
j 

the 1980 estimate, were you referr1ng to the breeder 

i 
I 

I 
reactors or those that are available now? 

I 
DR. SEABORG: I was referring to those that are 

available now. The type of reactors that are ava11-

I 
able now in the quantity that we project for operation; 

in 1geO. I 
QUESTION: Second ly, in the f1gure that you gave, I 

tens of nuclear weapons, d1d you say a day? 

DR. SEABORG: Per day, per day. In other words, 

____ 1901 
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there would be an outpouring of plutonium of the 

order of one hundred or hundreds of kilograms per 

day over the whole world. I say outpouring, I mean 

it is produced in that amount, and of course in the 

normal course would then be reused in reactors of the 

type that are being used and planned today, or per-

haps by 1980 there would be a beginning to using it 

in the breeder reactors. Undoubtedly there would. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, what material effect, 

will the AEC's revamped safeguard organization have 

on the Commission's work 1n th1s area? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, an 1ntensification of the 

" work, the operation of closer standards, the develop-

ment through research and development of better pro-

cedures for preventing through accounting and physical 

secur1ty and so forth the diversion of fissionable 

material to unauthorize uses. Just more people 1n-' 

volved, more expert1se involved, and an 1ntens1f1ca-

tion of the surve11lance process, both domest1cally 

and 1nternat1onally. 

QUESTION: And the most of th1s then would be 

done at IAEA? 

DR. SEABORG: Not domest1cally. 

QUESTION: No, internat1onally? 

191 
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DR. SEABORG: Internationally. It would be our 

aim as time goes on to transfer more and more of the 

responsibility to the lAEA. 

QUESTION: Domestically, AEC? 

! . . DR. SEA BORG : Domestica lly, the ARC through the 

strengthened organization and organlza~ions that we 

have within the AEC. 

QUESTION: Dr. seaborg, how wide do you consider 

this accuracy margin today? 

'~R. SEABORG: Well, that question is almost im

possible to anSwer because of the complexity of the 

many places that determinations must be made. In 

other words, I can't answer it really in terms of 

a percentage margin. 

QUESTION: This ad hoc panel report I understand 

was somewhat critical of the safeguards you now have 

especially in materials going to Europe, is that 

correct? 

DR. SEABORG: Yes, well, I think that would be 

correct. It was their\charge in a sense to look 

over our safeguards system and be critical. We asked 

these eminent experts to serve on this ad hoc panel, 

to look over our system with a fine tooth comb, and 

find whatever flaws they could find in that system 

.... -...... -- _. ---.. _--- -.--- . _____ 1 B_~J 
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and then make recommendations for its improvement, r 
I 

and this they did. We have already put into effect i 

a number or the1r recommendat1ons and have under studyl 

the remaining recommendations. 

·MR. KRATZER: I think I might, if I may, add 

one point. I believe the criticism of the ad hoc 

panel went more to the question. ·of the procedures 

by which we verify the effectiveness of the safe-

guards that are applied in Europe, not the question 
, 

of whether those safeguards themselves are good ones. 

The safeguards on material which we send to most of 

the Western European countries, the six countries 

which are members of an organization known as Euratum 

I 
I 

! 

I 
! , 
i 
I 

I 
I 

are applied by Euratum itself . i 
It is an internationall 

! 
organization which. of course, includes France, West i 

I 
Germany, Italy. Belgium. the Netherlands, and Luxem-

I burg. Several of these countries with their historic . 

I enmities are inspecting each other. And we through 

certain international arrangements review the safe-

! 
I 
I 

guards which they have in effect and satisfy ourselves! 

I 
I 

that they are good ones. 

Now. as I say. I think that the criticism I 

I 
I 

I whether they were good ones because we think they are. I 
193 ! 

of the report went primarily not to the question of 
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I believe the ad hoc committee felt that they were 

too, but they felt that we ought to have a little bit 

more information on which to· base this particular con-' 

\ . clusion. 
. ~ 

DR. SEABORG: Thank you. That is Myron Kratzer 
, 

who is the ASSistant General Manager for International l 

Activities of the AEC, and therefore 1t falls within 

his purview to watch over these international 

fissionable material possibilities. 

~UESTION: Dr. Seaborg, is there an inherent 

commitment on the part of the United States or other 

nuclear powers that if a nation accepts safeguards 

that in effect it will come under a nuclear umbrella 

protection of one country or the other? 
! 

I am thinking. 
, 

in terms of India. You go to Ind1a, say you accept 

safeguards, but if China starts after you the United 

States will give you nuclear weapons to take care ~f 

your defense. 

DR. SEABORG: There isn't at the present time. 

One of the conSiderations for India Signing the non-

proliferation treaty that has been advanced, not 

necessarily as national Indian policy, has been that 

.there be such a protection, but this is not the Bitu-

ati0n at the present time. Here aga in I think Dr. 

194 
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. I 

Scoville might respond. 

DR. SCOVILLE: This problem which is called the 

assurances problem has been raised by the Indians. 

They are not looking for unilateral assurances on the 

part of the United States for the supply of weapons. 

Wha t they are looking for is some kind of an inter-

national understanding, particularly an understanding 

which we and the Soviet Union together would give 

some indication that they wouldn't be allowed to be 
, 

threatened or attacked by nuclear weapons. They are 

very interested in maintaining this position of neu-

trality, and therefore do not want to have unilateral 

commitments from anyone nation • 

. , 
~ '. DR. SEABORG: I don't. think they have made this 

'-.' 

clear yet as a national condition for adhering to the 

non-proliferation treaty. 

MR. KRATZER: I don't think there is an inten~ 

tion to put this in the treaty as such, non-

proliferation treaty as such. More than likely it 

would be done in some other form such as the United 

Nations. and probably would not mention India by name. 

It would be more of a generalized statement so that 

I it covers everything. 

. ! QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, the President and 

195 
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Mr. Kosygin were both very optimistic about the 

possibility of a non-proliferation treaty being 

s1gned. Why should they feel so now and what are 
j 

the areas of disagreement remaining to be worked out? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, I don't know how you would 

classify their degree of optimism, but we are in my 

opinion fa1rly close to an agreement with the Soviet 

Union on a non-proliferation treaty. One of the 

areas that still needs to have some differences re-

solvep is in this area of safeguards, mandatory safe-

guards with inspection rights~ This is the so-called 

Article III of the treaty. The problem there is that 

the United States has the views of the Soviet Union 

on the one hand that would require that all of the 

'. safeguards be carried out by the International Atomic 

Energy Agency, and the views of its allies in Euratum 

on the other hand that would prefer that the safe-. 

guard functions be carried out by their own 1nspec-

tlon capab1l1ty 1n Euratum, which 1s also an inter-

national agency with a safeguards and inspection 

capab1l1ty. We have a problem, there is a problem 

to be resolved there in connection with Art1cle III, 

the safeguards funct1on, wh1ch there appears to be 

at le~st a moderately good chance of resolv1ng, and 
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then there are problems that have to do with the 

amendment procedures and perhaps problems in a couple 

of other areas that I think ~gain Dr. Scoville could 

elaborate on. 

DR. SCOVILLE: I th1nk the ma1n problem is the 

safeguards problem. I th1nk the others are deta1ls 

wh1ch probably either have been or can be resolved. I' 

I can It speak for what happened over the weekend. since I 
I 

I don't know. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, recently the AEC released I 

figures on the U-235 production at the gaseous 

Dr. Smyth's report and computed from that we are pro-
t:! 
-~ ! 
~ I ducing approximately 480 weapons a year. 
c· 

Is that 1n 

the ballpark? I 
,~, 

-I 

DR. SEABORG: I wouldn It be able to make a commentl 

I 
on that except to caution you that that would be uSing I 
very crude information at this stage of development. 

some twenty-odd years later. 

QUESTION: Can the Communists deduce our produc-

tion from those figures? 

DR. SEABORG: Our production of weapons? 

Q.UESTION: Yes. 

DR. SEABORG: I don't think they COUld. 
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have to know more about the type of nuclear, weapons 

that we are producing than we think he does. We are 

quite sure he does. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, I seem to have read an 

article where I understand that sometimes it is to 

the advantage of a country to let the other side knqw . 
I 

what it is planning such as the anti-ballistic missile; 

game. Is there some information you would like the 

Soviet Union, for example, to have about our capabil-

ities'~ 

DR. SEABORG: I don't know that I would be pre-

pared to answer that. I think it i~ a good question, 

and I think that it is one that is debated. There 

certainly are pros and cons, you are right. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, is it likely in the near 

future the AEC will require built-in safeguards in 

nuclear operations or power plants, fuel reproducing 

plants of any type? 

DR. SEABORG: We are exploring what we call 

have the cooperation of four private companies in 

the nuclear business, nuclear fuel, nuclear fuel 

fabrication, fuel reproceSSing, and so forth, in an 
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experimental program to try to ascertain how well such 

a system of residence inspectors will work out. 

,QUESTION: Is thiS, however, a consideration as 

a means of local or domestic control, th1s idea of 

built-in or residence inspectors? Is it a major con-

Sideration insofar as the AEC is concerned? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, I don't.know whether I under-

stand your question entirely. I would sEq that 1t is 

a method ot operating that we are seriously 1nvesti-

gating. 

MR. KRATZER: This 1s on a select1ve bas1s I 

understand. 
Q 

~ DR. SEABORG: That is with four private corn-
u z 
~ panies and with cooperat ion, but it obvi0u.sly could 

~ 
z 

be conceived as having appllcation ln the ~nter-
S .... 

national area. It has not yet been accepted ln that 

area, but it certa1nly ls'conceivable as a method ot 

operating. 

MR. TAPE: I think 1f you mean by built-in 

devices improved instrumentation, automation of data, 

and certain processing facilities and So on, that, aa 

the field develops, there will be more of that kind 

of instrumentation, and that instrumentation will be 

useful not only on the safeguards side but also to the 
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plant management because the plant management wants 

to know where the material is and what is happening 

to the mater1al. This is very valuable mater1al. So 

it is important ror them to have a complete accounting 

and know precisely where it is as well. 

QUESTION: Thank you. 

DR. SEABORG: ActuallYI ir I may add another 

sentence or two l this is one ot the areas that we are 

trying to explore in this sareguards research and 
, 

development symposium meeting held here at Argonne. 

Just what can be developed in the way or automated 

instrumentat10n to aid in the unobtrusive implemen-

tation ot the sareguards runction. 

QUESTION: That leads me to one other question l 

% a rather general one. What exactly do you think the 
8 
-I 

workshop has and willI since it is still going on l 

accomplish? 

DR. SEABORG: Th1s workshop? 

QUESTION: Yes. 

DR. SEABORG: What we are trying to do is to in 

a sense pick the brains or all these experts. We are 

trying to interest these talented scientists and 

engineers 1n this problem So that they will go back 

to their laboratories and think about it and perhaps 

200 .. ~ 
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r· 
I 
I propose research and development approaches to the 

I problem in an area of developing more accurate 

I 

I 
methods of analysis," automated instrumentation, 

and physical security to mention just three of the 

1mportant areas. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, last April you sa1d it 

was the AEC's assessment that the Weston site was 1n 
I 

I 

i 
trouble in Congress. What 1s your assessment now that 

I 
j the b111 1s before the House? Is 1t the same or 1s 1t 

0 i , 
I.i • 
~~ ! mod1f1ed or what? 
:1' 0 

() . ! 
v' .... 

I ... (1: 
() . ) I .~ 

DR. SEABORG: What 1s my assessment? 

QUESTION: Yes, now. 
.• j 

~: "- ~ ,r DR. SEABORG: Yes, I would say that 1n a sense 
('; 
"1'. 

Ci 
-' 
0 

our prediction 1n April has been borne out. Ob-
0 
;;; v10usly there are some problems that have become 
0 
'-' 
_J 

man1fest in Congress. 

QUESTION: Do you still be11eve 1t faces trouble? 

DR. SEABORG: Be11eve what? 

QUESTION: Do you st111 be11eve the f1nal selec-

t10n of the Weston site faces trouble 1n Congress? 

DR. SEABORG: Well, I would say that 1t 1s fac1ng 

trouble in Congress, yes. 

QUESTION: To the extent that the site 1s 

j e 0 pa rd i zed? 
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I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I , 

DR. SEABORG: That I don't know at this time. 

QUESTION: Sir, could, for example, Senator 

Pastore persuade the Senate it should go to one of 

the secondary sites? Could they make that decision 

i 
i lor would they have to go back to a recommendation 
I 
i 
I, 
I' . 

I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I' 

j 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I .... 

trom either the Joint AEC Committee~ your group, or 

someone else? 

DR. SEABORG: I believe John Conway can speak 

on that. 

~R. CONWAY: I think we should h~ve it clearly 

understood, Senator Pastore on more than one occasion 

has clearly stated it is not his intention to have 

this go to another site. At no time has he made 

that recommendation that it go to another site. 

QUESTION: Perhaps I have not read it as closely 

as I Should • 

MR. CONWAY: I think you ought to read the re-. 

port that he issued when the bill hit the floor~ 

QUESTION: What_does he hope to accomplish with 

a floor fight then if it is not to transfer? 

MR. CONWAY: I suggest that you read the report. 

QUESTION: Thank you, sir. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, have you received any 

communication from Russia yet on whether they agreed 
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to the exchange of usage between their accelerators 

and ours? 

DR. SEABORG: No, we haven't. 

QUESTION: That has been officially communicated 

to them? 

DR. SEABORG: I would say at this stage it has 

been a feeler more than an official communication. 

Q.UESTION: I have one more question for Dr. 

I , 

I 
I 

I , 
I 

,-
i 

I 
I 

Smyth. Do you think it is feasible to have safeguards i 
and yet not infringe on what you call national 

sovereignty of other countries? 

DR. SMYTH: Yes" I think one of the very impor-

tant things that we have done and the British have 

done has been to put each country, each country has 

put a big power reactor in the International Atomic 

Energy Agency safeguards, I think this is also true 

of the British, and as far as we are concerned it 

has made no problem. Now, we had a meeting up in 

Massachusetts last summer, a year and one-half ago, 

and we were going to give the utility people a chance 

to tell us all their troubles with the safeguards 

system. They dldn't have any trouble. 

No, I don't think there 1s any real problem. 
I 
j 

There is an apparent problem. It 1s a psycho log lca I ! 
2031 - ________ .. __ .. _____ " _____ .. ____ .. _________ .. ______________ ..J 
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I 
problem. It is very important that the big countries 

! 

submit their facilities to IAEA safeguards because 
i 
I 
I 

this gets rid of the colonialism or relics of 
. ! 

colonia 1-,' 
two or ism ultimately which we heard a great deal of 

three years ago and haven't heard recently. 

I QUESTION: Dr. Smyth, are the other nations spend~ 
. I 

ing as much time in studYing the safeguards problems 1 

as the United States, RUSSia, or the British? We hear i 

the French are not interested at all. Is the United 

States carrying all of the work load on this? 

DR. SMYTH: I don't know what the RUSSians are 

doing? 

DR. SEABORG: They are very interested. I think 

I 
I 
I 

) you can say tha t • 
.- ~ 

l 
I . 

MR. SMYTH: They are certainly very interested. 

We have a lot more power reactors than any of the, 

rest of them have. I think it is natural that we 

should help with the technology. 

DR. SEABORG: I think it is safe to say --

IAEA has such a sma 11 budget. we ha ve I 
I 

MR. SMYTH: 

such a small budget we don't have the money and faci1-

ities to do it. 
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in the non-proliferation treaty. 

DR. SMYTH: There is no question of that. They 

support it, and for t~e last three or four years they') 
i 

have supported, in the IAEA, in the Board of Governors: 

they have given strong support to a safeguards system . 

and to an extension of 1t. 

Q.UESTION: Ha ve they convened conferences like 
i . ' 

this to discuss it? 

MR. SMYTH: I don't know. How would I know? 

DR. SEABORG: We don't know. I wouldn't be sur-

prised but what they might in the future. 

MR. KRATZER: Their discussions show considerable: 

d1scussion, their discussions of it in Vienna show a 

good technical understanding of it. They obviously 

have worked on it and cons1dered the technical prob-

lems invo 1 ved . 

QUESTION: Is there any plan to put, say, two or 

three groups together to study this on an international 

basis under IAEA, with the Russians and ourselves 

meeting JOintly to meet the problem? 
. . 

DR. SEABORG: Doing it now, I think. 

MR. SMYTH: IAEA is having a meeting of technical 

people in August to cons1der these problems. That 

will be an international meeting. 

1 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 

i 
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MR. CONWAY: The Joint Comm1ttee has recommended i 
I 

that the research be done by the Un1ted States with tPF 

Atomic Energy Agency, and with Euratum, other inter-

nat10nal organizations to do joint ventures. 

QUESTION: Is the conference here a classified 

cont"erence? 

DR. SEABORG: I would say part is classif1ed and 

part is unclass1fied. I would say two-thirds is un-

classified and just about everything that took place 

I 
I 
I 

I 
f 
I 
I 
! 

today will be published. Well, everything that took 1 

place today wi.11 be published. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, do you know 1t" any ot" 

I 
I 
i 

the! 
I 
j 

I 
Ch1nese scient1sts who learned reactor technology in 

this country, either Argonne or the AEC, have gone 

,. back to Red China? 

DR. SEABORG: No, I don't believe there are any 

reactor technologists who have worked at places like 

Argonne that have gone back to Red Ch1na. There have 

been Red Ch1nese scientists trained in univerist1es 

that are in Red China, 1n American univers1tles,that 

are 1n Hed China_ at. the present time playing an im-

portant role in the1r weapons and incip1ent miss1les 

program. Is that correct, would you th1nk, John? 

MR. CONWAY: Yes. 

i • 
f j 

I 



STATEMENT BY GLENN T. SEABORG 
at 

Press Conference 
held in 

Sao Paulo, Brazil 
July 4, 1967 

Yesterday I had the pleasure of visiting Rio de 

Janeiro and holding very useful and cordial discussions 

with officials of Brazil's Nuclear Energy Commission 

and Ministry of Foreign Relations. 

'rhese were in the long tradi tion of the close and 

friendly cooperation between the United States and Brazil 

in the peaceful uses of atomic energy \"hich began in 

1955. 

~ve join in the pride you have in your nuclear energy 

program, the pioneer of its kind in Latin Alnerica, and 

we have been pleased to have been able to participate 

extensively in its development, both financially and 

technically. 

My visit her~ today gives me an opportunity to see 

the first reactor to be completed in Latin America. In 

operation since 1957, this reactor, for which we have 

had the pleasure of providing nuclear fuel and financial 

support, und.er the "Atoms for Peace'- program, has been the 

core of the Brazilian atomic energy effort. The United 

States propose:u the "Atoms for Pt:;:ace" prograJr! and has 

long favored and supported peaceful nuclear development in 

Latin America, because of our conviction that nuclear 

energy and its many applications can maae a majox' contribution 
207 
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to the economic development of Brazil ~ld all of Latin 

America. 

In our conversations yesterday, we reconfirmed our 

interest in expanding our cooperation with Brazil in the 

development of its independent capability in application 

of nuclear energy to the generation of electricity, 

desalting of water, the uses of radioisotopes in research, 

medicine, industry and agriculture, the preservation of 

food by radiation, the use of accelerators for research 

in physics, raw materials exploration and other important 

fields of nuclear energy. In return, our scientists 

benefit, as scientists allover the world, by the scientific 

findings that flow from the Brazilian nuclear program. 

He held frank discussions on the difficult and 

complex issue of the application of nuclear explosives to 

peaceful purposes. 'I'here is a di fference in the United 

States and Brazilian outlook Oli. this question. Your 

officials anu we took note of the fact that this is the 

only area in the whole field of peaceful nuclear cooperation 

in which the United States ane; Brazil are not in full 

accord. Even here, our difference is of a limited nature. 

We are in complete agreeffient wi th L\razil as to the 

importance of full access of all countries to the benefits 

of the peaceful uses of nuclear explosives. We agreed 
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that these benefits could be realized only at some future 

date, if and when the necessary and difficult technological 

development is successfully completed. 

The United States has taken the initiative in the 

important Eighteen Nation Disarmament Conference in Geneva, 

of which Brazil is a leading member, in proposing that 

the availability of peaceful nuclear explosion services to 

all countries be accomplished through the provision of 

these services from the nuclear states through an inter

national body in which the non-nuclear weapon states would 

participate. Our reason for holding this view is a simple 

one: Every nuclear explosive device, even one intended 

for peaceful purposes, call be used as a nuclear weapon. 

Since this is so, nations which believe, as Brazil and 

the United States do, that there should be no further spread 

of nuclear weapons coulL:. find their hopes frustrated if 

additional countries begin to develop nuclear explosive 

devices. But while our primary reason for believing that 

the important objective of ensuring access to the peaceful 

benefits of nuclear explosives should be achieved as I 

have just outlined, it is important to note that this 

approach is also more advantageous to countries who would 

have these services. During our talks,. I had thE:: 

opportunity of pointing out that such services would be 

provided on a completely non-discriminatory basis. The 

charges which the United States will make to our partners 

abroad will be identital to the charges which we reake to 
209 
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users in the u.s. itself. Let me also emphasize that these 

charges will entirely exclude the billions of dollars 

which the United States has already expended for the 

developm~nt of nuclear explosives and will only cover our 

actual costs for the materials consumed and the fabrication 

of the devices. I was pleased by the expression of 

satisfaction by Brazilian officials in learning of this 

aspectr of the U.S. policy. 

For these reasons, there can be no doubt that the 

procurement of peaceful nuclear explosives by Brazil in 

this way would be far less costly - far quicker and far 

more certain - than the development of nuclear €:}{plosive 

devices here. 

Thus, our uifference of opinion is limited to the area 

of the means by which the availability of peaceful nuclear 

explosives should be assured. It does not in any sense 

involve the question of \V'hether they should be available -

a point on which we are in full agreement. 

I am confidenttnat this limited but important question 

can be resolved in the same spirit of effective cooperation 

and good will which are the cornerstones of the partnership 

of our two countries. 
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DR. SEABORG's PRESS CONFER~~CE -
SEPTEMBER 28, 1967 - 11:00 AM 

INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL - VIENNA, AUSTRIA. 

Opening Statement by Chairman Seaborg: 

Thank you, Bob. My colleagues and I are happy to meet with 

you again in Vienna. This is the seventh conference of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency that I have attended. I 

think that is true also for Ambassador SnWth, and perhaps 

Dr. Rabi - he has attended more - he started before I.did. 

And this is the seventh press conference that we've had the 

pleasure of holding in connection with our attendance at the 

General Conference in Vienna. We're again gratified by the 

excelJ.ent turnout - it is symbolic of the interest in the 

important work of the IAEA. I believe that the work of the 

IAEA is becoming of increasing importance because of the role 

that it is expected to play in connection with the safeguards 

function for a non-proliferation treaty if consummated and 

also because of the increasing importance of nuclear science 

and nuclear energy developments in general throughout the 

world, and because of the role that the IAEA is playing in 

making this available to the countries throughout the world. 

I think that we are ready, I hope, to entertain any questions 

from the press. 
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1. QUESTION. (Baer, Nucleonics Week) How do you see the 

current political positions or the position either in Geneva 

or New York in regard to an early conclusion for the NPT. 

DR. SEABORG: "Jell, I'm optimistic about the ultimate 

attainment of a non-proliferation treaty; but I don't know 

what you mean by "early conclusion." I would hope that it 

could be concluded during the present session of the 18 nation 

disarmament conference, that is, that an outline of a treaty 

could be agreed upon before conclusion of the present session. 

2. QUESTION. (Meysels, \'Jochenpresse) Do you see any point 

in the IAEA taking over a control function when countries 

like China and France may not sign a treaty? Could the control 

of nuclear carriers or the proliferation of finished warheads 

come under the control agreement. 

ANSWER: Hell, I'll attempt to make a response to both of your 

questions. I definitely see a point to a non-proliferation 

treaty with a control article even in what I hope is a 

temporary absence of France and China at the beginning. I 

think that it is very important to stop the proliferation of 

nuclear weapons and that, of course, is the aim. of the non

proliferation treaty. Now your second question was ••• 

QUESTION: Could the lAEA also possibly control the proliferation 

of warheads or atomic carriers. 
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DR. SEABORG: I think that it is premature to make a Judgment 

on that. I think that we should do what we can to consummate 

the non-proliferation treaty. 

3. QUESTION. (Swensen~ Swedish Radio and TV) It struck 

me in listening to the speeches made here so far that both 

the Director General and the Soviet Delegates spoke only of 

the I.A.E.A. control of a NPT. There was no mention of whether 

or not Euratom is going to perform some control functions. 

Does this mean that this problem has nO\,1 been settled? Or \,lhy 

isn't it mentioned? Or do negotiations go on (remainder 

inaudible.) 

DR. SEABORG: Well~ I think basically the important point is 

the inclusion of an effective safeguards article. And the means 

ty which such a provision can be implemented are still ur;d:~t' 

discussion. I wouldn't say so much in the forum here - this is 

a matter that is primarily the responsibility of the ENDC in 

Ge~eva. It is possible that some plan could evolve which would 

utilize the experience of both EURATOM and the I.~EA. Both 

organizations have had extensive e:;;:perience in th·~ field of 

safeguards and already possess highly qualified personnel. 

4. QUESTION: (Dornberg, Newsweek) The Soviet delegate spoke 

yesterday about EURATOM being a very limited organization. 

Would you interpret this as a rejection of the compromise 

proposal that there be a three year period when they jointly 213 
inspect the countries of EURATOM. 
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DR. SEABORG: No, I wouldn't. I believe that there have been 

more positive indications in Geneva in this regard. 

5. QUESTION. (Anneliese Schultz, Daily Telegraph) Have 

any private exchanges been going on between you and your 

Soviet colleagues here or any other colleagues here in regard 

to Article 3 to find a compromise there. 

DR. SEABORG: No, I haven't had any private exchanges yet 

concerning Article 3. I don't know about my colleagues. 

6. QUESTION. (Schumacher, West German Press) Coming back 

to the relations between IAEA and EURATOI'·1 how is the situation 

about the so-called II guillotine" phrase - has it been 

maintained or has it been dropped by the US? 

DR. SEABORG: vJell, I am not sure that the guillotine phrase 

is an apt description of \A1hat was considered earlier, but if I 

understand it correctly neither the Soviet compromise 

arrangement nor the earlier U.S. draft contains such a provision. 

7. QUESTION. (Anneliese Schultz, Daily Telegraph) Do you 

foresee in this General Conference any public attempt by the 

Soviet Union to get a statement from the Conference in favor 

of a speedy conclusion of the NPT? There are reports and 

indications that they are circulating a resolution to that 

effect. 
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DR. SEABORG: vlell, we have also heard that the Soviet 

delegation is considering the possibility of such a resolution 

but our understanding is that they haven't yet decided if this 

is the proper forum for that or not. 

8. QUESTION. (Swensen, Swedish Radio and TV) Earlier this 

year, that is in February, there existed one Soviet draft and 

one American draft of the safeguards which were very similar if 

not almost identical. NOV'J, if you see a certain movement to\'Jard 

an agreement does this mean that you are now turning to a 

certain extent to the position on the control issue 

(not audible) •••••••• 

DR. SMYTH: I think I understand the question - lIm not sure 

l'lhat the answer is. 

DR. SEABORG: Myron, why donlt you • • • • • • • • • 

~m. KRATZER: I think that perhaps I could comment on your 

question. I think that there is some misunderstanding about 

the status of this Article 3 in the draft NPT not only at the 

present time but throughout these months of negotiation in 

Geneva. As you know, identical drafts of the treaty were tabled 

by the two co-chairmen, the United States and the Soviet Union 

about a month ago. They contained no article 3 - there never 

has been - and this I think is the important point - an agreed 

draft even privately on Article 3. This is a very complex 

negotiation which both the Soviet Union and the United States as 
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co-chairmen of the conference are consulting not only with each 

other but with many of their friends some of whom were 

represented at the 18 nation Disarm&~ent Conference and a 

number of whom - necessarily because it is only that number 

of countries - are not represented there. NOVI what happens 

from time-to-time is that drafts are exchanged between the tvlO 

for purposes of consultation with allies or friends but there 

has never been an agreement to this Article. 

QUESTION (continued) I can be a little bit more specific -

I am referring to (inaudible) ••••• the American Ambassador to 

Brussels handed over to the (inaudible) ••••••• and at the same 

time there existed a Russian draft .••••••••• 

ANSWER: MR. KRATZER: I'm sure that what was handed over was 

not a draft article to which the United States had agreed but 

an article which it agreed to consult with its allies. I think 

there is a difference. 

9. QUESTION (Dornberg, Newsvleek) The Soviet delegate 

yesterday made some comments about a 10% increase in the budget 

being excessive. vJhat, Sir" would you consider would be a 

ligitimate budget increase if the Agency were to handle 

inspection under the NPT? How much would this involve? 
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DR. SEABORG: Well I haven't made a study in terms of the 

actual amounts of money that are involved but I would hope 

that the budget would be large enough to provide for the 

safeguards function. I think that this is very important; 

and by the way, it is in my opinion, within the capability 

of the IAEA to do this without employing an inordinate number 

of persol1nel. 

QUESTION (Continued) May I add to that question. Did you see 

in that statement yesterday any possible indication that the 

Russians might want to weaken the effectiveness of the Agency 

in its inspecting role once there is a Treaty? 

DR. SEABORG: Not at all. Safeguards is only one function of the 

IAEA and as I interpreted the statement by the Soviet delegate 

yesterday, they were advocating a decrease in other functions 

of the IAEA, and I believe you could even interpret his 

statement as indicating that the money saved in that manner 

might be applied to providing for an effective safeguards 

function. 

AMBASSADOR SMYTH: May I just comment on that. It is my 

impression •.••• I really want .to .enforce what Dr. Seaborg said. 

That their comments on the budget had to do only with the 

present obligations of the IAEA and were not relevant to any 

possible additional obligations. I do not want to speak for 

the Soviet Union - I say that is my impression. 
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ANSWER: COfvlll1ISSIONER TAPE - If I recall the statement of the 

delegate from the USSR in the budget and program session 

yesterday afternoon, he recognized that in areas such as 

safeguards, if the Agency is to do more work, it will be 

necessary to increase the budget, and his sharp attack on 

areas of the budget came in areas such as the contingency item 

and some of the administrative areas, but he did recognize 

that if there are areas of the Agency program which are to be 

increased and strengthened, that it/ill talce more money. 

10. QUESTION: (Anneliese Schultz, Daily Telegraph): Do 

you feel there is any justification for the Soviet complaint 

yesterday that inspectors from Com~unist countries are not 

sufficiently used in inspection roles in the safeguards 

sector? 

DR. SEABORG: I don't know that there has been enough 

experience with inspectors yet to draw that conclusion. As I 

understand it, there is a provision in the safeguards area 

that allows the country being inspected to eliminate 

inspectors from countries that they feel would not be to their 

national advantage. I don't know how often that has been used. 

QUESTION: I understand that this is only a sort of taking over 

from diplomatic usage but not fixed - only a usage but not 

provided for. 
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ANSWER: Cm1MISSIONER TAPE - I might add one more point to 

what you have said. I think one of the difficulties at the 

present time is that the inspections are all in the western 

areas, none of them in the eastern areas, and until there gets 

to be somewhat more of a balance between the two, I think one 

will always estimate that there may not be quite a balance in 

terms of inspectors. It's a practical matter as I see it. 

11. QUESTION: H. Benedict, AP: Are any inspectors from 

Communist countries on duty in western countries or anywhere? 

ANSWER: COMMISSIONER TAPE - From a discussion I had the other 

afternoon, I believe I recall correctly that a Soviet 

inspector has been used in s6me Scandinavian facilities. 

12. QUESTION: (H. Swenson, Swedish Radio and TV): I wonder 

whether you would be. able to evaluate the real significance if 

there is any ••• of the Soviet Bloc countries to accept 

inspectors from the •••• regardless of the balance ••• Do you 

think that this is of any practical significance because Russia 

has conducted a non-proliferation policy like yours? 

DR. SEABORG: vlell, it might be true. that the Soviets have made 

an early suggestion for a non-proliferation policy in the 

eastern European countries, but the problem here is that as 

nuclear power reactors are built, they will produce plutonium 

as a by-product \,lhich can be used as the explosive ingredient 

in a nuclear weapon. Thus, although there aren't very many 
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power reactors in the three. countries involved in this offer, 

it's importance results from its application to the future 

because nuclear power will inevitably build up in those three 

countries. 

13. QUESTION: (Anne1iese Schultz, Daily Telegraph): Have 

any Soviet Bloc reactors ever been offered to inspection apart 

from those in NATO countries? 

ANSWER: I believe not. 

14. QUESTION: Dr. Tape, I Just wanted to make sure, you first 

said you believed there was no inspection in the West by any 

Communist inspector or official. On the other hand, you 

thought there was a Communist inspector in Scandinavia. 

DR. TAPE: Let me try to clarify that. I said the inspect ~:)~.;;, 

have been in the West, not that there was no inspection in the 

v!est. The inspection ••• And then I said in response to more 

detailed question, Have Soviet inspectors been used, and I 

said "Yes, it's my understanding they have been used in 

Scandinavia." That I s what I was tall::ing about. Does that 

clarify it for you? (Reporter says - yes, thank you). 

15. QUESTION: (H. Benedict, AP): My question concerns 

Romania. Is Romania still interested in purchasing a reactor 

in the United States? What is the situation at this time? 
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DR. SEABORG: vJell, I believe that Romania is interested in 

including the United States anlong those who might be asked to 

furnish bids for a nuclear power reactor. Does that answer 

your question? 

16. QUESTION: (H. Swenson, Swedish Radio and TV): I wonder 

if you could answer a question. I think this is within your 

terms of reference. Do you think that McNamara t s ann"ouncement 

of the development of an AI'1B system with the attached 

explanation that you are not going to violate the Moscow Treaty 

and that you are going to do the development only in the 

\vest •••• Does this mean that you are referring "by indication to 

increase status of underground testing? This is my question -

Don I t you think this announcement "fill delay the negotiations 

and possibly to conclude a comprehensive test ban? 

DR. SEABORG: I don't think that it will increase our rate of 

underground testing. It will of course have an effect on 

the quality, the kind of underground testing that would take 

place. I would hope that the nations who might become 

signatories to a non-proliferation treaty would understand 

the reasons for this decision and that it would not contribute 

to a delay or in any way offer "a roadbloclc to the signing of 

a non-proliferation treaty. 

QUESTION (Continued): I meant a comprehensive test ban. 
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DR. SEABORG: Did you say a comprehensive •••••• well~ it i~ still 

the policy of the United States that it favors a comprehensive 

test ban providing it has adequate controls, that is) 

adequate on-site inspections to insure that all nuclear testing 

has~ in fact~ stopped. 

17. QUESTION: (f\1eysels, "Jochenpresse) Would the US delegation 

be opposed to the injection of purely political questions about 

the unavoidable Middle East. I am thinking of the Middle East. 

issue which might come up. 

DR. SEABORG: Yes. 

18. QUESTION: (Baer, Nucleonics Week) Since we are in the 

Middle East now. A group of prominent Americans including 

former President Eisenhower proposed a l{ey to peace in the 

Near and Middle East. That the US team up with other people 

to irrigate the arid areas in order to decrease political 

tensions by giving people a better chance to live and live 

productively. Have concrete steps been taken. 

DR. SEABORG: Yes. First I might recall for you that. President 

Johnson made this proposal in his talk to a meeting of educators 

in the State Department in Washington - oh~ along about the 

19th of June, I don't know the exact date. My personal view is 

that such installations could contribute to the alleviation of 

tensions by helping to remove one of the main causes of these 

tensions~ namely the dispute over water~ and also by perhaps 
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contributing some of the other benefits that I mentioned in my 

talk at the General Conference yesterday, that is the 

production in addition to electricity and in addition to the 

desalting of sea water, of fertilizer to increase the 

productivity of surrounding land to help provide food for the 

population, and perhaps other industrial uses. My personal view 

is that such plants would be very worth while. The problem 

of course is not really a technical problem and possibly not 

even an economic problem - it looks to be economically feasible 

but the problem is a political and sociological problem to 

arrange the conditions, of course including the financial 

conditions, under which such plants could be built. Nothing 

in a definite way has followed since the President's June 

proposal. 

19. Q,UESTION: (Schumacher, \'lest German Press) One question 

which is not so hypothetical. Do you think if there is no other 

choice that EURATmiJ should be sacrificed in order to save the 

NPT. 

DR. SEABORG: I wouldn't attempt to answer that. 

QUESTION~ It's not so difficult as it sounds. 

DR. SEABORG: Well, it may not be hypothetical but I do think 

that it isn't going to be required. I believe that there will 

be a solution that wouldn't require such a drastic measure. I 

don't believe it would be up to us to say - who would say that 
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EURATOM should be sacrificed. I think EURATOM would have the 

say on that with respect to their adherence to the NPT. 

20. QUESTION: (Dornberg, Newsweek) In line with that, do you 

see the Treaty as a possible bar to some sort of future 

European integration especially for Germany with the "have ll 

countries such as France? This has been the German line all 

along, that the NPT would harm or hinder ·eventual European 

integration because France as an atom~c power could not be a 

signatory to the treaty in that they might then receive 

materials from France. Do you see the NPT as a bar to 

eventual European integration in line \tlith the German argument? . . 
This has been one of the consistent German arguments that 

signatories to NPT would possibly bar European political 

integration at some future date because Germany as a signatory 

would then be barred but France is not a signatory and might be 

receiving materials from them. 

DR. SEABORG: Do I see the NPT as a bar -

QUESTION: As a bar to eventual European integration, in line 

\tli th the German argument. 

ANSWER: "Jell, I don't see it - I'm just trying to understand 

more thoroughly the basis for your question. 

QUESTION: Perhaps I can make it more clear. This has been one 

of the consistent German argt~ents that signature to a non-

proliferation treaty would possibly bar European political 224 
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integration at some future date because Germany as a 

signatory power to the treaty would then be barred from joining 

in some sort of a political union with France which is not a 

signatory. 

DR. SEABORG: Oh, I see what you mean. No, I don't think so. 

Furthermore I don't believe - in my personal opinion - I don't 

believe France's position is that permanent. I mean if we have 

a non-proliferation treaty and it is successful I would hope 

that France would eventually find it to her advantage to sign. 

21. QUESTION: (H. Benedict, AP) What is your estimate of 

manpower and personnel required to do this NPT inspection job. 

DR. SEABORG: I have discussed this with both Mr. Nakicenovic, 

the Director of the Division of Safeguards and 

I~spection of the Agency, and with Mr. McKnight, who is 

the Inspector General for the Agency, and they estimate that 

trley would have to expand their personnel something of the 

order of 100 people to take care of the needs into the early 

1970s. This would be in addition to the present staff of about 

20 in the Inspectorate and, I think, another 9 or 10 in 

other parts of the Agency that have inspection responsibilit~es. 

COMMISSIONER TAPE: 130. That's for the foreseeable future 

like the 70s - the early 70s, and, of course, this estima~e 

applies only to the non-nuclear weapon countries. 
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DR. SEABORG: That is important. That is predicated on the 

application of inspection to the non-nuclear power countries -

non-nuclear weapon countries, I believe, is a better way of 

putting it. This assumes good training and effective inspectors. 

It is difficult to project much further than that because the 

nature of the inspection function might change after that. 

It may be possible to shift it to more critical or crucial 

areas like the chemical processing plants so that you 

shouldn't project it beyond the early 1970s by assuring that 

the number of people will increase linearly \tlith the increase 

in the total nuclear electric capacit~r. And it may become 
/ 

possible to do more by instrumentation as we proceed to acquire 

experience. 

22. QUESTION: (Braimi, Kurier) Is there any figure available 

for the number of establishments that 130 people would have 

to inspect in the early 1970s. Just roughly. 

DR. SEABORG: Well - I would turn to Myron Kratzer to see 

whether he has the figures. 

MR. KRATZER: vlell, an installation is such a flexible term -

it can be very small research reactor, it can be a very large 

power reactor; but I think probably what we're talking about 

are several score large power reactors and probably half a 

dozen reprocessing and fabrication plants \IThich are the 

installations which require a large bulk of the inspection 
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manpower. There already are dozens of installations if you 

count every research reactor and every laboratory where 

fissionable material is used and so forth. But if we look 

at the things that require the heavy burden of manl~oVli.;r ther. I 

think the numbers· that It ve estimated here are probably ::"G l~!:''''; 

ball park. 

QUESTION (Continued): If I may interrupt here Mr. Chairman. 

I would like to come back to the group of objections which 

exist to this NPT. One of them is that it would hamper 

industrial use and development of nuclear power. I think 

it would be most welcome if you could elaborate on that pOint. 

What is your attitude to these objections. 

DR. SEABORG: I don't believe that it would hamper the use of 

nuclear power, and by this I mean the production of electricity 

through nuclear power reactors, and I don't believe that it 

would hamper the general industrial capability of a country 

if it signs the non-proliferation treaty. I believe that the 

type of industrial development that a country foregoes by 

foregoing the development of nuclear weapons is not very 

substantial, not very important, in the development of the 

civilian economy. of a country. We· could" get into the area of 

the peaceful nuclear explosives - there we believe that the best 

route. by far for a country is to take advantage of the 

possibilities for the rurnish1ng to a country of peaceful nuclear 
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explosion services through an international body of some kind. 

These explosion services would be furnished at the lowest 

possible cost - and by that we'mean the cost wouldn't include 

any of the billions of dollars that have been expended to 

develop these nuclear explosives. 

QUESTION: Would it be intended that the IAEA would handle 

it. 

DR. SEABORG: I deliberately referred in more general terms to 

an appropriate international body. rlly own personal opinion 

is that at the proper time the IAEA might turn out to be 

that appropriate international body but I want to emphasize 

that this hasn't been decided or perhaps even suggested as yet. 

23. QUESTION: (Braimi, Kurier) There was a release by 

the Agency describing the difficulties of making desalinated 

water economically useable. I understand that this problem 

has been technically solved. vThat would be the cost of 

desalinated water. 

DR. SEABORG: Well, like all short responses to a question 

like this, one isn't able to develop the complete picture. 

The problem seems to be on the way to being technically solved 

and it does appear that the water and electricity produced 

concurrently will be economic. This is provided that the 

reactor is of large size. We are planning to build in southern 
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California,the utilities there and the water distribution 

system, the Metropolitan Water' District, a joint project - in 

which the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of 

Interior is involved. This will be a dual purpose nuclear 

power plant that will produce one million eight hundred 

thousand kilowatts of electricity and eventually desalt up 

to one hundred fifty million gallons of water a day. This 

electricity will apparently be produced, depending on the 

costing prinCiples used by the utilities, in the range of 3 to 

4- 4t mils per kilowatt hour. The projected cost of the water 

is 22¢ per thousand gallons. There are projections in the 

future for more advanced reactors and in larger sizes that cut 

the cost of this electricity down considerably and the cost of 

the water down considerably; ho\tfever in the countries where 

this might be applied, such as India, and this is just an 

example, or the Middle East, smaller size reactors probably 

would be used at the beginning. Here the cost of electricity 

and the cost of the water would be higher but they would be 

competing with higher cost electricity and higher cost water 

from other sources, and it does look tentatively like they 

\,lill be economically competitive in the smaller sizes that would 

be required in these countries in those areas - in those 

countries and surrounding areas. 
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24. QUESTION: (Anneliese Schultz, Daily Telegraph): To go 

back to non-proliferation unfortunately. Do you expect from 

this conference any statement at all that the Agency is 

willing or is the proper object to be the control authority? 

So far everyone has said this is right and Vie can use their 

system. Can we not expect any resolution in this conference? 

DR. SEABORG: No I don't anticipate any resolutions to be 

adopted malting such a statement but I do believe that the 

statement by the Director General was fairly definite on this 

subject. He certainly pointed to the capability of the IAEA 

to handle this and he welcomed, as I recall, the fact that 

reference was made to the IAEA as the agency that might handle 

this in the draft non-proliferation treaty. 

25. QUESTION: (Hans Benedict, AP): In other words you do not 

agree with Dr. Morokhov that there is a need right now to 

study the aspects of such a job for the Agency and to make a 

formal study. of it and to announce the results which 

Mr. Morokhov suggested to the Disarmament Conference of the UN. 

He said in this speech that the Agency should right now start 

studying the whole project which it looks as though the Agency 

has not yet done, and should submit the results of _this study 

to the UN. 

DR. SEABORG: vJell, I have the impression that it is implicit in 

the general preparations in the Safeguards Division that such 

plans are being made. 230 
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26. QUESTION: (E. Reed~ CBS~ San Francisco Chronicle): 

It looks like this conference is coming to an end. This 

question is probably more of a personal nature. Do you find 

that your activities and pressure of your role as Chairman of 

the US Atomic Energy Commission interferes or prevents you from 

pursuing your personal and primary role as a scientist? 

ANSWER: Well~ I think that I manage to keep up very well" 

or quite well I guess I should say" in my ovm field~ my own 

speciality, the transuranium elements. In fact" there are 

some aspects of my position that perhaps almost enhance my 

ability to keep abreast of this field. I am, for example, gj.T~r~~: 

a talk tomorrow afternoon at 5: 00 0 I clocle at the Physical 

Institute of the University of Vienna" - and I invite any of 

you who would like to come" - in which I will describe the most 

recent research on the transuranium elements and some 

prospects for research in the future and some ideas that I have 

~or possible future research in the field of the transuranium 

elements. I visited just on this trip" as I do on all of my 

trips" a number of nuclear research laboratories. I visited 

the Petten Laboratory, as did Commissioner Tape, which is a 

EURATOM laboratory in Holland~ and I visited the Wurenlingen 

Federal Institute for Reactor Research-near Baden" Switzerland, 

as did Commissioner Tape, and I will be visiting the Cassacia 

Nuclear Research Center near Rome next Monday. At each place 

I gave a talk on the transuranium elements, emphasizing the 
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latest research in this area. I do believe that I manage to 

keep up pretty well in my own speciality. 

--We will stay as long as you wish but if that's the end of 

it - thank you ve~J much. 

I think I should acknowledge the presence of Mr. Picker, 

the President of the Picker X-ray Corporation. \vould you ctand 

up Mr. Picker - who is a member of our delegation this year. 
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CHAIRI'ulN SEABORG: Shall we start? 

We appreciate your coming out to meet with us 

this afternoon. I don't have any startling announcement to 

make. \'le just thought '\ve wO':J.ld afford you an opportunity to 

meet with us and ask us any questions that you would like 

to ask. 

I thought I might begin by introducing those who 
,... 
'""/ . . are here with me. Ny fellow .comm~ss·~oners and some members 

of the Atomic Energy Commission, some key members of the 

Atomic Energy Corr~ission~ staff. 

On my left is Co::unissioner James Ramey. On my 

right is COTIunissioner Hilfrid Johnson. Just to the right 

of Corcunissioner Johnson is COTIlInissioner Clarence Larson. 

To his right is our General Hanager, Robert Hollings\,Torth. 

Further to my left here is our Director of Regulaiion, 

Harold Price. Sitting over in the corner is our Controller, 
,r --: to I -'. ._.4 •. '. ..-: ..,--. .~') 

John E. Bed-e's'Sfri our general 'counsel t Joseph Hennes~y i and 
; , 

Lester Rogers, who is the Director of our Division of 

Protection Standards. 

I believe that you have had handed out to you what 

could pass for an opening stateM(mt that I was going to make. 

I thought I would perhaps skip that. 

You have had a chance, I believe, to look at it. 

1>.1 so , a.long \'lith it is some backup material 
,1; f""{ ': C; .. -~_ r ._ :.. ..... '.< ~ 

concernhig.,various AEe prograIns .iD-p.r:~ that we have r.1.ade 
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l in recent years. Rather than read that opening statement, 

2 I thought that \ole Hould use the time to better advantage if 

3 I started immediately and asked for questions. 

4 So 1~, ~ith all the help I have here, I 

.5 should think that \-le \-lould have all the brains that would 

6 be required to answer any question that you might ask, although 

7 I am not·sure. So let's start with the first question. 

8 QUESTION: Has your Co~~ission taken any steps 

9 

I 10 

II 11 II 

to insure that further underground testing in Nevada will 

not release appreciable ~~ounts of radiation in the 

atmosphere? 
" il 

12 II 
II 

13 II 

CHAIRHAN SEABORG: Yes, \~'e have. 1-le are making 

a very careful study of the situation, a study that \-le 
II 

'I 14 

II 15 I! 
'j 

16 11 
'I 

II 
17 

," ... -~(-
thought is called for as the result of the Ba1neberry 

event on December 18 and we ";ill be guided by that in order 

to see whether \·;e need to change the methods ~- Jhe already 

very careful methods)for assessment that have been the 

18 practice in the case· of each individual test that we have 

19 held in the past. Each individual test is the subject of a 

20 very careful evaluation. 

21 v1e have a test evaluation panel that includes 

22 representatives from a number of other government agencies, 

~l including the En:~~~n~8_n,~al.' p~.~~~~t,~~~,~.ge.~~~_, 
. 24 tr EnviroTU'1lental Sciences' I\.gency 'now \d th the EP;., 

the 

25 ! government agencies. 

j 

'I I. 

and o~her 
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Of course, they are in an advisory capacity. 

The Atomic Energy Co~~ission.is 

test and for the decision of whe~her it is 

responsible for thr 

carried on or not. 

A number of other evaluations are made by other panels. The 

test is carefully evaluated at headquarters by headquarters 

staff, Yirst in ~ preliminary way and then I as the time 

for the test approaches; each test is t~~ evaluated by the I 
C ! 
qomrnissioners themselves, first in its early stages and then I 

! 
t 

just before it is conducted~ 

,.. ..t',~ '.' ' •.•. ,: .• 

He do care. on \'lhat \ve think is a very careful 

evaluation procedure here but in spite of that once in a 

a 

.. 

while an accident h~ppens. 

QUESTION: i'lhat attention has been given to-the 
0('/<""·/", 

geologic condl tion of the testing region? Is it ov-erall---

fissured? 

CHAIPJiJlJ'~ SE100RG: No. 

region? 

QUESTION: Yes, sir. 

O'~this particular 
/ I :::::::-

, 

! 

.:~-:' ~/E. l'" ,r ~ , 

CHAIP1·L'li'1 SEABORG: No. It \vas not ov-e-ra-l-l fissure(~. - . 

20 The.re \,1 as Gr)special _consideration given to the .geological 

21 situatio~. Here the Geological Survey and the Coast and 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I 
II 

Geodetic Survey both are called in for consultation and this 

particular area seemed to be normal before the test so far 

as fissures -- so far as the possibility of -fissures \"ere 

concerned. 
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1 QUESTION: HO\-l did the accident. happen i Dr. 

2 Seaborg? 

3 CHAIPJ'1.Al~ SEABORG: ~ve don't .knm·l yet. \'le are 

4 undertaking an 'evaluation and in the meantime have suspended 

5 testing until \';e can make an asses.sment and try to correct 

6 whatever the condition \\'as. We usually do this after an 

7 occurrence of this type and try to learn from it in order 

8 to make it to take every step we can in order to prevent 

9 a reoccurrence. 

10 . 
t3 

QUES'l'ION: Did this lead to,.;ard the Miniata 

~ 11 I 
~ 

.I 
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~ 
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11 ~ 13 -- 'I 
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II _0 
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II 
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progralU? \.'as this all part of the pretesting for that? 

CHAIPJ-lP...:."i SEABORG: The Hiniata progr&\\? That 

doesn't strike a responsive note among any of us. 

QUESTION: Miniata, as I understood it, was 

supposed to be the bomb that \-las supposed to be tailored 

specifically for underground shots to help the natural gas· 

17 industry. It was going to be fired some time this year. 

18 CHAIRl·L!u'l SEl.J}ORG: Oh, no. This \vas a \'leapons 

19 test. 

20 

1\ 

I 
21 

22 

QUESTION: Had no connection with that at all. 

CHAIPJ-1.Al.'J SEA.BORG: Had no connection with the 

Plowshare program or the program to stimulate gas recovery 

23 from tight formations, \.,hieh is a part of our Plowshare 

24 progra.m. 

25 QUESTION: What are your thoughts for Plow~hare i 
I 
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1 in fiscal 1973? 

2 CHAIru·li\.L'1 SEABORG: You mean -- fiscal 1972? 

3 QUES'l'ION: Fiscal 1973. 

4 CHAIW·1AN SE.lillORG: That is the year after the 

5 budget that will be announced within a vleek or t\vo. ~\'el1 , 

6 my guess would be that we will be continuing with emphasis 

7 

8 

9 

10 II 
11 !I 

II ;, 
II 12 

I' 13 II 
II 

14 I 

I, 15 
II 

16 !\ 

17 il 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

. ~-
on what we call ~ underground nuclear engineer~ng. That is 

that part of the Plm.;share that has' to do with developing 
~Q'rt, ~{.~ Ie..... 

means for recovering natural gas from tight formations, oil, 
'\ 

minerals from low grade ores and so ,forth. 

QUESTION: Will it be on a fee basis where 

industry kitks in the major portion or will you continue 

CHAIm·iAN SEABORG: Yes. I don't knm·, whr.;ther I 

"lould call it a fee basis but I think from nm'lon the 

underground nuclear engineering part of Plowshare will be on 

a cost t.he development program will be on a cost sharing 

basis, in which industry will provide more than half of the 

cost. 

QUESTION: How. soon will this be integrated into 

the working pr.ogram? 

CHAIHI·IAl.~ SEABORG: T:n.t is \"rhat we are doing no',,,.o 

Rulison was conducted on that basis. 

23 QUESTION: You don't foresee or you are not ",orking· 

24 

25 

I to"'lard a much greater role of industry accepting the cost. 

I 

i 
CHAIP~ SEABORG: On, yes. I would say as time 
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goes on industry \.,ill take care of· more and more of the 

cost and finally it ,,;ill be essentially all funded by 

industry if the methods that are developed are successful. 

. vle "Jill, of course i continue. to furnish the 

explosives and ~iGg::an&handle the explosive services, 

but as time goes on, if one aspect is successful and is 

taken up by industry, I Hould expect that· eventually they ·wou d 

pay all the costs, including the cost of the explosive. 

QUESTION: Is· Rulison an unqualified success 

CHAIRi·iAN SEABORG: It is too early to tell. \'le 

are testing both the a,11ount of radioacti vi ty in the gas as 

it flm-ls out and the pressure of the gas and the amount of 

flow over a period of time. It looks pretty good up until 

the present time but it is too early to tell whether it is 

an unqualified success or not. 

QUESTION: How soon after the proof of the 

pudding on Rulison would you think, Dr. Seaborg, 

! 
I 

that this I 

the natural I 
I 
I 

F-
technology could become an active technology Yer 

gas industry? 

CHAIKIJ1..N SEABORG: I think it will be a matter of 

five or ten years, or something of that sort. 

fhc Ate lowered radiation.levels for human exposure with the 
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~ est?hlishcd no reco~~endations for the present 

iodine 131 in milk and that there is one p~rtia1 section in 

there that we will continue to build nuclear pot-ler plants 

QUESTION: Nhat \v?is the question? 

QUESTI01'I: We can I t hear the question. 

CHArmIAN SEABORG: The question was directed 

toward. the recent article, or coming article, in Atlantic 

Nonthly by Paul Jacobs in "lhich the" author accuses the 

ABC of having inadequate radiation protection standards. 
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QUESTION: That is right, among other things. 

CHllIHEl'.N SEABORG: Ar..ong other things. 

(Laughter) 

CHAIPJ,l}.,N SEp,BOF.G:' \'7ell, it is quite an article. 

I don't agree ':lith much of it, if any of it. It dra\vs a lot 

of conclusions concerning the effect of radiation on people 

\-,ho \'lere involved in testing some 15 or 20 years 'ago on a 

cause ana effect basis I attributing cancers that \'Tere 

developed to exposures to radiation on an individual basis, 

v7hich '!:le think is not 'Possible. 

It speaks in t8rms of our Imlering the radiation 

protection stancan:s I t.1hicn is a r8sponsihili ty nO','J that 

lies with the Environmental Protection Agency. A study is 

being r.tade of the ?ossibili ty of 10'.'7e:cing these standarcs by 

a cOlT:rnittee of the National l\cader.ly of Scienc0'-~ He think 

that the actual 8I"',issioTls from nuclear pm'ler plants are so 

lmo7 that they can't possibly constitute a health hazard I and 

I believe that ue have a chart here that puts into perspcc-

tive the radiation protection standards and the emissions 

from the pm·,er plants as they opero,te today. 

PerhclDs I could go up to that chart and run 

through that to give you some ~;;. or should I not leave the 

micron hones? 

QUEST'Ion: 

nicro?~1oncs . 

f .• ,ln 
"~ would like you to stay with the 
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CH;'.IN';l'l~ SEABORC: All right, I '..,ill stay \"ith 

2 microphones. 

3 This is a chart that gives comparative informa-

'4 tion on radiation exposures .and the infornation includes 

5 the relative role of background radiation and then our 

6 protection guide standards, medical exposures, and finally 

7 the role of nuclear pOvler plants. 

8 Let me start at the top.. The annual ",hole body 

9 exposures from natural background radiation, '''hich includes 

10 three sources roughly speaking tl}at is, the radioacti vi ty 

11 due to -- that is present more or less every\"here in nature, 

12 in this ta~le or in the ground, in the house that you live 

13 in and so forth. 

14 And then the second source is cosmic radiation. 

15 

16 

17 every',·!here, about 25 percent in cosmic radiation and 25 

18 percent due to the natural radioactivity in your body, ,·]hich 

19 is mainly due tc the natural radioactive isotope Potassium 

20 40. That runs ahout an average of 100 millirerns per year, 

21 70 to 200. In 508e parts of tr-;( world that runs uP. to 2.. 

22 thousand or more, 1600' -- actually, it runs as high as 9,000 

23 I rnillirems per year in some parts of Brazil. 

2 A II, • ~ I' The radiation guides for exposure-to radiatlon 
p 
II 

25 II "'hieh are a result of the' reeor:u'l.enc1ations I not of the Ato!:1i.c 
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Ener<JY CO;"T.lis s iO:1, but 'he Fede/al Radiation Council and the 

." 1 "1 1.. \ . ~~f t d Nat10na CounC1 on RaCl1at1on Protect1on 'l'.easuremen s, an 
R;'</:=")~,~.~·c?( J 

the Internation21.l COJ:1.Di=:;sion on EZtlhttiUli Protection, #"e~.· 

are all more or less in agreement, ~ that occupational 

exposure shouldn't exceed 5,000 ~illirems per year. Ari 

individual in the population shouldn't receive more thnn 

500 millireP.1s per year. And a suitable sample population 

group, a larger population group, shouldn't exceed 170 

millirems per year. 

Compared to medical expos.ures, you have the 

averaqe chest X-ray this is to a localized nortion of the 

body -- of 2bout 20 to 500 rillirem. This, of course, is not' 

" '-C, 
per ycc~r. Actually, nechcal exposure~)per year on the 

average, counting everybody in the U. S., is about. 100 

rnillirems per year. A figure is given there for f1uo::-oscopic 

ex~ninations. First detectable effects -- that is, acute 

ex?osures -- I have been ta1kinq only about chronic 

ex~osures far 
"Vl 

come.s--at about 25,000 to 100 ,000 " , ., " 
rr,1~.l.l-so 

reEls. 25 to 100 R. 

COSr.1ic ra.G.iation exposure to the t. ..... hole body during; 

a round trip flight from ~ashington, D. C. to the ~·Jest 

Coast at, for exam?l~, 35,000 feet is about three to five 

rni11iren. The annual ,"lhole body exposure fron typical 

operati!1g ?mler reCJctors to ?ersons 1ivinCj near the site 

boundaries is about five mi11irc~s per year. The average 
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for oc:!r!;cr.s living \·:i thin four miles is less than one and the· 
. ,I 

average for the entire population in the U. S. is less than 

p/ 
one/one thousandtito/0f a milliren per year. 

I think this gives you a pretty good' idea'of the 

comparative radiation exposure picture and hO'.\' sr.1all the 

effect of nuclear power plants actually is. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, you say you find little 

agreement \·rith the assertions of the article. Is there any 

controversy about the assertion that nore than one hundred 

uranium ~iners have died of lung cancer because of exposure 

to radioactivity in the mines? 

CHI~IPJ·1I2i SEp.P.ORG: No. I thin}~ that is a true 

statenent. 

QUEs'rION: In vieH of that, and some of the other 

assertions, co you feel there is any need for the public at 

large to re-evaluate the risk/benefit relationship? 

CF....i-iIFll.T~,J SEl\BOr..G: Yes, ar:d I think th2.t is being 

done as part of the debate that is gOlng on today and also 

through reputable scienti.fic bodies such as the Nc:.tional 

Acadeny of Science'S COIn!ui tteethat is \"orking r.ow \Ii th the 

corruaission has adopted as part of its'rule-making procedure 

I 

I 
! , 
I 
I 
I 
i 
; 

I 
the rule that radiation enissions and the conseauent c:):oosurcs - - ! 

to people, radiation emissions from nuclea.r pmler plants, 
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QUESTIO~l: Hhat is the posture of the ABC then? I 

I 
Have you taken 0. firn position on t~le side of the benefit far i 

I 

oUt\-1eighing the risk I or are you open to nlakinga further t 

deternination in this area? 

CHAlru·1]>.N SEABORG: Our position is that the risk, 

as shm·m by these figures, is so small compared ,·Ii th other 

methods of generation of electricity that the benefit out-

.-
I "]ei9)is the risk. , I' 

Let Ine ex[)and a little bi·t on this comparison of 

other methods of ge~crating electricity . 

Recently, last August, there was an article in 

Science Hogczine. -- I thin,~ i t ~ .. 7as in the Imgust 21 issue 
l? c.';" (; {, 1"1"\ I ~.-;. s 

by bro statisticians at Carnegie-Mellon University in 

s 
Pittsburgh I Lave and ,~eskin, that made one of the first 

scientific atter;~nts to f.'1ake an assess:.,ent of the price In 

heal th and in ac:c1i tiona1 deaths that \'le pay due to air 

pollution. 

I 
They, on the Dasis of a rather careful statist.ical 

study, C3.r.te to the conclusion that if \7e could reduce air 

pollutio.l by 50 percent t.o.-c~"'"C, the- life e:-:pectancy of c. 
-t-~ 
v~ c.~· :?r'~ './" 

neHborn babV/Mould be increased by three to five years. - / \ 

They came to the further conclusion that this reduction in 

air pollution would reduce de~ths due to lufig diseases 

caused by air pollution, cancerp', emt?hysema and so forth, 
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by 25 percent. 

They cW!'.e to the further conclusion that such a 
I 
I 

3 I ' 50 percent reduction in air pollution \o:ould recuce deat!1s 

\ 
4 and diseases frOM heart and circulatory disorders by some 

5 10, to 15 percent. They came to the conclusion that it \vouJ.d 

6 ,I 

7 I 
8 \ , 
9 I! 

10 1\ 
II 

11 II 
l! 
;1 
j; 

12 Ii 
:! 
ii 
,; 

13 ;! 
;; 
Ii 

14 !I 
!, 

15 II 
I! 

reduce, on ari overall basis, 

4.3 percent with a saving in 

billions of dollars. 

caseases to the extent of about 
~~< .. cu( 

Anerica'sl\-nedical bill of some 

Let ne compare that \·li th -- if I can, and this is 

90ing to be some~~lat apnroxinate -- with the health effects 

from the .,. ~. racaoac .... l ve erdssions of nuclear 1)otJer plants . 

Sone estipates have been atteDntc~ in line with 

trying to do this on a statistical basis, and. the figure 

that is USEd -- and I thin}: is nore or less universally 

accepted -- is that ~le effect of chronic radiation on large 

1 .1 
6 ~ population groups on the average leads to a life shortening 

II 17 'I of about one cay for each one thousand nillirens I for one 
I, 

18 II 
19 1\ 

t 
20 a 

I II 
21 '1 

22 I 

23
1
1 

24 I 
Ii 

25 i 
u 

re!.1, in other 't.'!orCl,s. Life shortening of ilbout one day for 

each one thousand rnillire~s. 

If '>]13 ZlCC0pt t:1e figt:re of one-thousan(~th of a 

~il1iren as the average exposure in 1970 of everybody in the 

U. S., .that would be one million times less. One thousand 

l.,illirer:1s cor;1?ared to one-thousandth?!' of a If,illireIT.. S~), 
l 

that would be one-millionth of a day which i~ about one-tenth 

of a second. So, the average life shoitening due to nuclear 
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pm"er plants in the U. S. today is about on2-tenth of a 

second. That is to be cO!':'.pared \,!i th that th.reeto five 

years I mentioned earlier due to air pollution. 

The reason I make that co:nparison, of course, is 

that assU!i1i.ng that \'7e !':lust have eJ ectrici ty -- and I think 

that is a good assur.-:ption -- nuclear pO~:ler is the ,,'ay to 
~La~,--,c. ~--o 

generate it \ that:;'has the least detrimental effect on the 
I 

health of the Americ~n people. 

Nm'l, I don't "lant to say t.l-tat all of the air 

I 
I 

I 
i 

I , 
i , 
I 

! 
i 
I 

I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
i 

T,>ollution is Clue to the use of fossil £usl plants to generate! 

electricity, but an arypreciable fraction of it is, so that 

,.Tculd account thcre:l:ore for a Duch lar0erlife shortening 

than nuclear po· ... ·er. 

If I extrapolate the effect to some year in the 

future f SCl,y, the ye2r 2,000 I the estinates are that by the 

year 2,000, the averClge exposure to everybody l.n A.>nerica, 

if there are no inprovements in nuclear ?m~Ter plants -- that 

K 
is, in' capturing the efflu.ents li}(e ~'"Ypton 85 -- \\7ill be 

about b,1o-hundredths of a' rn.illirem~ 
i 

That Deans that the life: 

shortening would be ci)out20 tines as long -- per year, I 

hope I l,~ac.e that clear -- or abo'.lt on the avercHJc, non-

specific, from all kinds of diseases, would be ~bout two 

seconds per person per year. 

QUESTIG:!: Dr. SeClborg 

QUESTIOtl: Doctor, in covering some of these'24 8 
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public debates or ciscu.ssions ahout radiation effects, and 

more recently the supersonic transport,. as a layr.lan I get 

the inpression tha.t on one side of the argument are govern-

4 I rnent scientists and engineers defen~ing a position and on 

5 the other side very often I though not· ahlays, are scientists 

6 from universities ,·;ho are attacking the government. I \,las 

7 "lOnclering if there are scientists in uni versi ties ,·,ho agree 

8 wi th the government and "1~10 for some reason or other feel 

9 constrained not to step fOD1ard? 

10 CHAIRNl',N SE]\BORG: I thir).k there are many 

11 scientists in ~he universities who agree with the government.: 

12 :1 Thcv don't have the responsibility. The scientists in 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

., 
I 

!i 
;' 
q 

Ii 
H 
ii 
i: 
iI 
!i 
'I 
ii 
I! 
II 
,I 

II 

II 
!l 
1\ 

II 

24 II· 
!I 

25 'I 

I 

government hold press conferences and are asked to answer 

questions along these lines and obviously they are in the 

linelight in this matter. 

f 
I think there are many scientists -- I know I have: 

many friends in the university vho agree Hith the point of 

vieH I have just expressed. 

cmu·jISSImlEP. Rl'J·tEY: There Here 29 '·.Iho signed a 

letter supporting th~ radiation stailc1arcs during the past.' 

year. Lost of who!:l. ~ .. lere from uni vers! ties. 

CHAIPJvli\N SEABORG: Also, the National Council on 
(; 

,,;.~;."'=, .. ~ 
Radiation Protection and Measurements hmz:.e scientists fron 

the universities among its membership_ 

QUESTION: Dr .• Seaborg, didn't you have a very 
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good year last vefir in the nur.J)er of orders that .. ,ere placec1 

for nuclear po'::cr plants? 

CHliTR.i'l\N SE1\J30RG: Yes. 

QUESTIOi'!: What "Jere the nuMbers last year as 

compared to 1969? 
i 

CHAlIU,!AN SEABORG: I ,·,ill give them approximately. : 

This can be corrected, but about 15 last year for a total 

of about 15 million kilmlatts, and 'about six for 1969 for 

about six million kilmlatts. 

And then going back to 1~G8 and 1967, of course, 

7..0 
they '·lere up around y~ plants I around 20 million kilo;·lc.t.ts 

per yeL"1r • 

QUESTIO::-J: Dr. Seaborg -'--
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QUESTI01~: ~vhy do "'lehave such a draraatic upsl;ling? 

2 CHt"\IRaAN SEABORG: This is a part' of the normal 

3 picture in the utility business. i It is not confined to nuclear 

4 power. It is also the case with fossil fuel plants. They 

5 I have a sort of cyclical pattern and it has .bappened in the 

6 I past, and probablyi t Hill happen in t..'1e future. 

7 QUESTTON: Dr. Seaborg, in connection \-lith that, 

8 Assistant Secretary of the Interior Hollis Dole delivered a I 
i 

speech the other day and in it he says that they forecast that.l,: 

by 1980 ten percent of the nation's a~ticipated energy supply 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23. 

i \·;ill be provided by nuclear pm·ler. That seems to conflict 
II 
II 
" 'th I! \H - yours 
1\ ;; 
" H 
1\ 
II 

CHl"\I PJ.1t"\N SEABORG: 

il Hollis Dole about this. 
H 

It does, and I have talked to 

H 
H QUESTION: Can you reconcile that? 

II 
i Yes. ~·;re predicted as early SEABORG: 

I 
, as 1967 -- and I \.,ill come back to this -- that there .. -lould 

I be somewhere beh]een120, 000 and 170,000 mega;:atts installed 

I in the United States by 1980. This a~Dunts to about 25 per-

cent of the predicted installed capacit.y at that time, ~'lhich 

~vas predicted to'be about -- the ~edian of that, the 145 or 

150, 000 mega~-;atts, "-lOuld correspond to 25 percent of the 

predicted installed capacity in the United States in 1980)\-

24 ! 
. I 

Hhich ",'!as predicted to be about 600, 000 mega\-!().tts~ .?tR,.} .~t is --
25 I 

.1 

~ 

a little higher than that in terms of the,predicted actual 
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electrical energy furnished by, nuclear pOHer. In other ,.,ords, 

*\~ c.rv ...... 
the nuclear plants are predicted ~ line a little higher 

fraction of the time than the fossil fuel plants., j 
I· 

in order for it to be as little as ten percent} 

that i.'JQuld correspond to about GO, 000 rnegai.·latts. If you add I 
up the nuclear pO\'1er plants that are nm'1 operating, \'7hich, is 

a small number, under construction or con'tra.cted for by the 

utilities in the united States, this amounts to about 90 

, 
,I 
I 
I 

plants vIi th a total installed capacity of 80 r.tillion kilO\·:atts'. 

That is just plants that are under construction and contracted: 

for today in January of 1971. 

So it looks like we surely will exceed 60 million 

kilowatts and the indications are that we will probably hit 

fairly closely 150 million kilo~'iatts by 1980. 

Now, there is one other point I would like to make 
. C<c0't..cc·~. ,}-:/) t;'!c ~,:o/,r·.~ (~-:::.~!C,._,,~ 

in this connection, 2nd that h~/fhat the Atonic Energy 

Comrnission has overestimated the ar.1ount of nuclear power that; 

would be expected and that hence we have fallen behind and 

that this is one of the reasons for our blackouts and so 

forth. 

I have the figures here of the estimates that we 

have actually made-. In 1962, in the ,~port to t!w President 

\ve estimated that there would be operating by 1970 I 5000 

mega\·mtts and by 1980, 40,000 megCl,';I:l.ttS. Uhat I am going to 

show is that we have never overestimated. We have alw~ys 
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1 II underestimated Hnat has actually taJ:en place. I . 
2 In 1964 ''w'e estimated that by 1970 there would be 

I l 000 0 

3 I·l\ to 7000 megm<atts and that by 1980 there Hould be 60:£:0 

4 90,000 mega'..rattsi in 1966 \-le estimated that by 1970-71 there 

5 I Hould be more than 10,000 megm<atts and by 1930. there would be I 
I 
I 

6 
00 

80;"to 110,000 mega\-latts and then in 1967 we estimated 150,000 

7 meg a"\·7a t ts • 

8 I 

9 11970 ,.as 
The actual amount of nuclear pmver on ti1e line by 

10 

11 

about 7000 rnegawatts~ Just about "\-;hat \'le estimated 

II in 1964, substantially more than we estimated in 1962. The 
I, 
~ amount that is n6w surely going to be on the line by 1970-71 

Ii 12 ii . ...,,,,,,.,. 00 C' ",..1 15 000 ..,.' - " t .... il lS so.\,~ .. !1~r ~ .aroU.l........, r:kgcl\JCl l...S, just on the b~5i5 of the~ 
I Ii 

!l 13 il plants that are nearing co~~letion, and we estimated more than i 

II 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 
23 

!j 

" 10,000 megawatts for 1970-71 in 1966. 
t! 

ii 
!I 
il 
'I 
!! 

In other ":orc1s, the 1\ tomic En'3rgyCor.u-nission has 

Ii I not overestimated the amount of nuclear power that actually 

came on the line. They have underestimated it in every instaYlce 

II II in that connection. 

lour estirCi'3.tes are based on surveys of the utili ties and 

C01v~nsSIOXER P~~'lEY: I want to add one other thing , 

Going along with our estimates, of 

1 
discussions Hi th the ::'ederal PO'.-7er Commission, and our est1-

I 

I mates have followed pretty close to the Federal Power 

I 
24, !, 

Co~~ission estimates. 

range. 

They have been in the same general 

2511 
I 

QUESTIOlJ: Dr. Seaborg I \'lhen are \,;e going to find 
I 
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mn4 1 an answer to the pOWGr crisis? 

2 

3 

4 

,5 

6 

I CI-IAIR!1..:'\N SEABORG: \'lhen? ~';ell, not inunediately, 

Ibecause there is a lag in our ability to put power on the j 
I I 

II' I lne. It depends, of course,' \-lhat you mean by pOHer crisis. I 
II'le Iilay 

I 
get through the critical years ahead \dthout any black-I 

outs. I do not knoi;l. There a.re various predictions on this. 1 

I 
It is quite possible that 'ole \·,ill, although it \·Till be tight. I 

i 
COHi'USSIO:-JER P.A~lEY: Some of the power crisis 

, 
seemed 

to go away when they raised the price of coal. There seemed 

to have been none available, but when the price went up, theri 

it seemed to get more available. They were blaming a part of 

that lag on nuclear po~er, but it did not seem to be nuclear 

pm-ler's problem. It seemed to be that the coal producers n2eded 

more :-noncy. 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg, in your recent t~lks with 

the Prcsi~cnt were you given any indication as to ~lether the 

Atomic Energy Conmission \-1ill exist in its present form b,!o 

years fron nO\-,1? There is talk nm-l of a ne\-, department of 

natural resources. 

CHAIm-lfu'I SEADOTIG: There have been no indications 

that the Atomic Energy ComznissioI'_\-lill not exist tHO year'3 

ftom now. There was some talk earlier last xear as the 

result of somerecow~endations, some broad recommendations 

\'ihicn incl 1.lc1ed suggestions that \wul(~ have a-ffected the 

future of the 1\.tomic Energy commissicr:,; by the Ash Council, 
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mp5 1 that certain functions nightbc ta~cen a\'lay fron us or trans-
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2 ferredor that we might take on additional functions such as 

3 bccoming a nationul energy agency rather than an atomic 

4 energy agency. Those seem to be dormant no\-] and the only 

.5 change that \':as made ... ·:as to remove from the JI.tomic Energy 

6 Commission the radiation protection standards function, which 

? \-]ent on Decenber 2 of last year to the Environmental 

8 . Protection Agency with our strong blessing and endorsement. 

9 

10 

11 

1;) 
"' 

13 

14 

15 

We think that is the right place for that to be, 

Ithat that might remove some of the criticisr:1. that has accrued 

'I 
II to the ],tonic Enercrv COf.'l..:nission, that they "'lere setting the 
~ J_ 

~radiation protection standards as well as promoting atomic 

II 
Ii energy. 
II 

II QUESTION: If I can follow that up, do you think 

II 
~we can have a national energy policy without a single 

11 

I 
t 

I 
I 

'I 
! 

16 Ii national energy agency that -- has the AEC made reco~~endation~ 
,I 

I? " I along that line? I 

! 
18 I Clii"'..IP11.!'..N SEi\BORG: I will answer the last 

i 
part! 

I 
19 of your questi9n first. The 1\EC has not made any recom.;'7lenCi.-

20 I ations along that line. I have to answer that on a personal 

21 /1 basis. I do not eV211 knm',' 'I;lhethe,:::- my fellm'/ com;nis sianG):·!": 

22 agree with me or not. I think that in the long run, and I 

23 do not want to try to estimate how long that will be, but it 

24 is not a matter of months, I think that the way to establish 

25 and implement a national energy policy is to have a national 

1 

I 
. ; 
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~?6 1 energy agency, but I want to emphasize that is my own persocal 

2 vie\']. That is 'not an ;~dministration Vie\'l and perhaps not the 

3 ViC\'l of my fellm·] cor:-.missioners. 

4 QUESTIOi.'!: Have you' I<12.de that suggestion to the 

.5· President? 

6 CHi\Iru.ll,N SEA!30RG: I have not. 

#3 7 

5'.;"" 

~ c: 
-:<. 

~ --;,; --.g 

~ 
~ 

8 

9 I 
'I 

10 I 
11 ,I 

L 
" 

12 Ii 
I , 
i 

13 I 
II 

14- I 
I 

15 I Ii 
16 Ii 

\' 
Ii 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 , 

22 

23 
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11:?<1 
1 COBrtrSSIONER Rj\l·!EY: . I might express a 

LEt'74 2 
Ini 

personal vic\.] that there. '"Till probably have to be so;ne 

3 transitional stages before you ever get to having an 

4 energy corar,15_ssion or an energy agency and that there is 

5 there arc means available through 'interdepartmental panels 

6 or an interdepartmental couneil on energy .by v:hich research 

7 and development and other aspects of energy could be 

8 coordinated a little better. 

9 \"Ie had a very successful interdepartmental 

10 
II u 

';) 
11 

II 
i1 

~' " :, 

cor:~i ttee on the siting of pO\'ler plants, of all types of 

pm-ier plants that C2.r.~e out. ,.!i th this report on ele.ctric 
~ " ~i:: 

12 ii 
0 if 
~ ii <.. 

~ H 
'-U J.3 -

PO"'i8r and the environrr:ent, in "!hich . all of the energy 

agencies participatsd a!1c:' the environr.1.ental agencies ,., 
;;:: 

--~ 14 II t~~ 
II '" 15 <> 

II t3; 
• r !I 1.0 

II 
17 " 

ij 

18 II 
'I II 

19 il 

participatcJ and it's possible at the policy level to 

get these groups together. 

CO~:!·~ISSIO:·;LE JOE::;SO:n:. I ~'iOuld like to add a 

,,,ord to that. !"?hen you tall: about an energy agency I you 

have to <iecide ,·:here to split the pie. "]hen you talk about 

raw energy and oil and gas and coal and uranium, and ti1en 
'I I, 

20 ij 
II 

21 II 
I 

there'is thE: matter of processing that material and con-

verting it to other fOITlis likc, f.;)r exaEtple, nuclear fuel. 

22 I 

23 I 
Then there is a conversion problem \1here you 

burn the fuel and convert the energy from heat energy 

24 II 

II 25 
I 

to m~ch2.nica.l energy. 

After that there is the trans~ission problem. 

I! 
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Somep1aco, if you have an energy agency, you have to define 

,·!hat that agency \·!ill no one has ye~ really in ~ refined 

\'lay done that. 'l'here is a lot of ""ork to be done. 

QUESTlm~: Are you headed into a record nuclear 

weapons production period nm.,? 

CEl\IPl~l\N SEABORG: ll.re \-Ie headed into --

QUESTIOH: A greatly expanding nuclear weapons 

picture? 

CHl~IRl-il:..J.~ SEABORG: No, I wouldn't say so. 

QUES'l'Im; : \'7e are told Congress will be asked to 

appropriate $265 ~illion for a safety overhaul of the 

nuclear we~pons proeucing facilities. 

Can one 2.SSUf:1.E: from that that the public 

adjacent to those facilities for 10 these many years has 

been overly exposed to danger and it took the Rocky Flats 

fire to draDatize that danger to the AEC? 

CE;\IW,:;]>.N SEJ..BORG: I ,,-,oulan f t say that at all. 

I don't think that they have been exposed to danger. We 

./ 

think it's prudent t-.:::~-g/t after all these years many of these 
~. ,,--

facilities, you may recall, go cleat back to· just after 

the Har'? 
L Some of them actually to the \'lar. And in the 

meantime there have been great advances in safety in the 

operations themselv8s 2.~d.in fire prevention, and as a 

matter of just prudent -- as a r..latter of prudence and good 
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business management. 'tIe think the time has come to 

in'.prove a number of these facilities. 

QUES'l'IO?J: If that much Iiioney 

Q{jESTIm~: Has the AEC evidence that indicates 

Israel tested or is about to test a nuclear device? 

CHAIPJ'l]~t~ SEABORG: No. 

QUESTIOH: Can you shed any light on the 

persistent speculation that Israel is working hard on 

perfecting an atoI:1ic bomb? 

CHl~IP1':AN SEl'.BORG: I don't think I can shed 

very much lisht on that. "le don't have any evidence that 

has led the ,~tor'lic Energy CCInITiission to that conclusion. 

QUES'l'Im~: Dr. Seaborg I in his testimony on the 

E:.'C 
Rocky Flats facilities, General Gill~Bfr called the thing 

old, outmoded, increasingly hazardous operation. 

I understand you are remodeling there. W~re 

t:he enployc:cs at the Rocky Flats installation ever 

endangered by these old outmoded facilities? 

CHl\IPJ/;}\N SEABORG: I vlOuldn I t. say they were 

endangered. I don't think the employees at Rocky Flats 

Here eniangered. 

I think that, as I have indicated, Hith the 

passage of more th2.n 15 years there have been so many 

improvemonts in the way of doing things that-we can decrease 

the radiation exposure already small to even lower levels. ) ~ ,) 
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QUESTIO:'J: Is it fair to call the builciings 

and facility there outModed and hazardous? 

I \-lOuld say in the sense I 
1 that he is using the \'iOrd, yes. In the sense that "le have -T 

I >1ouldn' t have used the word haz ardous -' .- -- except I 
relatively, that "le can do much better than ,,:hat is possible I 
with the teChniques that \'Jere installed when the building 

'vas built and in the intervening years. 

There has been so much progress nade in 

building materials) in ''lays of handl~ng plutoniu..) and 

in fire preventio:1 f:1.Gthoa.s that "'le think. that ,'le should 

ta]~c ac\." ~n tilgc c f t!l€r'ti. 

QuEsrl'IO~~ : You mean this is ..... . an al.-OInlC age 

antique? 

CHAIRl·ll\.N SElillOHG: l'Jell, yes, in that sense. 

.ZU1ything built 15 or /.0 years ago in the industrial sche;::e 

of things is susceptible to a great deal of improvement. 

QVESTIO~: Mr. Ruckelshaus at EPA which now 

has the rac:.iation sctti:1g thing as you mentioned has 

said that he thinks the ~tate5should be permitted to go -
ahead aTl.cl adopt stricter stcmclu'rds on e~,ission5 from the:: 

power plants and he said that since this decision came 

out on the Minnesota case. 

I \'londer if you \'iOuld cor:'J",~ent on that and hm'l 

if that happened, v:ould it interfere VIi th your ideas 2.bout 
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hm'1 nuclear [JO'.-ler plants should develop in the next fe\·j 

years? 

CHl\IP1~!l..N SEl'.BORG: Do you "lant to COITu..ent on 

that, Commissioner R~!.1:1ey? 

CO~,HHSSImH:R mUlEY: I ir,lagine this question 

arose in relation to the decision by the U. S. District 

Court in ~innesota which held that the federal government 

had preempted this area of regulation and the states could 

not regulate the effluents froQ nuclear plants by reason of 

the 1959 aJ-;-lenc1n~ent of the l~tomic Energy Act. 

"7el1, I think our vie"" on this is that the proper 

way to go about bringing about the role of the states in 

the regulation of nuclear pm.'cr plants is in connection 

\·,ith this 1959 a-nenc.r..ent, \'7hich took into account that 

over a perio6 of time the states might exercise a greater 

role. 

The purpose of that anendInent ~ .. las to permit the 

states to regulate radioisotopes that arc produced in 

reactors, that are used on a large scale basis, and under 

that legislation the'AEe has enterec1 into about 22 agree-

ments \·,i::.h the states for c1el-egating to the states t..i!\3 

regulation of radioisotopes. 

In order for a state to qualify and enter into 

-
such an agreement thcy have to shov that they have the 

staff, that they have the facilities, that they have the 
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.-;:. 

established stam.!ards cor.~:)atible \oJiththe AEC and so on 

so that you can have a gcod state program in that area. 

tim.', Vie believe t~at the proper thir.g to do then 

\'lOuld be to see \'i11c.:ther or not the Act should be amended 

to permit the states to participate in this nanner. 

No\'1, there are more complications, I \-lould 

hasten to add, betHeen the state regulation on effluents 

and the AEC regulv..tion on the safety of nuclea.r pmver 

plants including effluent.s so there may have to be a furth'er I 
transitional period and onc of the things vie are \'lOrking 

on no'.oJ is to enter into somewhat we call pilot agreements 

with the states by contract so ~!at the AEC and the states 

can r;:oni tor the rac.ioactive effluents from nuclear pm·.'8r 

plants. 

\\'e have entered into such 2,n agreement uith t~e 

State of Pennsylvania. ~e are working with the State of 

l'laryland and t.he State of l':8\'1 Yor;~ and "'ould be expecting 

to enter into agiecBents with other states. 

There is the kind of thing that other states 

are interested in and concerned about, so they can have 

some indE'pe'1cent cstir.,ate of \-.'ha+; ·the degree: of effluenta 

from pO'.·:er plan':.s are. 

~O\.;.' to point out the prcblems C1ncl the difficulty 

of dual regulation, Ul"!clCr tile Corl'u:-:issiOl'l r s regul?tions that 

Chairr:1an SeaDcrg men tionecl that \'i2 have put into effect 
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tI:C'.t requires a utility on a nuclear pO~':er plant to hold 

t"> 
the radioactive efflucp..,ee- as 10\'7 as, practicable, under 

this forr.:alizC'.tion of u practice that the Cor:tmission had 

engaged in for man;' years, the Commission I through 

!·!r. Price I S organizationrevie,'!s t11e design of each plant 

to see that the levels of ra~ioactivity, these incidental 

effluents that are mentioned here that \-TOuld amount to 

no more than five millirerr-s at a boundary ,and ",hich are 

only a vcry fe\'] percent of this established standard, the 

Commis~ion has beeri and will be rev~ewing these levcls 

and \·:e have been ",orking r.O~·l to see \,:hather or not '-:e can 

provide guidance to the utility applicant, to the equipFlent 

compc:ny that builds the plant on ranges\vhich they \'7ill 

design these plants to stay within. ' 

Then, 2S I nentioned, the Commission and the 

utili ty and hOj?-:::fully the states \-;i11 participate, ,,·d.ll be 

nonitoring these plants to make sure these effluents are 

at these very low levels. 

Well, there can be some question raised then: 

~'Jhat ,.'ould the state be doin'J if it set a level dif ferent 

from what this very low one that ~ould be established feL 

each plant under the COTIunission I s regulations? 

So '\;/e believe, hm,revcr ,-and He are ~dlling 

l.n good faith to e;~plore this, \-lith the states and "lith 

the Congress, on Hhcther or not Section 274 of the 1959 
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In thC'.t sort of frame\'lork, then, it Hould be 

son~m'lhat similar to' in the field of ~·:ater pollution or the 

therDul effects, \'lhereby nr. Ruckclshaus' agency ar:proves 

state levels for the~al effects, and that the federal 

government sfill plays a fairly large role. 

NO\-1, "]e believe the saiety -- looking at the 

+5 
safety of nuclear pO";er plants in relation to the effluenee--

is a somc\·;hat r.,ore cO::'.lplicated k.indof thing than just 

looking at levels of thel:mal effects, so ,·rhether or not· 

this is something that the Con;mission, the l.dministration 

and the Congress ~·'ill finally co:ne to the vic~., that the 

llct oug;d:. to be an,enc.ec1 th<lt "lay is sOTIething \-:e \vill have 

to see ~bcu~, but it'~ something we believe should 
t.. _ 
lJt:: 

explored and to see sort of what the pros and cons are. 

In the neantinc r as I pointed out r and as the 

Chairman pointed out, these levels are so 1m-I as to alnost 

not be able to be detected throu~;h n;oni toring and that 

there isn I t any great problem Hhile ~ .. !e are ",orking out 

such arrangements. 
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QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg I I "londer if you could 

cOffi.'T'.e n t ? It seems that all thes2 problems concernec1 "li th 

3 regulation by t.l").e s tate and J:'ederal GoverrlInent seem to be 

4: 

.5 
ji 

6 

7 

8 
11 

9 
!I 
'i 
\1 
Ii 
I' 

10 .! 
;i 
'I h 
" ;1 

Ii 
,; ., 

12 
i 
H II 
II 13 Ii 
I! 
II 

14 11 
II 

15 
II 

I' ;1 
:i .. 
II 1: 
Ii 

, ro 
J../ 

18 

19 I 
! 

20 I 
I, 

21 
'\ 

22 

I 
23- I 

:1 24 I' 

25 

placing the nuclear industry in a place ,·,here they might not 

be able to compete 'vi th onventional pm'ler sources. 

Is this a great danger with these environmental 

considerations? 

CHAIRt·1AN SEABORG: I don't think so. I thin}::: I 
they have -- the nuclear industry has a cost advantage and I I 
think that is becoming app2.rent nO\'l' as the cost for the fossil 

fuels are going up. 'fh{3Y have gone up dramatically wi ~'1in 

just thtJ last YCClr 2nd the indic2.t.ions are th2t they ,·;ill go 

up further; whereas l the cost for nuclear fuel itself is, 

while going up, ~~ only a very small percentage of the 

cost of the fossil fuels • 

QUESTION: 
<:: 

';'/hat 2.re the prospei\ts for the 

of nuclear energy to space propulsion? In your statement 

you say ~~at the reusable nuclear flight engine, is this to 

become the space vehicle of the future? Hmv remote do you 

thi~~ that future is? 

CHAlru,!AN SEABOP.G: "Jell r \\'e believe t-hat depenc.ing; 

on the priority of funding, that He could have a nuclear I 
fli gh t engine re ady by the early (80s, something of tha t s or t .1 

I 
I 

It is that l:ind of tim'2scale: I 

COHHl'.NDER Rl~,:EY: \-10 have had a very successful i 
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de~elopment phase of the nuclear rocket engines where we i 
I 

2 II 
I 

I 
have gone through the technology ph;:l.se and nO'.·, are eng aged· in 

3 I 
i 
! 

preparing for ground development of a flight-rated engine. I 
I 

QUESTION: Dr. Seaborg I ,-;ere you disappointed 
I 

5 in the decision of the Panama Canal Cor.1J.--nission to not use 

nuclear crate~ing devices t~ help build the canal, and as 

a corollary to that, v;he're do you thirik this leaves this 

technology at the moment? 

CHAIR~·1AN SEABORG: Yes, I \-lOuld say I '-las 

disappointed, but I didn't regard i~ as an unreasonable 

decision. It \'las bclsed on the fact that the technology 

haeD't advCl.;.c.sd to 'b"le point \-,hare they could reCOHl.l1end its 

l::'; 
:, use at this time and t.1-)eir report \'las due by the end of 1970. ' 
II 
I, 

1 
II 

- Ii 
J: il 
I· 

1 - .f 
~.) ,I 

II 

They didn't rule out, by any means, the possibility 

of nuclear r.12ans being used uhen and if sometir.le in thG future 
!! 

1 ~ " D 1\ the excav2.'i:ion technology Hill be developed to a poirlt that 
II 

1 ',- ,I 
!i would make i ts£;-l:f feasible. 

II 

:: II 
\' go 
.1 

The second part of your question, where will it 

I thin.'\ that it ;.viII be used. I hesitate to try to --

20 II I am talking about excavation technology nm·; -- I hesi tate' 
,\ // 

21 :I ,. 1 b . ~ crf/~/t- d ill to tr}' to est::..mate a tln~2sca ~ U'!:. It aoes ·o.v.e.,-r;. a vantage~" 

I
i 

22 which I thirlk Hill become apparent in many sections of the 

23 \i world as time goes O~. 
24 II 

II 

25 j' state of the Soviet effo"t in the Tokima.'< machine ani! as 2: 6 
QUESTIO~: : Cha~ :::::-man, '\-:oulc1 you- comment on the 

I 
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1 I 
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I coroll2.ry to th':::i:, ;;·loulo..l y:.n~ t"nilU11ant on our m-m efforts to 

2 I 
3 I 
4 

I 

build such a device? 

? CHAIR"'~"" l\l S ..... -n BOT.JG· 0:;,. .. 'I..!. .L!';' •. , .c. ~ J.' • 
--..", . 

the Tok~a:;. 

I 
I • 

develo};-ir-;g ,-. j 

is a 

Yes. The Soviets, in 

app~oach, have made a step fon~ard -- this 

5 i 

I 6 
, 

cpontrolled thermonuclear reaction' ---have made a step for-

\'lard that in the eyes of many -- not all -- but in the eyes 
! 

7 I 

8 .I 
II 

0 II .-

10 
Ii 
H 

~ 
il 
II 

J.1 !: 
or"; :, 

of many is perhaps the greatest that has been made by any 

nation in the last couple of years. 
j . 
; I should say that due to our program of close 

cooperation \d th the Soviets, \'le have the full benefi t of 

that step fon-7ard and so!ne of. our labs have modified their 
~ !: 

"1: !! 

12 
.. 

t) !: 
-0 .! 

<J' :! 

~ 
., 

'. !: -- 13 
~ 

;~ 

:1 

OJ 
prograr,1 to i.nclude the Toki!:l2k 2PPj:OClCh. I thin .. ~ t.;"is is a 

VGTY good e;.:arilple of internai::.ional coopenttion ~.nd hm'! it 
-...:~ " 

" iLl ;! 
~ I ~ 6 

If) :! 

" " C;; ;: . , 
l' 

" 
. ,I 

has'lcd to greater progress by many nations and the saving 

of money • 

1.0 I! 

Ii I say many nations. There are oti1er nations 
~ : 

17 Ii 
II 
11 

18 'I 
!I 
II 

besides the: United States and t11e Soviet Union, including 

England and France I that are "lorking in controlled thermo-

19 l' 
'\ I. 
1/ 

~ 20 1\ 
(I 
), 

21 Ii 

II 22 
1\ 

nuclear reactions as ,·,ell. ~'rnere controlled thermonuclev.r 

reactions is a vety difficult assessment to make . .stand I 
I 
I 

1 

I 
It is a very difficul t technology. 1 

As I have indicated, a good deal of pTogress has 

been made over the years. 

23-11 
1 Ii 

~l1 :1 

~ ~ II 
25 'I .. 

II 

1\ 
I! 

, 
i 

Specific2,11y I ";2 unoc:rst".nc1 the principles I but the actual 

building o.r tr _, .::":;.'in83 involves th2 solving of 5022 very 

difficult proglems. We have not yet succeeded in producing 
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a sustained thermonuclear reaction, a 5ustain£d f~~n re~ctioi: 

th d 1 ·· 'h t f'l at pro uces more energy t'l.an ~t consumes ~n t e ac 0 pro-, 

dt1cing that susta5.1!2d reaction .. We knm'lthe conc1i tions of I 
temperature and ion concentration' in the plasma and contaiI1f[l.e~t 

I 
i 

time that '\'lOuld lend to such a sus tained reaction. 

Some of our scientists think that '-Ie are \.;i thin 

I 
I 
i 

a fe\,l years of reaching that point. Some scientists say 

'\.;hen \'7e reach that point \'le \.;ill have reached the sa.'ne point 
j 

9 I as' fission reached \'lhon 
I 
I 

Fermi had his successful first ~d"' I 
J,..-:/:", I{ 

//\.l ..... ·/!.~ .... c ........ ··_, I 
lO ,1fl.ssion reaction in 

il 
the i'Jest E-M.- at the Uni versi ty of Chicago, ! 

I 

11 11 September 2, 1942. 
II 

You knm'l hm·; much longer it took after 

ii 
12 " that to have economical 

H 
nuclear fission. pOT;;er. 

l3 
II 
" 
" ,i 
;1 
it 

It might take a time comparable 

14 
II 
U would have econo~ical 

.j.~"-;~;'-F;'-'j· 
~.j?8:l :fis-e±:::m PO\·ler. 
~~ -

II 
\! 
" 

15 
ii 

lsI! - I 

QUESTIO:'1 : Thank you. 

17 
I . 
i 

18 

19 
I 

/1 
20 

I 
21 I 

22 I 
23 

j 
24 

II 
25 

I 
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to t..l-),at before '-,e 
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